beautiful day, rather warmer than the
Best pair of steers, 2 vears old
,,
day before, but not too much so for com- vm Knowlton; 2nd, Merle
fort. The attendance, while not so large as
ess Despite the Weather.
on Friday, was
very good and the grand
Accord Lowered by Stiletto stand was more than half filled.
Friday
Race in the 2.17 Class.
every seat was occupied. This stand, with
premium, J. W.
its protection from the sun, and from show- years-lst
Brooks
: poiiemeuts, which threatTown team, to consist of Jones,
six or more voke
has
ers,
of
its
and
if
3
of
fully
justified
failure
ereotion,
the fair
oxen,
years or more—isf premium
mplete
Morril1’
unity Agricultural Associa- our fair continues to grow as it has in the
s. S:
iimsual preparations had past few years, must be enlarged. It comSteer calves-l3t, R. T.
mands
an
unobstructed view of the entire
i which promised to eclipse
One calf—1st, H. U.
lertaking in this line, the traek, and is so solidly constructed that it
Wentworth, Morrill.
HORSES AND
COLTS, DRAFT HORSES
veep, tlie suu shone bright- may be crowded to its utmost capacity with
Best
mare
breeding
Two
and
in perfect condition and perfect safety.
good races were on the
colt-lst Ppremium, R. A. Gurney, Belfast.
vents came off Friday and card for the afternoon.
In the 2.25 stake
Draft stalliun-ist, H. II.
Wentworth.
Best breeding mare and
stock exhibits were large, Hazelwood, 2 16$, was the favorite, but
colt—1st premiof cattle, sheep and swine after putting up a game fight in the first
Wiss
a"a.
heat Bobby Wilkes beat her through the
m former years, both in
Best two year old colt,
gelding or fillv—
breeding. The display of stretch. In the following heats Bobby
W°0<iStables was not large but in- Wilkes had things all his own way. Frank
ie
WW,00mb- Wald^
The rainy S., tiie favorite in the 2.18 pace, was pressed
specimens.
The sum-t of tlie week no doubt hard by Salinus and Graduate.
a

|jW4lD0U)UN1YrAIR.

that the conditions have not been worse
than they have in the northern part of the
county. The following editorial which apTo the Editor of The Journal: The peared in the Republican Journal of AuSeptember term of Supreme Judicial Court gust 3, ’05, is a terse, pointed statement of
opens next Tuesday. Not for many years, the way liquor is still sold in Waldo
county :
if ever, has so general and intense an interThe Lewiston Journal in commenting on
some
est been felt in Waldo county respecting
statements in the Hangor Commercial
the entorcement of the prohibitory law. At says: “If Hangor and Belfast are wide
open, the Sturgis commission should sit on
the last election the issue was squarely on, the lid and hold it
down, etc.” The Comand the will of the people was again reg- mercial in replying well says: “Why does
istered at the ballot box. Hon. William T. not the Lewiston Journal attend to the
matter of closing up its own city first ? It
Cobb, then candidate for Governor, every- would be more
in accordance with accepted
where declared that if elected he should use customs to do this before attempting to
every preper power and influence for the prescribe a remedy for the ills of Hangor
and Belfast.” We take exceptions to the
enforcement of the prohibitory law and he assertion
that Belfast is wide open, aldid not want any man’s vote unless he be- though it must be admitted that liquor is
still
sold
what
he
here,
said.
despite the frequent seizures
lieved that he meant precisely
Sheriff Carleton and his deputies. This
His opponent, Hon. C. W. Davis, was loud by
condition is due to the Supreme Court. At
in his cry against prohibition and for re- the recent term in this city those convicted
submission. By a overwhelming majority of violations of the prohibitory law were
Mi3S A‘ A' the people of our State turned down the given to understand that they could serve
their jail sentences concurrently ; that is to
Best pair of matched horses to be
of resubmission and placed Mr. say, no matter how many times they are
driven Apostle
convicted
and
up for sentence one
Lineoluville; Cobb in the Governor’s chair, plainly be- term of HO daysbrought
On
K. B. Smith, Morrill.
2nd,
will cover all. Naturally
cause the platform on which he stood, and
they keep right on selling, feeling that they
SHEEP, SWINE, POULTRY, ETC.
his policy and pledge of law enforcement, are thus incurring no additional
penalty.
Best flock of six thorough
to insheep,
is
will.
He
the
their
delivering
expressed
One liquor seller said to the officer “what
clude one thoroughbred buck—1st, II. F.
of
Maine
and
in
the
State
Have
goods.
we,
do we care about your little seizures?” and
Jackson; 2nd, Geo. 0. Holmes.
Best thoroughbred buck of
any breed— county of Waldo, a government of the peo- another said he had as soon have twenty1st, H. * Jackson; 2nd, John Junes:3rd,
ple? That is the question which thrusts cases as one. Judging from the past, whyGeo. O. Holmes.
itself home with tremendous vehemence in should he not?
Best thoroughbred
But is it not possible that
Horace
boar—1st,
l henery.
the light of the present situation. The peo- he may change his mind in this
respect'>
Best trio R 1. Reds-lst, J. \V.
Wallace; ple of Maine for their own government Let us hope so.
2nd, Harold Herrick.
have
established,
Rest f,rio Rarred Plymouth Rock-lst, J.
The Jesse E. Staples assault ease will be
U allace; 2ud, Harold Herrick.
First, the legislativ department to make ready for sentence this term. The dastardBest trio W. Wyandotte—1st, J. W. Wal- laws.
ly erime has not been forgotten, nor has
lace ; 2nd, Harold Herrick.
Secondly. The exe mtive department, con- lie indignation of an outraged people subBest trio W. Leghorn—1st, J. W. Wallace.
Best trio Brown Leghorns—1st, Walter K
sifting of the Governor, Attorney General, sided, as is clearly shown whenever the
Achorn, Belfast.
Shei itfs and County Attorneys, etc., to exe- case is mentioned.
The facts are these:
Best trio Light Brahmas—1st, J. W. Walcute the laws, and
On December 24, ’04, Rev. Eugene S. Phillace.
Best CockerJSpaniels, 2 dogs and ti pups—
Thirdly. The judicial department, con- brook was walking along Main street; he
diploma, G. Osborne Lord.
sisting of the courts, to interpret and had just passed the liquor saloon at No. 37,
Best exhibit of cats not less than 10—1st,
when the proprietor, Jesse E Staples,
apply these laws.
J. F. Vickery.
The law says “No person or persons be- came out w ith a vollev of the most obscene.
Best Angora eat, female—1st, Mrs. L. F.
\\ ilcnn
Ralfauf
mala. 1 <■*
n
prolane and abusive language, to which Mr.
longing to one ui tuese uepamueuta aimu
Morse, Liberty.
exercise any of the powers properly De- Philbrook gave no notice whatever; then
Prettiest Angora cat—1st, Edith G. Folwell, Folwell’s Island; 2nd, Mrs. L. F Wil- longing to either of the others.” The the talk ceased. After he had gone a few
son.
courts are not to make laws, but to apply
rods, Mr. Philbrook heard someone running
Largest Angora cat—1st, Mrs. L. C. those made according to their intent. The behind him and supposed it was some one
Morse; 2nd, Mrs. L. F. Wilson.
Best pair Angora cats—1st, Mrs. L. F. executive department is charged only with trying to catch the boat or train, and did
Wilson ; 2nd, Mrs. 0. S. Vickery.
the execution of laws.
Although these not know that he was being pursued until
Best litter Angora kittens—1st, Mrs. L. F. three departments of our State Govern- Staples dealt him a
heavy blow on the back
Wilson.
Then
ment are distinct they are not independent of the head, knocking him down.
DAIRY PRODUCTS.
tried to kick him, and after getting
Best lot dairy butter, 5 lbs. or more—1st, of one another; they must move together Staples
and act in harmony or the will of the peo- to his feet, he knocked him down again,
Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth, Belfast.
ple will be defeated, as it has been in and again tried to kick him, and continued
l.ADIES’ DEPARTMENT.
Best exhibit hand work—1st, Miss S. K. Waldo County for years, and in many other his brutal assault until Mr. Philbrook’s apGardner.
sections of our State as well. Which de- peal for protection was responded to. Mr.
Best honiton piece—1st, Mrs. Julia Davis.
has been responsible for this ? A Philbrook received an ugly wound on the
partment
Crochet tidy—1st, Mrs. Win. R. Roix.
Night robe—1st and 2nd, Mrs. William R. concrete example wil! show us. Mr. L. L. knee and bad looking bruises on the head
Roix.
Gentner has been a liquor-seller in this and face.
Ladies’ crocheted hose—1st, Mrs. Etta County for the past twelve
The people of Waldo County will watch
years. The
Brown.
court records show 71 convictions in that with close interest the disposition of the
Best pickles—1st, Mrs. Etta Brown.
Best tatting sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. F. E. period, but he has uever served a jail sen- cases on the criminal docket at the coming
Clark.
J. W. Hatch.
tence anil the fine imposed by the court has term.
Best Kensington lunch cloth—1st, Mrs. A.
a year; not12,1905.
been
on
an
Belfast,
Sept.
$300
average
only
A. Howes.
Best macrama work—1st, Ellen Pearson.
withstanding the faot that the aggregate
Battenburg centrepiece—1st, Miss Alberta full penalty during these years, would have THE LINCOLN BAPTIST ASSOCIATION.
Wadsworth. 2nd, Miss Maria Andrews.
and nearly 0 years in jail. The
The 101st session of the Lincoln Baptist
Mexican lunch cloth—1st, Miss Alberta been 85,000
full penalty for the single year of 1894 Association was held with the Belfast BapWadsworth.
Crazy velvet quilt and sofa pillow—1st, would have been $2450 and 2 years and 6 tist church Sept. 5th and 6th. Seventy-live
Helen Rowe.
months in jail. 42 cases were nol pressed. delegates from Rockland and vicinity came
Cradle quilt—1st. Winona Ludwig.
Thus it appears that while the sheriff's and on a special trip of the steamer Castine. At
Drawn silk rag rug—1st, Eliza Piper.
Fancy silk quilt—1st, Eliza Piper.
county attorneys, during most of this 1.45 o’clock Sept. 5th there was a praise serInitial handkerchief—1st, Mrs. Win. R.
period, did not do their full duty as shown vice led by Rev. K. A. Myers of Knox. At
Roix.
Kensington outline sofa pillow—1st and by the comparatively small number of 2 o’clock, after prayer. Rev. W. E. Lom2nd, Mis- Loula Mason.
seizures and the large u umber c-f cases nol bard of Camden was elected moderator and
Fancy siik quilt—1st and 2nd, Miss Loula pressed, filed, etc., yet if in the cases Rev. H. G. Clark of Owl’s Head, clerk.
Mason.
bad
been
sentence
given Twenty-one out of the 24 churches in the
Two pieces cut work— Miss Loula Masou. furnished
to the full penalty they would have association were represented by letters.
Ilardauger doilies—1st, Mrs. J. G. Paul.
Collection of Battenburg—1st, Mrs. J. G. been driven out of the business.
The moderator extended the hand of fellowPaul.
ship to Rev. W. P, Richardson of West
Where the responsibility rests just now
Best afglian—1st, Ellen Pearson; 2nd,
and Rev. Clarence Emery of
is best seen by an inspection of the court Rockport
Mrs. A. R. March.
Wiley’s Corner, new pastors in the AssociaMexican work, baby dress—1st, Fannie docket.
The six cases in which L. L.
tion.’ Rev. W. P. Richardson offered prayer
Shute.
Gentner was sentenced last term, amount- and Rev. W. K. Bartlett of Rockport
Ilabj's jacket in Kensington work—1st,
preached the annual sermon from Peter
ing in the aggregate, to 6400and 300 days in 3:15, “Sanctify tile Lord God in your hearts
Miss Marion Wells.
Mrs.
sofa
S.
W.
have
Johnin
reFancy
pillow—1st,
sixty days,
and be ready always to give an answer to
jail, to be served
son.
turned from the Law Court with “judgment every man that asketh you a reason of the
Crocheted handkerchief—1st, Nellie M.
that is in you, with meekness and
for the State,” and the sentences will be ex- hope
Buzzell.
fear.”
Button rug-lst, Nellie M. Buzzell.
ecuted by the order of the Court. Six other
A praise service at 7.30 o’clock w as led by
Couch set—1st, Mrs. Mary Gray,
Rev. W. J. Day of Rockland and Rev. W
eases in which he has been convicted are
Drawn relief rag rug—1st, Mrs. John Moroffered prayer. This was folback from the Law Court ready for sen- 0. Holman
rill.
lowed by the address of the evening by Rev.
Mexican table cover—1st, Mrs. Charles tence. Three search and seizure cases and F. M. llolt of Lynn, Mass. The speaker
Shaw.
one single sale are now pending at this
recently returned from a trip to Wales and
First premium on collection for lady of 86
spike of “The Revival in Wales, Personal
term of the Supreme Court.
years—Mrs. Edmund Brown.
Observations and Impressions.” The adThe six cases in which W. S. Edminster dress was very interesting and
Drawn work doilies—1st, Mrs. A. \V*
impressive.
Pattershall.
was given sentence last term, aggregating
The devotional
meeting Wednesday
Mexican work piliow slips—1st, Mrs. A.
8350 and 240 days in jail, to be served in morning was led by Rev. W. P. Richardson.
W. Pattershall; 2nd, Mrs. Charles Shaw.
The committee appointed to raise money
Mexican uiglit robe-1st, Mrs. Charles sixty days, are back from the Law Court for next year’s expenses reported in favor
F. Shaw.
aud the sentences will be executed by order of a per capita tax upon the churches. The
Leaiher sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. Charles of the Court. Three other cases in which report of obituaries was read by Rev. A. C.
F. Miaw.
of Warren. There were 21 deaths.
baok from the Hersey
Rev. W. J. Day of Rockland was chosen
Cigar ribbon sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. F. G. he has been convicted are
Law Court aud ready for seutence, and 0 representative for the year to the Maine
Mixer.
Cut flowers—1st, Mrs. Harry Clifford.
search and seizure cases and three single Baptist State Convention. The •ommittee
Potted plants—1st, Mrs. Adella Packard.
work reported that 1'. E.
sale cases are pending at this term of the on evangelistic
Silk Battenburg—1st, Mrs. S. W. Shibles.
Miller had faithfully ministered to all the
Bulgarian centre piece—1st, Mrs. S. W. Supreme Court. The three cases in which weaker churches and the money for his
Shibles.
Fred SI. Staples was given sentence last support had been raised. Rev. W. J. Day
Bed set—1st, Mrs. G. B. Marsano.
was elected chairman of this committee.
term, aggregating 8200 and 150 days in jail
Crocheted lace—1st, Mrs. Chas. A. Davis.
An offer of the State Convention to assist
from
are
back
in
to
be
served
sixty
days,
Mrs.
sofa
Chas.
Handkerchief
Rev. I. B.
in this work was accepted.
pillow—1st,
the T aw Pi.iirt ami the sentence will he exA. Davis.
Mower of Waterville, State Secretary,
Drawn work handkerchief—1st, Mrs. ecuteil
at length on the State convention and
by tbe older of the Court. Cue spoke
Chocnnrio
its works.
Drawn rag rug—1st, Mrs. Roscoe Whit- other ease from the Law Court is ready for
Resolutions in favor of various benevocomb.
sentence, while three search and seizure lent objects were adopted; also in favor of
Yarn rug—1st, Gertrude Whitcomb.
Zion’s Advocate, a controlling interest in
and two single sales are pending. Daniel
Oriental sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. E. W.
was recently secured by the Slate
have a which
Frank
E.
Nash
each
Jones
and
Ellis.
Convention.
White lace darned collar—1st, Mrs. E. W. single sale case pending. E. S. Shuman
The officers were re-elected.
Ellis.
Rev. John E. Cummings, a returned misand Charles A. Logan each have a case
Fancy pin cushions—1st, Mrs. G. R. pending for illegal transportation of liquor.
Carter.
claims of missions in the eouutry.
Scrim pillow—1st, Miss Charlotte Carter. Some search and seizure cases against
Rev. Maurice Dunbar of North Haven
Crazy worsted quilt—1st, Mrs. G. E. Italians in Frankfort are before the lower was appointed to preach the introductory
Marsh.
sermon
at the next session.
court. There is one case ready for senRest children's knit hose—1st, Mrs. L. M.
The closing service was led by Evangelist
each of the following: John }’. E. Miller.
tence
against
The next session will be held
Cunningham.
Best double mittens—1st, Mrs. G. L. Hem- Melleu, John A. Warren and Jesse E. with the first Baptist church in Rockland
men way.
190fi.
in
September,
and two cases agaiust Edwin A.
Best single mittens—1st, Mrs. L. M. Cun- Staples,
All this is ready.not to mention the
Jones.
Mrs.
Roscoe
Whitcomb.
;
2nd,
ningham
WEDDING BELLS.
indictments which will be brought by the
Lamp mat—1st, Ellen Pearson
Best umbrella stand—1st, Mrs. Etta Brown
Thus it appears that the engrand
jury.
A simple and pretty
Foli.ktt-Cook.
Mellick embroidery—1st,
Best Mount
Mrs. J. G. Paul ; 2nd, Mrs. F. A. Knowlton. forcement of the law in Waldo County is wedding occurred at 3 o’clock last Tuesday
Mrs.
G.
now
with
the
J.
Paul.
Rafia basket—1st,
Supreme Court.
afternoon, at the home of the bride’s parBest patch quilt—1st, Mrs. Mary Gray.
The opportunities of the liquor sellers
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Cook, when their
Best outline quilt—1st, Mrs. Etta Brown ;
have been greatly enlarged, and the diffidaughter, Frederica May, was married to
2nd, Mrs. F. \V. Brown.
Best counterpane—1st, Ellen Pearson.
culty of enforcement increased, by the im- Leslie C. Follett. The ceremony was perBest drawn rag rug—1st, Mrs. A. W. l’at- portation of Italians and other workmen on
formed by Rev. J. W. Hatch, who used the
tershall; 2nd, Mrs. W. A. Monroe.
the railroad.
The Italians have liquor
Best braided rag rug—1st, Mrs. A. Wadsring service. The decorations, which confor
their
come
own
is
the legal
use; that
worth; 2nd, Mrs. William Arnold.
sisted mostly of palms, ferns and sweet
Best ladies’ knit hose—1st, Mrs. L. M. light of any person ; but some have claimed
peas, were very effective. The bridal party
Cunningham.
that they sell liquor, even to the natives,
stood in a corner of the parlor, which ,was
Best gents’ knit hose—1st, Mrs. G. L.
and that Sheriff Carleton lets the Italians
Hemeuway; 2nd, Mrs. Roscoe Whitcomb.
banked with green, relieved with sweet
have all the rum they want, while a white
Preserves—1st, Mrs. Mary Gray.
peas. The bride, who wore white Swiss
Jellies—1st, Mrs. Mary Gray.
man could not have it.
Persons claiming
muslin, carried a shower bouquet of white
Best Kensington centrepiece—1st, Mabel
to
know
about
these sales have been unable sweet
Smith; 2nd, Mrs. A. A. llowes.
She was attended by Miss
peas.
Helen
Bird.
to help the Sheriff to any evidence, even
Best llardanger waist—1st,
Clara M. Hamilton, who also wore white,
Best point lace handkerchief--lst, Mrs. though asked and urged to do so. One man
and who carried pink sweet peas.
The
Edith Keating.
Best tatting lace handkerchief—1st, Mrs. did try to get evidence by trying to pur- groom was attended by Harry II. Carter.
F. F„ Clark.
chase, but he was asked, “Who are you?” Only the immediate relatives of the couple
Best val. lace handkerchief—1st, Mrs. J. He replied, “I am a man.” The
response were present.
After the ceremony, Mr.
G. Paul.
was, “but I don’t know you and you don’t
and Mrs. Follett left for a few days at Lake
Best eyelet work—1st, Helen Bird.
Best shadow work—1st, Helen Bird
belong to this camp," and he could not se- Quantabacook. The bride, who has always
Best drawn-work sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. cure liquors.
lived in Belfast, has a large circle of friends
A. A llowes
The pay roll of the Railroad Compauy, here. She was a graduate of the Belfast
Best huckabuck sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. G.
for the month ending August fifteenth, was High school in the class of 1901, and has alE. Marsh.
Best fir pillow—1st, Mrs. J. W. Jones.
$120,000, and the pay roll of the Granite ways been popular. The groom is in partE.
Best smocked sofa pillow—1st, Mrs. G.
Works is about $35,000 per month. It is a
nership with his father in the sporting
Marsh.
well known fact that men often go to the
Netted-doily—1st, Mrs. G. E. Marsh.
goods store on Church street with which he
MISCELLANEOUS.
liquor saloons after pay day with from $20 has been connected for some years, and
Oil painting exhibited by artist—1st, S. to $100 and after a spree of from one to four where he has made many friends.
The
Howard, Belfast; 2nd, Mrs. E. H. Bates.
days are found penniless, or nearly so. No friends of both young people unite in wishDisplay of farm tools by a hardware deal- man can, in that time, drink $20 or
$100 ing them much happiness and prosperity.
er—Diploma, Mason & Hall, Belfast.
Display of complete set of dairy appara- worth of rum. Who gets his money? With They are to reside at the home of the
&
Hall.
so large a sum of money paid to so
tus—Diploma, Mason
large a groom’s father, No. 1 Pine street.
Best aquarium display—Diploma, Dr. 0.
population, and with such a liquor seller as
S. Vickery, Belfast.
To remove the soreness from cnts, burns,
Display 0! flour—Diploma, Shales <fe Fol- W. S. Edminster, and such encouragement sprains and bruises, bathe freely with
as be has had to continue, the wonder iB
ett, Belfast.
Brown’s Instant Relief.

Whitcomb!’City! Waldo County Liquor Cases.
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off in tliis department,
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ted many visitors. In tlie
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:

2.25 class, trot and pace, purse $300.
Bobby Wilkes, Geutner.1 1 l
Hazelwood, Vining.2 2 2
Blue Will, Gould.
3 3 4
Hiram Wilkes, Burrill.4 4 3
Time, 2.20, 2.21$, 2.21.
2.18 class, pacing, purse $200.
Frank S., Hudson.1 l l
Salinus, Burrill.2 2 3
Graduate, Kirby.3 3 2
Time, 2.1(1$, 2.16$, 2.17$.
Between the heats the 2-year-old colt John
Ward from the stable of Horace Cheuery
trotted an exhibition mile in 2.32$.
The
colt is a beauty and went around the traek

•Uihnson, furs; Spencer A
istcad, other furniture and
T. Richards, a variety of
department store; Mason *
i farming tools; 1. V. Miller,
\ :i aquarium filled with gold
by Dr. O. S. Vickery, at- like
tention.
large exhibit of

fancy arti;ty Grange, which will be
aiige hall in October.
u “side show” was that of
1 ream Brook
Farm, Stetson,
mder canvas a pail of oxen
pounds. When three years
-lied 4,100; when four, 5,100;
ana

were

I,
e

then

biggest pair of

aekuowl-

in New
rteen months later they had
oxen

present weight. They are
iy identical white markings,
.airs were doing business on

:.d the strident voices of the
much in evidence. Only the
i with its asthmatic music
Throwing halls at the doils
.‘.inning unsmokable cigars,
who grinned through a hole
•••eined to be popular sports,
.I admit having called upon
Beauties” in a tent near by.
•ar of any shell games, al.al that some of the fakirs
the grounds Friday. Few
:
second day.
trade was ready to start
lien a heavy shower sent
All events were de■•.ver.
: tickets
returned to
were
..nice.
Thursday there was
ide came off at 1 p. ui., Frit did uot include so many
r.l it proved a very pretty
no doubt be made an atare fairs.
The parade was
ae, the little daughter, of
"...1, who was mounted on a
: ••• with decorations of sweet
>. Vickery drove a single
liage covered with yellow
lned with flowers of the

The horse and harness were
ilia' Home team was a hay
green, white and yellow,
Girls’ Home on each side.
f the Home were dressed in
the matron. Mrs. \V. C.
Mr. Bowen, who drove the
II. 1). Carter had a single
-ttily decorated in green and
were awarded as follows:
Vickery; 2nd, Girls’ Home;
H. Carter.
‘HI.AY'S RACES.
Friday was the best ever seen
track was in fine condition,
.-I Ingy, and it was pronounced
ges to be the best half mile
e.
In the 2.17 race uot only
record of 2.17i, held jointly by
and Isabelle, lowered to 2.12|
but it was announced from
■

probabiy the second fastest
tied in

Maine.
The second
first heat was trotted in 32
re was much local interest in

I-

i.-c

Ii

:ace

111

luc

ruuica

inuii

iuc

Chenery and M. B. Smith,

have done much to promote
f our local fair. Stiletto C.
e had to their credit wins in
••:ts this season and both had
h adherents and admirers,
won the first two heats and
.e third.
In the fourth heat
-d under the wire, but was set
judges to 4th position for
'i the home stretch.
But for this
would have won in three straight
decision caused a good deal of
discussion and as it was getting
-d as though the race would go
"u day, unfinished.
But after
the horses were brought up and
•he fifth heat, and the excitentense when
Isabelle led the
i it was not lessened when after
•i by the judges it was announeetto C. had won the heat and
de having been set hack as
: been in the former heat.
Sum'in

I

a veteran racer.
The starter was Guy Murchie of Calais,
and the judges l)r. E. D. Tapley of Belfast,
Capt. G. D. Pendleton of Islesboro and
Stephen J. Gushee of Appleton.
The Belfast Band was i.. attendance Saturday afternoon and its fine music was
much enjoyed.

In connection with the races it may be
well to state here, to set at rest much unfounded gossip, that Mr. M. B. Smith, proprietor of Pearl Brook Farm, has since the
fair called upon Secretary Ellis to express
his appreciation of what the manager!
had done, and in token thereof he wished
them to accept his share of the parses, feeling that they must have beeu losers by the
unavoidable postponements.
When Mr.
Ellis demurred at this, Mr. Smith said that
he had had the use of the track and sheds
all summer aud felt under obligations therefor. Mr. Smith’s attitude is of eolrse very
pleasing to the managers and will be

heartily approved by the|puh!ic generally.
The management of the Waldo County
Agricultural Society wish to extend their
heartfelt thanks: First, to the people of
Waldo county for their hearty support and
liberal patronage; second, to the business
men of Belfast for so unanimously closing
their places of business Friday afternoon,
thus giving the society what was almost a
life-saving benefit. A continuance of this
encouragement and support will undoubtedly make out fair a credit to the county
and the State, and the interest manifested
this

shows that the public appreciate
the vast amount of iabor and the many details involved in making such an institution a success.
Only those closely associated with him can appreciate the untiring
labors of Secretary Ellas, in which he had
the earnest support of Mrs. Ellis—labors
that were made the heavier and more vexatious by the necessary postponements, and
particularly in pulling off the races, with
horses drawing out or going away.
Near

At a meeting of the trustees of the Waido
County Agricultural Society Monday evening W. A. Mason was elected assistant

it was voted to hold the fair of
1‘KX) the first full week in September, and to
pay all purses and premiums in full.
treasurer,

The following premiums were awarded
FRl’IT, VEGETABLES, ETC.
Best exhibit, including everything raised
ou a farm except fruit, variety and quality
considered, not less than one peck of each
variety to be on exhibition—1st premium,
J. 11. Flagg, Belmont, 14 varieties.
Best exhibit of fruit of all kinds, quality
and variety to be considered—1st premium,
J. H. Cunningham, Belfast, 4S varieties.
Best exhibit of pears, not less than one
peck—1st premium, U. E. Marsh, Belfast;
second, Bussell Brier, Belfast.
Best exhibit of beans—1st premium, W.
W. Hodsdon, Belfast second, W. E. Hamilton, Belfast.
nest half-bushel of carrots—1st premium,
W. M. Hodsdon: second, G. E. Marsh.
Best half-buslie! of onions—1st premium,
G. E. Marsh; second, J. F. Wilson, Belfast.
Best bunch of celery,—1st premium, J.
II. Flagg, Belmont.
of Autom
bushel
Best
apples—1st
premium, S. \\. Sliibles, Morrill; second,

(4

F

Marsh.

Best bushel of potatoes—1st premium,
W. E. Hamilton ; seoorni, G. E. Marsh.
Best dozen of cabbage—1st premium, J.
A. Flagg, Belmont; second. G. E. Marsh.
Best bushel of beets—1st premium, W.
M. Hodsdou ; second, J. F Wilson.
Best bushel of turnips—1st premium, W.
M. Hodsdon ; second, J. F. Wilson.
Best Hubbard squash—1st premium, J
F. Wilson ; second, G. E. Marsh.
Best Marrow squash—1st premium, G.
E. Marsh.
Best pumpkin—1st premium, J. F. W ilson ; second, W. M. Hodsdon.
Biggest pumpkin—1st premium, G. E.
Marsh.
Best peck of tomatoes—1st premium, G.
E. Marsh; second, J. H. Cunningham.
Greatest variety potatoes—W. M. Hods-

don, gratuity.

Abundance plums—1st, J. H. (. lark, Belfast; second, Fred A. Griffin, Belfast.
Best herd Jerseys—1st A 2nd, Horace
Chenery.
Best herd Shorthorns—1st A 2nd, A. K.
Ilurd, Thorndike.
Best thoroughbred Shorthorn cow—1st A
2nd, A. K. Murch.
Best thoroughbred Jersey cow—1st A 2nd,
Horace Chenery.
Best thoroughbred Holstein cow—1st A
2nd, Bay View Stock Farm, Belfast.
trot or pace, purse $300.
Best thoroughbred Holstein heifer—1st,
l 13 4 1
Chenery, Belfast
View Farm.
B. .Smith, Belfast.2 3 12 4 Bay
Best thoroughbred Jersey heifer, one year
ire, C. 0. Montgomery,
—1st A 2nd, Horace Chenery.
.3 2 2 1 2
Best thoroughbred Shorthorn calf—1st
G. Hume, Shawmut.,4 4 4 3 3 A
2nd, A. K. Murch.
■2.141, 2.144. 2.16}, 2.16}.
Best thoroughbred Shorthorn heifer—1st
: ace was a
pretty one, although A 2nd. A. K. Murch.
Best thoroughbred Holstein calf—1st, Bay
e positions of the four contestView Farm.
achanged during the three heats.
Best herd of Grade Jersey cows, not less
thau four—1st, Horace! Chenery; 2nd, D. C.
—

■

III.
■

purse $300.
11. Chenery, Belfast.1
L. Bean, Camden.2
W. S. Edminster, Belfast. .3
11. Davis, Waterville.4

e,
i,

jd

-’!}, 2.20,
4.4n
4at

■

•*

l
2
3
4

i
2
3
4

2.18 j.

class Gra Drew won in three

heats. Summary:
a-s, purse $1*0.
M. B. Smith, Belfast.1 l l
G. Hume, Shawmut.2 2 3
H. Davis, Waterville.3 3 2
ae, G. K. Boulter, Thorndike, ds
4-25}, 2.26}, 2.25.
■'ll the heats one of Marstou
C’s
> ear old, raised by Mr. Maddocks
die, trotted an exhibition half mile
The colt’s style and action were

choired.
SATUBDAT’S BAOES.
make amends fot the inclement
‘tlin the first of the week Saturday was

,l’

1 to

Greenlaw.
Best herd of Grade Holstein cows, not less
than four—1st A 2nd, Bay View Farm.
Best Grade Jersey heifer, one year—1st,
Horace Chenery ; 2nd, Bay View Farm.
Best Grade Holstein heifer, one year—1st,
Bay View Farm.
Best Grade calf—1st, A. K. Murch; 2nd,
J. E. Staples ; 3rd, Velvin Knowlton.
Best thoroughbred Jersey bull—1st A 2nd,
Horace Chenery.
Best Shorthorn bull—1st & 2nd, A. K.
Murch.
Best Holstein bull-lst, Bay View Farm.
OXEN AND STEERS.

Best pair of fat cattle—1st, I. Woodbury,
Morrill; 2nd, D. Meservey, Morrill.
Under 7 feet—1st, A. J. Woodbury, Morrill; 2nd, A. E. Nickerson, Waldo.
Best pair of matched oxen, size, form,
color and disposition to be considered—1st,
K. G. Weymouth, Morrill; 2nd, C. B. Stev-

enson, Belfast.
Best pair of steers, 3 years old—1st, D.
Meservey; 2nd, Harry C. Knowlton, Belfast.

Clementr2nyde.aPauM-1Stir!r?ki71ct’ h

Ler,n>ond,

Miss Myrtle B. Nash, B. II. S. ’05, is attending the Bath Business College.

PERSONAL.

Misses

Mrs. W. C. Pooler of Rockland is visiting
friends in town

Tuesday

■

John A. Fogg and Will R. Holt went to
Lewiston Tuesday to attend the State fair.

Charles Davis of Lowell, Mass., is visiting relatives here.
a

Edward H. Dunbar of Plymouth, Mass.,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Dunbar.

Mrs. W. C. Tuttle returned Saturday from
visit in Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Berry came up from

Rockland to attend the

Isabel and Euieroy Ginn left
to spend the winter in Boston.

Miss Flora M. Sherman went to Waterviile last Saturday to visit friends, going
from there to Norridgjwock.

races.

Miss Alice Whitten returned to Kent’s
Hill Monday to resume her studies.

W. Judson Wentworth, who has made
his home with a daughter in Massachusetts
the past few years, is here on a visit.

Amon

B. Brown, U. of M. 'C7, was the
guest of Miss Geneva Heal the past week.

Mrs. Manson Lowe and three children ot

Gay Holmes, B. H. S. '03, who has been
employed at Dark Harbor, has returned
home.

Dorchester, Mass., are visiting relatives in
this city. Mr. Lowe will join them later.

Sunday morning from

Misses Bertha and Helen Bird returned
a two weeks’visit in
Rockland.

Clarence Hall and Russell and Maurice
Lord left Monday tr attend the Higgins
ClassicalInstituteinCharleston, Maine.

Miss Katherine Walker of Liberty is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Simonton in

The Misses Ellis a e in Boston and New
York after tlieir fall goods. During the*
absence, Miss Maude B. Steward is in the-

Rockland.

store.

W. A. Gentner of Hartford, Conn., is
Mrs. Gentner has been
here for some time.

Bernes O. Norton, warden of the State
was among the out of town
people
who attended the W: ldo County Fair, Sat-

visiting in Belfast.

PrisoD,

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Staples of Rock
land were guests the past week of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Staples.

urday.
Calvin A. Hubbar- is enjoying a permavacation after in years service with
one concern—the Ma hews Bros.—a record
few men can equal.
nant

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin of Camden were guests the past week of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred G. Spinney.

Mr. and Mrs. Char es Dana Gibson came
up from Seven Hundred Acre Island in
their motor boat Monday to visit Mr.'and
Mrs. Edward Johnson.

Miss Katherine C. Quimby went to Boston Monday to enter the New England

Conservatory

of Music.

Mrs. Walter M. Tapley and children have
returned to Rockland from a two weeks’
visit in West Brooksviile.

Charles Patterson of Boston, accompanied
by eight friends, is spending his annual
vacation in Belfast. He is the guest of his
mother, Mrs. Etta Patterson, at the Revere
House.

Miss Bernice G. Rogers has returned to
North Andover, Mass., where she is an assistant in the High School.

airs. o. a. Aiaconiber and Mrs. Lucius E.
Cobb of Rockland have been guests the
past week of Mrs. Chas. H. Crosby. Mrs.
Crosby and Mrs. Cobb spent Tuesday in
Castine.

Raiph

Critchett returned to Boston Saturday, after spending the summer with his
mother, Mrs. Frank Critchett.
Miss Jane A. McLellan left by Monday’s
boat for Boston, to resume her duties as a
teacher in the Dorchester High School.

T. A. Elliott and wife, who have been‘on
quite au extended trip through Waldo
Miss Belie C. Mathews and Miss Cora M. county and other sections of the State returned
home
4th.— Star-Herald.
Sept
Morison returned Friday from a visit with
Presque Isle.
and
R.
Rev.
Mrs.
T. Hack in Lyman, Me.
Mr.
and Mrs.

William K. Morrison of
who have been making a tour of Europe, sailed from Liverpool last Friday on the White Star Liner
Arabic, for Boston.

Harry L. Kilgore, Colby '08, is at home
from Smithfield, where he spent the summer, for a brief vacation before college

Minneapolis, Minn.,

opens.
Donald Clement is at

home from Seal

Mrs. F. L. Harmon returned to her home
in Brockton, Mass., last Saturday from a,
visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe

Harbor, where he spent the summer. He
is going to Orono to enter the University of
Maine.

Whitcomb in Morrill. She was accompanied
by her sister, Miss Ida Whitcomb.

Miss Clara M. Hamilton left yesterday
for Portland, where she is to euter the
nurses training school at the Maine General

Walter I. Neal, the well known game
warden, who has been stationed at the
Bangor railroad stations for several \ears
during the hunting season, was in Bangor
on business last Saturday.
D. Fauuce Woodcock, who recently underwent an operation at the liomoepathiehospital, Boston, for a serious attack of appendicitis, has fully recovered and i> now
visiting his grandparents Mr ami Mi s, M

Hospital.
Mrs. James H. Howes and daughter
Frances left by train Monday for Bradford,
Mass, where Miss Howes is tu enter Bradford Academy.
William F- Sehoppe, U. of M. ’07. who
has been in town for a few days, went to
Orono Tuesday, for the beginning of the
football season.

P. Woodcock.

Miss Nina F. Poor left by the Boston
boat last Saturday afternoon for Montclair, X. J., where she is to be an instructor
in the High school.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

Lowell, Mass.,

W.

Grant from

i

Mrs. Grace Knowles <>f Troy and Mrs.
Lenora Knowles of Acre island have been
visiting their niece, Mrs. E. G. Coombs, in
Isiesboro, and have been in Lewiston and
other places, visiting. They are two very
remarkable ladies, aged 78 and 7b years.

spending a two weeks, j
vacat ion wiih their cousin, Mr. and Mrs
Mr. Augustus Perry, the money order
Chas. Averill, in Searsport.
clerk in the Belfast post office, and who,
Mrs. George A. Leavitt returned from despite his bo years, has been constant in
Clinton Wednesday,
where the family attendance upon his duties, had an ill turn
have been spending some w eeks. She was last week and has since been confined to
the house. Miss Florence Hill is supphing.
accompanied by Mr. Leavitt’s mother.
his place in the money ol der office.
The last of the Brunswick shipbuilders
is dead
THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
Elbridge G. Simpson, who died
Sept. 5th at the age of So, built no fewer than
1» vessels on the lower Androscoggin.
Norton Ei.i nion
The tweltli amnia,
Dr. A. W. Harris, formerly at the head reunion of the Nurmi; family was held at
j the home of ex->heTt: N
»rtori in Belfast,
of the University of Maine, will geta salary I
The morning hours were
of S 10,000 ;n his new position as president Aug. lb, 1J05;
spent in social intercourse on the lawn.
of Northwestern University, Chicago.
The day w as all that corn'd be desired and
Dr. and Mrs. William Adams of Hyde |
the view of the surrounding lulls and fields
Park and Dr. Hopkins and daughter of
as fair as in June.
At noon a fine picnic
Searsport attended the funeral of the late dinner
was served and
apparently enjoyed.
Mrs. Sarah Adams in Camden Sept. 7th.
After satisfying the inner man the meeting
The Roberts brothers and their families,
was called to order by the President, s. L
summer residents on the North Shore,
Norton, and the necessary routine business
Xorthport, have closed their cottages for
transacted, and ways and means discussed
the season and returned to Reading, Mass, j
by many of the members. It was voted t»>
Mrs. L. A. Knowlton, Mrs. Susan E.
accept the invitation of O. W. Ripley to
Craig and Miss Lucy Palmer went to Cam- j meet with him in
Badge,
August, lbOd
den last Saturday to attend the centennial i
were worn by the members bearing the
celebratiou of the First Congregational |
photographs of Mr. and Mrs. 6. G. Norton,
church in that place.
mounted on royal purple ribbon with the
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. l’ercival of Portland,
following inscript on : “Noiton family reunMisses Marjory and Agues Coombs of Bel- ion, Belfast, Satin day, August l'. ,.lbP5. A. L.
fact and
Knnornr
tuorp
Norton, President, ’dn silver letters. The
guests the past week of Mrs. George Mixer oldest person present was Mrs. E. P. Brown,
in Camden.
who read a hue and interesting paper dinMr. and Mrs. Josiali 11. Hobbs of Cam- ing the meeting.
11 all, the photographer.
are

den were among the visitors in town the
past week. Mr. Hobbs is the first selectman of Camden and superintendent of the
Camden Lumber company.
Mr. and Mrs. Holman F. Day have returned to their home in Auburn after having spent the summer in the woods of Piscataquis County, where Mr. Day completed
his new novel, “Squire I'bin.”
Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Cottrell left last Saturday for Old Harbor, Swans Island, to
have a few days deep sea fishing. They expected to be joined the first of the week by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury.
The Rev. Walter A. A. Gardner, Rector
of the church of the Holy Comforter, New
York city, was the guest recently of Mrs.
Wilbert Dougan, at The Anchorage,
J.
Northport, and went from thereto Par Harbor.
Mrs. Nancy Decker of Unity and Mrs.
Maria Thomas of St. Charles, Minn., sisters
of the late Jeremiah Curtis, are visiting Dr.
Curtis and wife (Miranda Curtis) in East
I)i xmont. Mrs. Thomas has not been in
Maine for 34 years.
A. G. Webster of Orouo called on friends
in liucksport last week. He was a former
resident and a photographer, but later was
keeper of the Fort Point light and held the
position many years. He is a veteran of
the Civil war and was severely wounded in
the left arm.
Fred L. Burnham of Greenfield, Mass.,
who attended the recent reunion of the 26th
Maine regiment in this city, is the father
of six children and has 17 grandchildren.
Mr. Burnham was a Massachusetts boy,
but was unable to enlist at the breaking
out of the Civil War owing to his youth and
came to Winterport to enlist, and entered
the service without an acquaintance in his
Now the “boys”
company or regiment.
call him grandpa.

was

present

aim auei

muon lauui

aim

mauj

admonitions to “be ouiet for a moment,
please," succeeded in obtaining a photograph of the group, with “Hex" occupying
the seat of honor. A vote of thanks was
given “Good” and Mrs. Norton for their
hospitality and courtesy to the company,
and then after mure eating and unlimited

they all began their homeward
journey, feeling it had been a day well
spent, and with a hope that they might all
meet again one year hence.—Kva V. Ripley,
Sec’y.
coffee

Nr. tv Aiivi.itnsi.MKx is. A. 1). Chase*
Son announce that their new fall line of
ladies and misses garments is now ready
for inspection. In fall dress goods they
have all the shades in a great variety of
colors, and fall shin waists in white and
colors_lleury Staples, 12 Main street, has

everything in men’s furnishing goods, men
and hoys' caps, rubber ci ats, oil coats and
hats and rain proof coats, monarch shirts,
Custom suits
men and boys' sweaters, etc.
to order and a special sale of men's overcoats at a bargain— .lames 1!. Howes,Odd
Fellows block, lias a splendid assortment of
new dress fabrics, and is making the first
showing of women's waists in fall styles.
Special prices on blankets and bedspreads
for September. Send for samples to the
mail order department, or telephone your
orders_S5 reward offered for the return
to The Journal office of a bunch of keys
hearing the owner’s name....Relatives of
the late Mrs. R. M. Duuphe publish a card
of thanks_Large front room, furnished
or unfurnished, for rent at 28 Miller street.
_Carle* Jones are giving great bargains
in dress skirts to clear their counters for
the fall stock. They have 100 skirts of all
kinds, but mostly heavy and medium
weight—Dwight I’. Rainier, Masonic Temple, has the fall styles Lamsou * Hubbard hats, and a complete line ol underand neckweak
wear, hosiery, gloves
.Special sale of 50 cent ueckwear at 15 cents
next .Saturday evening by A. J). Chase *
Son_Mrs. Thomas ;Leonard publishes a
card of thauks_Shot guns and rifles for
sale or to let by Carle * Jones... .Stable to
rent. Apply to Chas. F\ Swift.
—

County
[ Deferred

Correspondence.

A.

1

CHINA.

A party of 24 young people was royally
entertained at a lawn party at Clear View
Farm, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett

Jlrs. Louisa Longfellow suffered a shock
of paralysis last week while visiting her j
daughter, Mrs. Fred Bonney of China.!
Miss Lila Northrup has engaged to teach |
in Lubec and will go there Friday.The 1
selectmen were cutting oak timber on the
Louis Latlip farm Friday and Saturday.
The timber will be rafted across the pond
and up the river to Sheepscot bridge, where j
it will be used in the construction of a new I
bridge.The Massachusetts people who j
have been at “Pine Tree Camp,” have all
returned to their homes except Mr. and
Airs. AI. S. Handy.

llall, Wednesday afternoon, August 30th, it
being the 14th anniversary of the birth of
their daughter, Agnes Bernice. The house
was prettily decorated in honor of the occasion and the lawn presented a pleasing
and festive appearance. The young people indulged in games on the lawn, and later ice
cream, corn balls and candy were served.
Master George Roberts entertained the
TROY.
company with selections on the graplioThe fall term of Free High School opened
phone, which added materially to the
pleasure of the youthful guests. Miss Alonday at Troy corner with good attendAgnes received many tokeus of remem- ance_Almon Forbes of Brooks is
visiting
brance from her young friends_Mrs.
his sister, Airs. Al. C. Parsons_Beniah
Madeline Gerald is reported as much bet
ter than a few days ago.Dr. G. .1. Nel- Harding accompanied his son B. F. Harding
son is away on a" yachting trip with his
to Billerica, Mass., and will make his future
brother Fred from Boston. They were in home
there—Eugene Hussey has moved
Portsmouth, a day or two ago.
from Thorndike to Troy corner.Aliss
Lora Harding is teaching in Knox
Estelle Harding is attending the fall term of
HAST PALKKMO.
the State Normal School, Farmington—
Mrs. Ed. Johnson of Somerville, Mass.,
Fred Weymouth spent last week in Walwho has been visiting at F. A. Bradstreefs, tham, Alass.Venie Myrick, who has a
has returned home_F. A. Bradstreet and fine position in Freedom Academy, was at
Vern D. Bradstreet made a business trip to home over Sunday_The Ladies’ Aid met
Waierville last week_Dr. R. R. Tibbetts with Mrs. Joseph Sturgis last Thursday
and Miss Gladys Tibbetts went to Belfast afternoon and had a very interesting meetSaturday to visit friends and relatives— ing.
Charles R. Tibbetts of State Farm, Mass.,
is passing his vacation with his parents, PALERMO.
Air. and Airs. Fred Bailey and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Tibbetts_Vern
Bradstreet bought a three-year-old colt of Gladys went to Augusta to visit Mrs. BailW. E. Chadwick recently_School began
who is confined to her bed with
in this district September 5th, under the in- ey’s sister,
hip disease—A. J. Tobey has begun the
struction ol Edward Lowden of Windsor..
of
work
Ktheiyn Tibbetts, who passed the last year Mr. and setting his new water w heel.
Airs. Jack Hayes of Chelsea, Alass.,
at Branch Mills, has returned home
Stella B. Leeinan has gone to Farmington are the guestsof Alt. and Mrs. Frank Moore.
-Airs.
Anna Tobey called on Mr. and
to attend the Normal School.Fred A.
Tibbetts of the N. E. Telephone .v Tele- Mrs. George lieblen of Levi Hill, last week.
Aliss Clara Belden, who is employed at
is
his
Co
a
week
at
Belfast,
phone
passing
Russell A- Weston’s, Augusta, is at home
Home... Miss Giace Dunn of Washington
for a two week’s vacation.Mrs. Alary
passed the last week with friends in this Kirk of Union
is visiting her sister, Mrs.
place... Mr. and Mrs. Walter Norton of James Linscott_Mrs.
Ingraham of Bosi.'lintm Me,, were the guestsof his parents,
1

—

—

Mr. and Mrs. il. C Norton last week
Miss F.v.; Howard is teaching the school in
South Liberty
—

is the guest of Mr. and Airs. Fred Jordan— Miss Hattie Jordan returned to
Freedom last week to resume her studies at
the academy
Fred Jordan was at work
in Center Palermo lHSt week_The schools
in tow n began Sept. 5th.
ton

—

beginning
leave. Four families left Sept. 4th—Geo. S.
Silsbee of Boston, II. A. Hoyt, W. C. Osborne, and Douglas Robinson of New York,
Mis. Robinson is the youngest sister of
Most of the cottage
President Roosevelt.
people on leaving the seashore do not go
directly to their city homes, but to their
country residences, where they remain unJn the early spring they
til v. inter sets it.
move t«» one of their country homes, and
from there go to tlieir cottages by the sea
Mr. Walter
when the hot weather begins.
Bo-..-, tor example, has four homes, one in
Philadelphia for the winter, one in Islesboi i* fo: the summer, and his fall and spring
homes are at Virginia Hot Springs and
As they move from
Wis>ahtcl:< ii Heights.
place to place, at different seasons of the
year, they often take a number of their tine
horses a:id carriages with them.Sir
John A. Baiian, wife and child, returned
to Ki g ml recently, and on tlieir arrival
.i
L;vi-rp.Mii sent a cablegram to Rev Dr
Leighton Darks, Lady Barran’s father
The preachers at the Episcopal church for
n
17, are Rev. R. II. Howe, Rev.
Sept.
F. W. i aker and Rev. C. A. Jessup.
All the dural decorations at the Episcopal
At
oluircl oa Sunday, Sept. :id, were red.
the Baptist church the floral decorations
were abundant and all were yellow and in
great vu ety
Among the Islesboro people
attending the Baptist Association in Belfast, Sept <; and 7, are Capt. and Mrs. J. F.
Grindle, Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, Mrs. Mary A.
Hatch, Mrs. Ambrose Hatch, Mrs. E. A.
Fame-, Mrs. Julia A. Rose, Lena M. Rose,
Mr>. Nora Pendleton, Mrs. Wellington
1 lie

summer

people

are

to

—

—

KOliTH I'ALtKMO.

Mr. and Mrs. \V. A. Nelson visited friends
in Belfast and Northport the past week and
spent a day at the Bangor fair_Mrs. L.
B. Bowler is passing the week in Nobleboro
at the campineeting, as has been her custom
for some years
With much regret the
many friends of John and May Hatch bade
them goodby as they go to San Antonio,
Texas, this week to join their parents, .Major and Mrs. Edward E. Hatch.. .Mrs. Edna
Soule and daughter Inez went to Freeport
last Thursday to visit at George Fowler's..
T. F. Young and Miss Carrie Osgood were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. It. B. Dinsmore
at their cottage in North Edgecomb last
Thursday and Friday_Mrs. Eva Chadwick returned to her work in Boston Friday.Mrs. Kay Tibbetts and children,
Richard and Elinor, are still boarding at
Mrs. E. <). Chadwick’s....Fred Marshall
and family and Alfred Marshall will return
to their homes in Massachusetts this rveek.
—

WEST l.l:<)OKSVII,I,K.

The house occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Olden Tapley caught tire Saturday morning
and in a short time burned to the ground.

Fortunately all of the household goods

on

the lower floors were saved. The fire was
caused by heat from the stove pipe which
extended through the ceiling to a room
above, and the whole upper part ot the
house was on tire when the occupants discovered it. The buildings were insured....
Coombs... Deacon Edward Parker of the Free J. Robert Emery, wife and son
llervey of
Baptist church died Aug. 2btli. The funeral Ruck sport, were guests of Mrs. Lucy J.
was largely attended.
Rev. 11. C. Hull Jones and family over
Sunday.Mrs.
gave tlm address in the church and there
Maria Blake and daughter, Miss Eunice
were Masonic services at the grave.
Norton, have closed their home here and
returned to Boston.Improvements are
SWANN II.LK.
being made upon Mrs. Abbie Stewart’s
Mrs. Darker and children, Edwin, Ruth home by painting, enlarging the veranda
and adding a roof.Mrs. Clara Strout
and Dan is, and their maid, ha.e returned left for her home in
Portland, Thursday.
«
to tlieir 1 me in New York, N. A*., after
Mrs. James Sweetser of Searsport was
a
recent
visitor.
sp ‘i du g the summer at their cottage on
—

’>• >t -am of
Swan Lake.
tl
Mrs. Celia
Jw e
daughter, Miss Carrie Keene, I SOI TH 1’EXOHSCOT,
The Eastern Dredging Co.’s dredge, the
i'.tvt.u'm-d to their home in Medford, |
M.!.-.Mi> Marion Lamb from Massa- Falmouth, is at work on the channel at this
w;.- the guest of Miss Augusta
>-i.».- :
place. The amount of shipping done at
•« ;
-N
last week.Airs. A. E. Brown
South Penobscot is on the increase every
s at :
in lorn, Neai.-port for a few weeks.
Miss s Cora Lames and Jeannette year and with this last improvement com>
Kmc
gue>t.- at Frank Stevens, Lake
pleted we look to see still greater growth.
View ram.Miss Augusta Nickerson In the past year there tvere about 1000 cords
wa> ilie guest ol Miss Jessie M.
Cunning- of lireAAood shipped from here, besides seA’ham a. Vi iui h a few days last week. eral hundred thousand feet of manufacMM> L i ui, Dhillips is in Belfast, the guest tured lumber, and several hundred thouof Mo- Jr-jube W bey.Miss Helen Gree- sand bricks, to say nothing of the
freight
Harbor is visiting her grand- received for home consumption_Mrs.
ley if i
mother, Mrs M. D. Smart.The Patrons "Timer Kingsbury and her husband paid
wn o
! y to hear of the accident which
a visit
to lier friends here one day last
befell oui bounty Master, Mr. Edward ! Aveek
Miss Nana Grimlle returned to her
Evans oi Waldo-August :»lst the sons school in Massachusetts on
Saturday_O.
and daughters of Emery and Abigail Nick- I M. l’erkins is at work at his trade in Vererson he.d a reunion at the old homestead,
mont— Capt. Sol. Peterson has had his
which i- m.-w Maple Terrace Farm, the schooner Johanna Durgin painted and is
summei residence of Mr. E. II. Nickerson.
expected up here to load Avood for a market.
The hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson
was veiy ! rich enjoyed.
The guests were:
Mi. ami Mrs. A. Ii. Nickerson of East HA1.LDALE
Corinth
Hon. A. E. Nickerson of SwanKev. S. \\. Brown, who returned last
ville. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Nearsfrom a visit to his home in TopsSaturday
M
aid
Mrs.
Omar
port:
Hussey, Waldo;
Mr. and Mrs. Nehemiah Roulston, Sears- ham, was presented with a valuable Bible
Mrs. Frank Spratt and sons, Hugh by some members of the church here. They
port
and Aubrey, Bar Harbor; Mr. and Mrs. E.
also bought a new pulpit Bible for the
II. Nickor-on, Miss Hope E. Nickerson,
Master f iinton Nickerson, Portland: Mr. church.. .Last Saturday the Sunday school
ami Mrs. <
D. Ferguson and Miss Jessie went on a picnic to George’s I’ond, Liberty.
were 47 present and all enjoyed themNickerson, iNearsport; Mrs. Myra Holmes, There
Boating was the main
Bar Harbor; Miss Ellen Farnham, New selves to the limit.
attraction for the children and when this
Aroik ; and Miss Nellie Bailey of Monroe.
was coupled with confectionery ad. lib., it
made for them a day of pleasure which will
•SAN lli POINT.
long be remembered.Miss Ola Jones,
Miss Josephine Harriman left Monday who has been visiting friends here, has
returned to New York.... Way land White
for Bangor to take a course at the Shaw
has begun studying
photography.Eli J.
Business College—Miss Martha Black Stevens has had a crew
at work enlarging
lias gone to Massachusetts for a visit_ his cellar and putting new foundations unNewell White and wife
Mortis Kalisky who has been here for his der the buildings
attended the fair at Bangor last week.
vacation, lias returned to Boston_Mrs. Miss Evie Ilall and her brother Loren reCelia \\ iggin of Ki xbury, Mass., lias been turned to
Pittsfield, Saturday.Joe
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Watts, for two ant and Nathan Yose have started Bryout
weeks.... Clarence Littlefield and Leslie
and the voice of the gasolene
threshing;
Shannon ai lived Satmdar Horn Massachuis heard in the land.If thieves
engine
setts lor their vacation... .Mrs.
Mereena continue to get bold and numerous we shall
(.otter oi
Washington, if. C., is visiting have to ask the next Legislature to create
relatives m.n
old fi lends here_Miss a
Sturgis commission to enforce the law
Isabel
n 11
wl.o has tieen at 11. II. against
-,
stealing.Stacy Blackstone has
weeks, left Monday for gone to Boston_Mrs. Plummer and Mrs.
-V"11''
'•gal
Soiaei•.
.'lass... Capt. Donovan, wife Blackstone are both
recovering and are able
and i.’tie daugiiter of stinr. Iiorset came to be
out.
fi'1 !li I aagi 1 and spent
Sunday with Mr.
ami
.Mis
hied Perkins.... Miss Lucia
•Shute I.; .' been at home from Bangor
KEYES IS ACQUITTED.
several days.... Miss Addie Partridge from
tlie Mariows has been here dressmaking the
Baxook, Sept. 10. Elmer E. Keyes, who
Mrs. George Turner and has bet n on trial for the murder of his wife,
past week
daughter of Camden visited Mr. and Mrs. Isabelle N. Keyes, June23 last, was SaturWillord Turner recently_Mrs. I.a M. day, adjudged by the jury not guilty. The
Cube aid guests from Northport have ground given was insanity.
made several trips here In their touring
The alienists differed widely. Here are
car-Mr. Jenkins left .Tuesdar for New their views:
Dr. E. B. Sanger : Keyes was unquestionHampshire, having preached here the past
three .Sundays....Mr. and Mrs. Fred Segar ably insane when he shot his wdfe.
and daugiiter Thelma of Massachusetts,
Dr. Bigelow T. Sanborn : Keyes was not
have bet n with Mrs. Segar’s mothers, Mrs. insane when he shot his wife.
Dr. W. L. Hunt: Keyes has what used
Jordan, lor a visit—Freeman Shute and
wife have returned to their home in Bidde- to be called softening of the brain but is
ford
Daniel Cousins has been quite ill now known as paresis.
for several weeks. He is attended by Dr.
Dr. I’. II. S. Vaughan: Keyes has no
Stevens from the viiliage....John Mills paresis.
was in Milo several
Dr. A. S. Thayer: Keyes has locomotardays the past week....
The rain of Monday was welcomed here, as ataxia and most
probably paresis.
Dr. Galen M. Woodcock : Keyes may have
many wells and cisterns were low....We
extend congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. locomotar-ataxia; but I saw nothing to inJames Stephen, who were lately married dicate paresis.
and are visiting here.
Mrs. Staples was
Judge Steams’ argument for the defense
Miss Gladys Douglass of North Brooks- was not finished until noon, Saturday. The
ville and spent the past winter here. Mr. case was given to the jury at 4.25.
The jury was out a little more than three
Staples has always been one of our boys
and they start on their voyage of life to- hours.
The verdict was evidently a popuwith
lar
the best wishes of ail_School
one as shouts of applause greeted the angether
began in this District Sept. 4th, Miss Flora nouncement of the foreman. Judge Savage
Haley of Prospect teacher—Mrs. Hermon remanded the prisoner and adjourned
Grant and son Edwin of West Seboeis were court until Monday morning.
here last week with friends... .Schr. Pearl
The final chapter in the Keyes case was
discharged grain Tuesday for F. S. Harri- enacted Monday morning when he was
man....The steam shovel is at work near brought into court and ordered to be comthe grove and with the hoarding house on mitted to the Eastern Maine Insane hospital
cars is quite a conriosity.... Between the until further order of the court or a justice
engines and automobiles the horses around thereof as provided in the statute. lie was
here are having a hard time.
then removed from the court room and later
taken to the hospital to abide by the order
of
the court.
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Bean the

Kind You Nave Always Bought

Bad blood and indigestion are deadly
enemies to good health.
Burdock Blood
Bitters destroys them.

tives of A. j. Condon will read with inthe following announcement
terest
from the Wells County Republican of

Greeley, Colorado:

The Condon Mercantile Co. (incorporated) has purchased the entire stock
of Levin Bros, and the store is now
Mr. A. J.
closed undergoing invoice.
Condon, wtio for the past ten years has
been traveling for Sweet, Dempster &
Co. of Chicago, working in Colorado and
the territory west to the Pacific coast,
will have active management of the
store.
Mr. Condon was president of
the Larimer Dry Goods Co. of Fort
Collins and also president of the Mesa
Dry Goods Co. of Grand Junction, but
about a year and a half ago sold out his
interest'in these stores. He is a man
who has traveled a great deal over the
western country and enjoys a wide acquaintance with western business men.
He has maintained his residence in
Colorado for twenty years, and thinks
that of all of the cities which he has
visited he would choose Greeley as the
one in which he would prefer to live.
He will bring his family here, a wife
and daughter nine years old, and will
either rent or build a home.
Mr. James Heilman of Chicago will
have charge of the dry goods department.
Mr. Heilman has had twenty
years experience in the retail dry goods

business and comes highly recommended.
Mr. Jas. Loewus will continue in
charge of the clothing department,
while Mrs. lvidder. Miss Kellie Shearer
and Miss Addie Slierritt, the present
efficient assistants, will also be retained
by the new* firm.
It is the intention of Mr. Condon to

dispose
rapidly

present stock just as
possible, and he hopes to do
the next sixty days. He will
of the

as

ttiis in
then put in an entire new stock of
goods which will he of a better grade
than that carried at present.
Mr. Condon is a genial fellow, a ievel
headed business man, wtio will make
friends rapidly.
He does not come
with any bluff or bluster, nor with the
desire to run his competitors out of
business, hut simply to carry on a legitimate business in a legitimate way.
He is tired of traveling and has come
to the time in life when he does not

enjoy missing meals

or

being rousted

out of bed at 2:30 in the morning to
catch a train to the next town, and
fortunately, owing to his industry and
fortunate investments in past years, is
not now forced to do this.
man owes it to himself auil his
to master a trade or profession.
Head the display advertisement of the six
Morse Schools <>t Telegraphy, in this issue
and learn how easily a young man or lady
may learn telegraphy and be assured a

Everj
family

position.
final

KNOX COUNTY VETERANS.

The fourth annual meeting of the
Knox County Veteran association was
held Sept. Oth at Oakland Park. After
dinner the business meeting was called
to order by vice president X. S. Fales,
and the following otlieers chosen for
the ensuing year:
President, Wilder S. Irish, Camden.
Secretary'and Treasurer, W. P. Cook,
liockland.
Vice Presidents: T. C. Saunders, Edwin Libby Post, Rockland: W. B. Bradford, P. Henry Tillson Post, Thomaston; J. F. Clifford, George S. Cobb
Post, Camden; Theodore Hill, Fred A.
Norwood Post, Rockport: William
Stickney, William Payson Post, Warren; John Lane, David Esency Post;
Appleton; ,T. L. Burns, BornemanPost,

The crown of womanhood is motherhood.
Bnt uneasy lies the head that wears the
crown or anticipates this coronation, when
there is a lack of womanly strength to bear
the burdens of maternal dignity and duty.
The reason why so many women sink under
the strain of motherhood is because they
are

I Don’t Waste Your Fuel?

Frank W. Gowen has returned to his
home in Waterville from Europe and
reports that he had a ve ry pleasant tour
abroad during the summer, but a very
rough and stoimy voyage across the
Atlantic.
The steam er on which he
sailed was nearly two days behind time
in reaching Sew Yoik. There was a
great deal of seasickness on the voyage
and a death and burial at sea.
Mr. Gowen made quite an extended
tour of Ireland, studying closely Irish
affairs, especially those connected with
the drink habits of the peasants, and he
says lie is glad to get back to America,
that land of progress and of freedom,
and to the good old State of Maine
under prohibition. “There is as much
liquor sold in one of the great saloons
in Dublin which I visited as in the entire State of Maine,” said Mr. Gowen.
“Unhappy Ireland, it is its excessive
drinking that mak.es it so poor. I
found in the entire British Empire that
the common people are politically disinherited
because of the
political
power that the liquor trade uses on
occasion
and
at
election,
every
every
when it has an interest to achieve, a
drunken mission to promote, in the interest of their rum trade or business.
How any true American citizen, after
traveling in these old nations of Europe,
cursed as they are by the license system,
can then come home
and favor this
same hellish system and even in dear
old Maine favor resubmission, which is
only a question of license, is indeed a
mystery to me. But of these matters
I shall have more to say later on.”
Mr. Gowen
is
looking hale and
hearty and suffers none from his rough
voyage at sea.—Waterville Mail.

J. Condon Buys a Business and Becomes
a Resilient of Greeley, Colorado.

The many Belfast friends and rela-

PALERMO CENTRE.

from last week.

■S. GOWER AT HOME.

A BELFAST BOY IN THE WEST.

unprepared.

"I unhesitatingly advise expectant mothers to use Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescrip-

tion, "writes Mrs. J. W. G. Stephens, of Mila,
Northumberland Co., Va. The reason for

this advice is that Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the beat preparative for the
maternal function. No matter how healthy
and strong a woman may be, she cannot
use "Favorite Prescription” as a
prepara
tive for maternity without gain of health
and comfort. But it is the women who are
not strong who best
appreciate the great
benefits received from the use of "Favorite
Preecription. For one thing its use makes
the baby’s advent practically painless. It
has in many case6 reduced days of suffering to a few brief hours. It has changed
the period of anxiety and struggle into a
time of ease and comfort.
•
The proprietors and makers or Doctor
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription now feel
fully warranted in offering to pay $500 for
any case of Leucorrhea, Female Weakness,
Prolapsus, o: Falling of Womb, which they
cannot cure.
All the World’s Dispensary
Medical Association, Proprietors, of Buffalo, N. Y.j ask is a fair and reasonable
trial of their means of cure.
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Fuel bills cut such a figure—that we were
very ,,rf.
l<>
furnace to sell.
A cheap furnace can't
he
pared with the Round n 't'
Hrnace.
Get
~~

a

Round Oak Furnac,
Easily
■■As

out

Pound for pound—ton for tonconsidered)—the Round Oak con
any furnace of equal heating
market, because other furnaces

C. L. WRIQ

Searsport Coal Co,
Chestnut, Stove and Egg Anthra
A discount of 25 cents per ton will be

Kodol

Dyspepsiaeat*

Digests what

you

Rochester.

giv.

in 10 davs.

!

SEARSPORT CO
Searsport. August
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#Pipe Fittings!

i

In order to save our customers both time and troubi,
have placed in stock a complete line of Malleable ard I
Iron Pipe Fittings and Valves.
Sizes 1-2 to 2 i-2 in
inclusive.

DUPLEX ROLLER

BUSHING

BELFAST. MAINE

me

has all the latest attachments, for
wood or coal, with and w ithout
Hot
hot water attachment.
Water Tank (attached), etc.

H;; Before Buying
Investigate
explaining

I

Telephone 54

Ag ents for Graton &. Knight Mfg. Co.'s Oak Tanned

Leatln

FRED ATWOOD, W,S0RT' Insurance

and k

REPRESENTING ONER FORTY-FINE MILLION

As

Hire, Life, Accident, Plate (jlass, Tornado Insurance, 3
Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrator m<' ;
i.
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bom:!.t and
>
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Doctor#of#Optics, i
A regular graduate, with 10 years experience,
would like to call your attention t<> the fact that
he has been located in Belfast just one year, and
[luring that time he has had the pleasure of successfully treating some of the most difficult cases
in Waldo county, and can show you testimonials
from people who have been to Bangor and Portland to have their eyes treated, but who finally
came to me, and are now wearing glasses prescribed and fitted by me.
DON’T buy glasses of traveling peddlers who
tell yon they have an office in Belfast. They will
tell you a nice story simply to get your money.
Don’t believe them when they teU you they are
agents of mine, for I have non e. Thanking
you for your liberal patronage in the past. I trust
that I may enjoy the same in the future, as I shall
make Belfast my permanent location.

i^V/TT
in bloom.
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DIGHTON FURNACE CO.

Tt<'CHESThi;. N.

££r=Uave ordei
samples of tins wot k

v

at
mi

Farm for S.
Farm for sale in \a i
Jefferson Page
-m.
miles from Winb rport
tains about 40 acres m
ture for m or 12 cow*
slated ; oof, tinislied in
house and other bui'd 1
and other fruit: m nr .1
1
railroad depot. Km,
KKPI>\1
35tf
1

To canvassers for Chase's Hardy Nursery Stock.
HOOD PAY. No Experience Necessary fc’.-tablished 48 years. Write for terms.
CHASE BROTHERS COMPANY.

J&S

K

Cedar street. Belfast. AT

T
N

w<

<

|

J. F. IIABKIS,

STEADY

Outdoor

horses, dogs, eat■». eto.
isfaetion guaranteed.

Eyesight Specialist, 9? High Street. Belfast,
over Poor & Son’s Drug Store.

this wonderful offer.
You don’t buy from an unknown firm—we’ve
been making stoves for 37 years.

NO. DIGHTON, MASS.

CO

I

$40

Capt. John Ball, keeper of Eagle Island

Cure

!

Templars,

Tiie semi-annual session of tiie order
will be held with Brooks Lodge, No.
in
Brooks village, October 11th and ii’th. Full
particulars will be given by the Grand
The order is doing
Secretary, Belfast.
well, several new lodges having been organized the past summer.

It

4

57.25 PER TON DELIVERED
6.85 PER TON AT WHARF-

party.

accompanied by

Thorndike. Martha J. Kerry, Troy, to Etta
J. Ferguson, Dixmont; land in Troy. Eugene R. Conner, Belfast, to Frederick F.
Dawes, New York ;land in Northport. Melvin E. Colcord Stockton Springs, to Frank
W. Collins, Rockland; land and buildiugs
Mrs. John Cilley Frost, formerly of Burnin Stockton Springs. Howard Cummings,
died at her home in Waterville, Aug.
Prospect, to George Mills, do.; land in Pros- ham,
2tith, aged 44 years and 3 months. She had
pect. George F. Elliott, Freedom, to Stephen been in failing health for some years but
P. Larrabee, Unity; land in Troy. Flora attended to her household duties to within
Emma Eaton, Stockton Springs, to Ethel S. a few days of her death. She was a most
estimable woman, a ready helper in time of
Emery, do.; land in Stockton Springs. trouble, and had a kind word and sweet
Francis L. French, Stockton, to Jacob A. smile for every one. She leaves to mourn
Young, do.; land in Stockton. Blanche M. their loss a husband, two sons, Merton and
a mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson et ah, Liberty, to Henry W. Ab- Arthur,
Cilley, and a brother, Lester Cilley of Brooks.
bott, Palermo; land in Palermo. Ellen C. The funeral was held at her father’s resiNichols, Yokolioma, to Clara B. Eyre,"New dence in Brooks and she was laid at rest in
the family lot.
York ; land in Searsport. Alfred E. NickMrs. Eri Bickford died iiug. 20tli at her
erson, Swanville, to John F. Stone, Searshome
aged 49 years ami 4
port; land in Searsport. Northport Wes- months.in Burnham
She was a great sufferer from
leyan Grove Camp Meeting Association, to cancer of the stomach, which caused her
Maria I. Bean, Old Town; land in North- death. She was a kind and loving wife,
and will be greatly missed by a large circle
port. Fred F. Perkins, Stockton Springs, of friends in
Burnham ami in
her
to Fred H. Gould, Milo; land in Stockton former home. She leaves besidesTroy,
her husCharles E. Ridley, Monroe, to band a brother, Maurice Call of Troy, and
Springs.
Joshua F. Littlefield, Swanville; land and a nephew, Ernest Call, to whom she had
been a mother since the death of his own
buildings in Mouroe. Arthur P. Sleeper, mother when he was a small
The
boy.
Camden, to Rose Brown Snow, Brooklin; funeral was held at the church in Burnham
land in Stockton Springs. Arthur P. Sleep- Aug. 29th, Rev. J. C. Lamb of Troy officiating. The bearers were George Sherer, Camden, to John W. Manchester, do.;
man, Joseph Jones, Fred Bartlett and Seneland in Stockton Springs. Arthur P. Sleep- ca Jones.
er, Camden, to Fred E. Larrabee, Natick;
Sarah, widow of Benj. C. Adams, died
land in Stockton Springs. Arthur P. SleepSept, tth at her home in Camden after a
er, Camden, to Anna M. Prescott, Brooklin; long and painfnl Illness. The deceased was
land in Stockton Springs. Arthur P. Sleep- a devoted member of the Elm street Congregational church and a woman of sweet
er, Camden, to W. S. Giles, do.; land in Christian character. Ever kind and
obligStockton Springs. Arthur P. Sleeper, Cam- ing, her death will be mourned by many.
Three
Mrs.
William
daughters,
Thompson
den, to Oscar Payson, do.; land in Stockton
Plummer and Mrs. Gordon Seymour CarriSprings. George .C. Sheldon, Augusta, to
gan of Philadelphia and Miss Bessie Adams
Alice M. Sheldon, do.; land and buildings of Camden: two brothers, Henry and Wilin Waldo. William F. Triggs, Belfast, to liam G. Alden of Camden, and a half sister,
Mrs. Asa Andrews of Rockport, survive
George 0. Trull, do.; land in Belfast. Orin- her.
da Williams, Northport, to William Willis,
I Had Stone in the Bladder,
Camden; land and buildings in Northport.
William A. Whitney, Winthrop, to Percy and my kidneys were affected. None of the
L. Gallagher, South Orange, N. J.; land in means taken for relief produced any lasting benefit until I began the use of Dr.
Northport. George C. Ward, Prospect, to David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, of
Ruth M. Latbrop, Stockton Springs; land Rondout, N.
The pain ceased—the
in Stockton Springs.
calculus or stone having been dissolved by
the medicine. I am ready to testify that
my recovery was due to Dr. Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy.—E. D. W. Parsons,

I

__

|

I

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Sept. 11, 1905:
Benjamin Ames et ah, Thorndike, to James
M. Giliiath, Salem; land and buildings in

ir, Sole
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THE DIGHTON

nospirai
in Bangor, Aug. 27th. He was in his 83d yeai
and had been remarkably active for one ol
his years. He was taken to Bangor for an
operation, and was ill but a short time,
Capt. Ball was a native of Hancock, and in
early life followed the sea. At twenty-five
he was mate of a ship, and a few years latei
commanded a vessel of his own, going deep
sea voyages.
He followed the sea more
than thirty-live years. He had been sta
tioned at Eagle Island light about sixteen
years. He leaves three children—Mrs. X
C. King of Ellsworth; Howard Ball, who is
also in the lighthouse service, and Harold
Ball of Bangor.
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furnace made.

Cooking Range
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where the Round Oak has solid
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WE ARE READY TO RECEIVE ORDERS

T>=Zerta
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castings, making

HAVE YOU TRIED
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One of Rockland’s most beloved women
died Friday evening, Aug. ISth, in the person of Mrs. Hannah Hodgdon Bird, who
the new Quick Desserts that grocers are
passed away at her home on Bay Y’iew
now selling?
They are justly termed
street after an illness of about ten days.
The deceased had been a hopeless invalid
“Easy to Flake” as all ingredients are ia
the package. Three complete products—*
since three years ago, when one of her hips
was broken by a fall.
She became confined
to her bed as the result of this accident, and
lying there in one position in the weary
days and months that followed she gave
evidence of her beautiful and Christian
Quick Pudding and D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
character by uttering no word of complaint
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
against her unfortunate lot. On the conIce Cream Powder, 2 packages for 23
trary she manifested a cheerfulness that
cents.
Five choice flavors of each.
A
brought much sunshine into a shadowed
trial will convince you how easy it is to
home and the devotion which she bad alwith
no labor
ways shown for her sons and daughters lliave tiie finest desserts
was enhanced.
During the period of her 'feud little expense. Order to-day.
Washington; Dr. E. II. Lyford, Lafay- invalidism she had the attention of a trainette Carver Post, Vinalhaven; L. R. ed nurse and the unceasing care of her
daughter Hattie, who made her home there,
Morse, Cooper Post, Union.
or
while the other members of
gave
Voted that the several vice presidents constant tokens of the love the family
bore their
FOR A
they
keep the records of deaths of members parent. Mrs. Bird was born in Lincoinville
until next meeting.
80 years ago, the daughter of Thomas and
The following members from the va- Hannah (Hodgdon) Miller, .she came to
rious posts were reported as deceased Rockland more than half a century ago,
When you can buy
since the last meeting: Milton Thurs- the bride of Adoniram ,1. Bird, who died in
She was a member of the Free Bapton, David Esency Post, Appleton; F. 1892.
tist denomination and one of the foremost
W. Richards, Simeon Tyler, Harry Anworkers in the local church many years.
drews, Charles Morton, GeorgeS. Cobb She is survived by four daughters;'
Mrs,
Post, Camden; J. X. Hall, Elijah Green, Emma C. Packard and Mrs. Mary H. Wood
Josiah Aehorn, Col. Elijah Walker, of Vancouver, B. C., Mrs. Ada F. Keene id
James Miller, Rev. L. L. Ilanscom, Brooklyn and Miss Hattie M. Bird of this
A First Class, Highest Grade, Heavy (42f> lbs.),
Charles Fales, Daniel Pierce, Zelah city; and three sons, Augustus D., A. J,
CHOKING RANGE delivered at your Station,
and John Bird, all of whom are prominent
Young, Edwin Libby Post, Rockland; Rockland business
men. Another son, HanPatrick Moran, P. Henry, Tillson Post,
son G. Bird, came to his death through an I
Thomaston.
accident a few years ago. Capt. K. G. Mil- I
The followingcomrades were present: ler of Waterloo, la., who with his daughtei
J. W. Aehorn, W. S. Pales, W. S. Irish, visited Mrs. Bird three years ago, is a
Mrs. Bird was -t
J. W. Titus, Benjamin Williams, Geo. nephew of the deceased.
E. Benner, LeRoy I.ermond, T. V. great grand-daughter of Major Noah Miller
who
in
the
Revolution.
The funeral
fought
Hill, S. I). Conant, J. W. Lawrence, C. services
were held yesterday afternoon
A. Morse, A. B. Arey, E. M. Shaw, Rev. C. A.
Moore officiating. Surroundim I
Fred Aldus, T. C. Saunders, Elbridge the casket were
magnificent tloral tributes,
Burton, Timothy F. Knight, .J. F. Clif- including a large number of set pieces. Tht
ford, J. S. Ivnowlton, Charles Copeland, pall-bearers were the three sons and theii
Charles Jones, A. D. Andrews, William cousin, William H. Bird. The interment
O. Steel, William P. Cook. Most of the was in the family lot at Aehorn cemetery
comrades were
ladies. —Rockland Courier-Gazette.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

scientific, canfn.

made especially t,

Whett
Furnace is installed
ample heat—healthful In
heat—where and when > ou
a fire under
perfect controlkind of fuel most "convenn:
saves money in fuel
every d
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Gov. Gilliam T. Cobb, four members of
bis council, several trustees of the insane
hospitals and several prominent .Stateottieials, paid a visit to tiie hospital at Widows
island Sept. 1st, and saw for themselves
litnv the experiment was working in regard
to the care of convalescents.
A special I
steamboat was chartered for the trip, which
was under the personal direction of J)r. If.
T. Sanborn, superintendent of tiie Augusta
insane asylum.
The en ire day was spent :
on the island, and the officials upon their
return at night were enthusiastic over the
project which is regarded as an advance
over the system used by any other State,
lion. Albert Peirce of Frankfort, a member
of the Governor’s council, was with tiie

Mrs. li. M. Dunphe died Sept. 9th at tht
home of her daughter, Mrs. M. E. Knowl
ton, Citypoint, Belfast, aged 71 years, 2
mouths and one day. She was the widow
of Alexander Dunphe, who died live years
ago. They were formerly of Vinalhaven
moving from there to Searsmont and latei
to Belmont. Mrs. Dunphe had made hei
home for some time with her daughter, Mrs.
Knowlton, where she received every attention in her last sickness, which was only of
live weeks’ duration. She leaves to monrr
their loss two daughters and a son—Mrs. M
E. Knowlton of Belfast, Mrs. C. 0. Monroe
of Billerica, Mass., and Mr. \Y. M. Dunphe
of Belfast; a sister and a brother—Mrs,
Mary A. March of Belmont and Mr. Albert
Sellers of Glenwood, Me. The funeral was
held Tuesday at 2 p. m., at her late home,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist church, officiating.
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ful shapes, with many stucco adornments.
Fart of the roof of the main
aisle shows between them, and behind
all the grand dome rests like an im-

The Marconi De forest Con trover
sey

To the Editor of The Journal
I am in receipt of a copy of your edi
tion of August 31st ana, on page 2 ]
Press in
note a communication from a New
)ut PolyHaven gentleman, evidently called
forth by a recent letter of mine whicl
uniul.J
you so kindly published.
I had not
presumed that my retort to his earliei
10.
;ust
dissertation would bring forth anothei
3-awAke
effort from his pen.
finding garish colors call attention from the
However, I deem it pertinent to re
lint old time-mellowed pictures of the saints and
ply to this last letter because it terms
), is like the noble curves of the arched roof.
my last letter “amazing” and “imagi
lie presFannie B. Waud.
native” and permits the deduction that
'liis Is a
I was laboring under the handicap of a
n eolonAttacked by a Mob
disordered brain or a malicious effort
\rridento misrepresent facts.
I must thank
royalty and beaten, in a labor riot, until covered
critic for honoring me with
ninexed with sores, a Chicago street car conductor my worthy
such
an
applied Bueklen’s Arnica Salve, and was
exaggerrated description of mj
re provsoon sound and well.
“I use it in my fam- merits as a writer. I might almost
givs
arty of ily,” writes G. J. Welch of Tekonslia, Mich.,
to
paroxysms of conceit did I not
ded
by “and find it perfect.” Simply great for way
read between the lines the pique which
ver the
cuts and burns.
Only 25c at R. H. Moody’s actuates the sarcasm.
through drug store.
The fluent scribe tells us “.
that
he year
Dr. De Forest’s name will do as much
lat tindto place this country among
THE SUMMER BOARDER.
leading
encomscientific nations of the world as do the
ill river
on the Individual How Joys of names of Cyrus Field and Thomas Edi'd their Depends
son.
.” Was it their name or the
rs later
Country Life Are Taken.
work which they did that turned the
rnor of
The exodus from the city to the eyes of the scientific world toward the
led here
country and' to the seashore reaches latter two famons gentlemen? 1 cite
of
hope
high tide in August, and the summer this merely to show the need of analyzeru and
boarder and “summer people” in gen- ing all the writer’s statements.
Had
icean to
eral are abroad in the land. They are he predicted that the name of De Forest
iiituries
putting a great deal of money into cir- and his associates would find its place
s tron gculation in the rural and seashore dis- in the history of American
financing
; in the tricts, and
yet they are not regarded as instead of science, it would have been
t had a
an unmixed blessing in some localities.
to
beyond me
question the prediction.
uieetiou
He claims to have talked with a
Indeed, the writer has heard them
i in the
characterized as “them summer trash” “wireless operator”—certainly an auing out by at least one scornful- old woman, thority on what is going on outside of
Spanish, who added that she dreaded to see them the specific station in which he is workfore the and their “dratted
auttymobiles” in- ing—who informed him that Marconi
li Hock,
vading the neighborhood" in which she messages were still being received at
.re relic
lives.
She was generous enough to the rate of ten words per minute. You
in, such admit that some of them were not “so will note that he does not credit
his
mid the
bad,” and summed up the whole matter interview to a Marconi operator even.
less exIn fact, I challenge him to give the
by adding:
uindless
"It depends altogether on who you name of his learned informant or even
ier. Its git.”
to state unequivocally that it was an
Hundred

perial crown. Having passed the wormeaten doors into the dim, bare and cold
interior, you find the present age somewhat grotesquely represented by a fine,
brand-new tiled floor, which, though
beautiful in itself, looked strangely out
of keeping with the “eternal fitness,”
as do the new, coarse frescoes, whose

trollable desire to give way to a smil<
of satisfaction as I see him wondering
how to avoid jumping from the frying
pan into the fire, 1 await his acceptancf
of my offer.
Yours very truly,
James L. Knox
New Fork, Sept. 8, 1905.

A FRESHMAN

....OF....

AlY OF M.

#SAriPLES#

IX.
....

You had noticed that the bulletin
board was ornamented, among all the
other posters and notices, by an insignificant little paper requesting all candidates for the Freshman baseball team
to turn out on Alumni field,—which by
this time you knew meant the athletic
field—for practice, that afternoon at
two o’clock. It was a question in your
mind whether it would be worth while
for you to go. Of course you had always played on the team at home, and
remembered with joy the many games
in which you had helped—a very little,
perhaps, but still helped—the crimson
and green of your school to wave
After all, there had
triumphantly.
been something said in class meeting
about every man who knew the game,

all, turning out,
you would go along.

at

and you
As for

The Kind Ton Have Always
Bought, and which has beat
™
over 30 years, has borne the
signature of

FO K....
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®nd has been made under his personal
since its infancy.
r\^ Allowsupervision
*”
no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
mw
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have
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New York
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samples.

HATTIE M. BLACK,

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food,
regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

thought
Jack, it

just

JOURNAL BUILDING.
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Poultry Feed
Ml CG-SFAR CUBICAL GRIT:

matter of course that the man
who had held down first base on the

was a

GENUINE

town team

every summer he was at
home, would be out. You finally de_
cided not to get into a suit, and you
waited at the library for Jack, who had
to go down town after his regalia.
Before you got out to the field some of
the follows reported that the Sophomores were occupying the regular dia
mond, and so the Freshman squad distributed itself over the old base ball
held back of the college buildings,
where an oliicious lad who had been
elected manager, seemed to be in
charge. Of course the field was not in

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

j

The latest and best form in which
to supply one of the lien's necesi-

ties.
CRUSHED OYSTER SHELLS:

ppt:

The old reliable; carefully prepared and thoroughly screened.

WHEAT:
operator actually qualified to speak on
Both smoky and pinched.
summer boarder’s capacity for being
the subject. That he should be able to
his statement with tangible
“pleasant,” his willingness to adapt
BARLEY:
-omewhat out of place. himself to his environment without support
evidence goes without saying. I do not
Messed, in the midst or' being “fussy,” and his regard for cour- vof-rapf nnp. inta from mv fnrmpr ct-afo
In Use For Over 30 Years.
A chance to give the hens a change
isiuess rush and gaudy
tesy are all to be considered when sum- ment that Marconi’s perfected receivof diet.'
: ful nevertheless.
The
ming up his desirability as a boarder. ing device is capable of handling mesthis ambitious republic The old woman was
right. It does de- sages perfectly at the rate of 100 words
CORN, OATS AND FEEDS:
any kind of shape, and the prospects
flically to the present era
on whom you “git” if the rural
per minute and on any circuits to which
alitv and speculative inlooked
after
an
hour’s
house
is
to
derive
dim,
pretty
Of course we always have a full
i..
oarding
keeper
any it is desirably to apply it.
lopinent; but Cordova, pleasure in keeping summer boarders.
Long association with some methods work with bat and glove. Still, there
stock.
11 y in the center, a little
“There’s a turrible lot o' diff’rence in of doing business almost blinds one to were a few fellows whose work showed
^rrHEt**
thousand miles from summer boarders,” said this rural the existence of other
methods. Marwell enough to promise something
antic or the Pacific, lias oracle. “If some of them ever had
any coni and his associates conduct their up
-.ted by foreigners. While manners
they leave them at home when affairs on strictly business principles. at least. There was what was plainly Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
with all its vicissitudes
they come to the country. It riles me They are not foolish enough to install the making of at least one good pitcher of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
of fortune, remains the so to hear them makin’ tun of
ev’ry- apparatus in a long line of stations and among the candidates, and there never Poultry by acting directly on the sice pasts
BELFAST, MAINE.
southern continent, and
thing they see and hear in the country, then rip it out to make way for later was
of time.
ecotne a flourishing city
any question, from the time Jack without loss
an’ the best you can do for them ain’t improvements. Nor do they install one
mercial importance, and noways good’ enough nor up to what
A. A.) FEVERS,
r»n«estl»na.
Tnflmmma.
style of apparatus here and another took his first offer at first, but that he' cubes
i Ilona, Luos Fever. Milk Fever.
Plate sprang into being they are ‘accustomed to’ in their own there
and subject themselves to the would hold down that bag. There did
:r\v years ago,
Cordova homes. An’ them that has the least in chaos
B. > SPRAINS, Lameness. Injuries,
possibly arising from a conglom- not appear to be any place for you, for B.
cubes i Rheumatism.
issolated and unchanged their own homes are the ones that
eration of various forms of sending and
put
and
another
the
manager
C. C. I SORE THROAT. Quinsy, Epizootic.
rorgetting, by the world on the most when they come to the receiving apparatus. So long as the old you overheard
a
-a-days it suffers in a country, an' some o' the things they apparatus is capable of handling mes- fellow talking, and from their conver- cures > Diutemper.
irom having the repuWORMS, Bots, Grub..
can't get ‘accustomed to going without’ sages at the same rate as the cable, why sation understood that there was a
old
and
mg
musty; in the country are things they never install the newer when there may even
crack third baseman from one of the E. E.lCOl'GHA, Cold*. Influenza. Inflamed
be acknowledged that
had in their own homes.
1 knows that be improvements upon that, and before
cures $ Lungs. Pleuro-Pneumonla.
though picturesque and my son’s folks had a couple boardin’ the need of superior instruments be- big fitting schools, who was unable to F. F.ICOLIC, Bellyache, Wind-Blown.
The with them last
its disadvantages.
from
that
but
out
to practice
CURES) Diarrhea, Dysentery.
day,
summer, an’ they fussed comes manifest. The number of gentle- get
valley of Cordova, being all the time because there wa’u’t any men of unquestioned repute who have whom everyone was expecting great G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
•ern edge of the pampar
‘bawth’ in the house, an’ both of them seen Marconi’s new receiving apparatus
things. You were glad enough when
:i
almost imperceptible talked about how much
KIDNEY & BLADDER DISORDERS.
they missed at work, and know that it possesses
CTREE \
was
eAtlantic to the Andes, their
over, for, although it
an'
didn't
factors of speed, accuracy and distance practice
'morning plunge,'
they
*
0
>SKIN* DISEASES. Mange, Emotions,
1.1.
•net above the level of see how on earth us
countryfolks ever ! hitherto unexpected, rather over- seemed good to get hold of a bail again, cures ) Ulcers, Grease, Farcy.
Geoiogists assert that got along without a‘bawth tub,' an’ we i balance a bald statement of doubt even it was rather tiresome, and the con- J. K. BA D CONDITION
Dealers in the iine9t quality of
Staring Coat.
I
: :e bed of a fresh water
happened to tind out afterward that when supported by the assertion of ditions underfoot were far from favor- cures > Indigestion. Stomach Staggers.
died to the Kio Prinoro, they lived in three little tucked up some wireless
who gives out
26tt
operator
Anthracite and ^
»
60c. each ; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, See., $7.
the middle of it. That rooms in the
city an' that they didn’t certain statements as his opinion. Few able. On the whole, you were pretty
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
rolled over all this part have any ‘bawth’ of ther own, an’ they of us
Humphreys’ Medicine (Jo., Cor. William and John
fortunately retaiu any doubt as tired when you stopped at Coburn, on
Blacksmith
15 MAIN STREtT. BELFAST, MAINE.
■lit, nobody knows how must have taken their ‘morning plunge' to the-value of deductions from limited
your way down town to buy a book Streets, New York.
attested by the in a wash bowl or a common tin wash- data.
igo, is
and
BOOR
MAILED
FREE.
would
that you knew you
need,
and remains of oyster pan, for all I know, it’s just as I say;
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
The writer again refers to the re
,ar strata, found high up
them that puts on the most airs in the markable results of the I>e Forest Key which you were anxious to see.
The environing sierras
Belfast, Maine
3, 35, 37 Front St.,
country has the least in their own West to Chicago service. 1 wonder
Coming to the conclusion that time
the early inhabitants a homes.”
what the writer’s sensations would be was
that it would
therefore
and
TELEPHONE
4-2.
money,
■etiou against the Indians
The charge that the summer boarder if he heard a lie Forest operator acbe no pecuniary loss to ride down town,
d them for many years, sometimes leaves his “manners” at
knowledge, in an unguarded moment,
of
the
first toot-hills
CLOSING OUT SALE.
home when he goes to the country is that a message had never been trans- you waited a shivering ten minutes in
.era.
NEEDED
They are said to be not altogether unfounded. Everything mitted by the lie Forest system from the little open car station for the down
of
are
hut
nowhere
pper,
All kinds long lumber, spruce, hembecomes an object of ridicule to a cer- Key West to Chicago. Would he acAnnually, to fill t no new positions created
You realized, both of you, that
car.
|
the loftiest peak—that tain class of “summer people” and the
by Railroad and Telegraph Companies. »'
cept the “wireless operator’s” statelock, pine, hard wood and clapboards.
MKN and LAD1L.S of good
YOUNG
to
be
want
less
a
trifle
were
bound
there
“things
doing”
lesta—being
“sweet liower of courtesy” seems never ment or would he demand that it be
!
Also sawdust and prepared bard wood
habits, to
The Primaro to bloom in the garden of their hearts. j
et high.
that night, for the “parade” was “on.”
| supported?
s*ove
length, sold at mill or delivered
wide, deep and danger- They “make fun” so indiscriminately
“.In New York, where there is ; Of course you fully expected a repetiTELEGRAPHY
LEARN
;
.ter time, when augmeutand with so little tact and so little re- more wireless work handled than in
any part or Belfast or Sear sport on
of
the
tiou
night’s
performprevious
.erous small streams that
AND R. R. ACCOUNTING.a«a«^i
gard for the feelings of others that any other place in the world.” Please, |
short notice
Telephone at residence,
it from the hills; and
they deserve to be charged with having Mr. Critic, be conservative. Look up ! ances and were prepared accordingly; 5
25 Congress St., Belfast. Call 36-1 1.
furnish 75 per cent, of the Operators
We
from “no’ manners at all.” Every old person the statistics. Take a
save their town
the
cavalcade
heard
but
to
Loudon
although
you
trip
and Station Agents in America. Our six
H C. PITCHED.
24tf
destruction, the citizens they see becomes a “character” or a or some Continental centre and awaken
schools are the largest exclusive Telegraph
approaching your house, and momentaEstablished -0
Schools in the World.
compelled to spoil the “queer old party” in their estimation, yourself to a realization of the fact
at the door, to
years and endorsed by all leading Railway
dver by diverting it from and the most ordinary occurrence be- that New York comes nearer to trail- rily expected a knock
Officials.
and greater joy
•nannel and confining it comes “awfully funny” to them.
We execute a. 8250 Bond to every student
ing the procession in the volume of your great surprise
walls. It would be hard
to furnish him or her a position paying from
“Then there are others,” said the old wireless business per year than to lead- none came, and you slept the sleep of
840 to $60 a month in the States east of the
vate nearer to perfection woman who was sitting in judgment
ing the same, incidentally, look up the weary, rejoicing heartily in the i Rocky Mountains, or from $75 to $100 a
joyed by the Cordovese— on the summer boarder, “who are just the wireless stations installed in Engmonth in States west of the Rockies, im!
good fortune that had favored you.
is sometimes a little too as nice and pleasant as they can be. land ar.d
mediately upon graduation.
Europe and make sure that
students can enter at any time. No vahouseward
oiifort, even when the sun They don’t expect to find ‘bawths’ an’ they are actually installed for business Echoes of the revel floated
For full particulars regarding any
cations
OFFICE WASHINGTON STREET.
for
invigorating finger bowls an’ meals served in half a and business only, not exhibition to un receptive ears, and even the oft- j of our Schools write direct to our executive
vhtest,
HAVE AT LAST F<>tiM> A HARMLESS
TELEPHONE NUMBER 44-2.
office at Cincinnati, O. Catalogue free.
viug over the glittering dozen courses in the ord’nary farm- stations incidental to stock selling. repeated and familiar strains of “BlueI liquid for the removal of supo;!nous’ hair
vita and Cruz del Exe,
from the face. It not only remove* tlu* hair perhouses, an’ they don't forgit that it is After you have exhaustively gathered beli” and “Under the Old Apple Tree”
The Morse School of Telegraphy,
the sharp breath of snow- possible for a country bred person to the
fectly clean in five minute*, but will, if applied
data, see if Marconi’s installations fnllo.-l
NO GREATER
J tie farther Cordillera.
every third day remove the liair permanently. It
have just as much feelin’ an’ refine- do not equal those of all the other sysBuffalo, N. Y.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
depends on the strength of the hair, tile .ength
in with its straight, uarwith
of time it will take to entirely destroy it. It conment as a city bred person. They don’t tems combined.
You awoke the next morning
MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
LeCrosse. Wi».
Atlanta, Ga.
tains no caustic, acid or poisonous substance.
and ill-clad peasants, its make fun of your friends an’ neighbors,
As to the reason why the news items that delightful sense of something
San Francisco, Cal.
Texarkana, Tex.
Will not leave a scar or cause injury in any way.
•ud flat roofs andsixteenth- nor of the pictures in your fam’ly al- printed in the mid-ocean dailies cost so
Than imagining it is economy to buy the cliaapIt is sold to me under a written guarantee‘to acaccount
not
could
4m31
which you
reminds von Rt.rnmrlv of
1 est Harness and Saddlery Goods, because tlif complish all that is claimed of it. ft i* made by
bum, nor on your walls, nor of any- much per word—a distinct and separate pleasant
beI price seems low.
of
the
with whom I am personally acquainted
until
night
Cordova in .Spain; and the thing else.
parties
for
thought
wait
to
ask
service
you
don’t
this
news
you
They
corporation controls
THE SHODDY
and have perfect confidence in. For further par■tightened when you cross on ’em as if they was in the Hotel As- and, although it gets all the news by fore, and rejoiced again. There was
ticulars call upon or write to
CHARACTER
Mayor and “put up” at the tory, an’ some of ’em even ain’t above the Marconi system or the only system
in Gilead, and part of the
OF CHEAP GOODS
MRS. B. F. WELLS.
Paz’ Inn of Peace) close to makin’ their own beds. Them kind which can supply it, it is compelled to some balm
Takes away all apparent saving and always conof being a Freshman is in the un1. Cabildo.
joy
The city was ain’t so bad.”
15 Main Street. Belfast.
comThe
Marconi
rates.
the
full
pav
duces to dissatisfaction.1
the ancient plan prescribed
The summer boarder who is disposed panies would not evidence any great certainty as to what is to happen.
(All correspondence confidential.) 26tf
YVe make a special point on tlie character o
nf the Indies, into squares to do so may bring a great deal of business
our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
Recitations began that morning, and
capacity if they did not get the
S Vj ||T|b I 1^^BE
HOLLISTER'S
each.
The better houses pleasure into the oftentimes monoto- maximum return from a monopoly.
workmanship and A 1 material.
as your oft-consulted schedule reminded
THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with 1
■ne, generally one-storied, nous and wearisome lives of those who Even a superficial investigation would
Tea Nuggets
Mountain
Rocky
at 7.45 a recitation,and that
high standard of excellence always obtained a
; paved inner courts, while
receive them into their homes. One have acquainted my critic with thest you, you had
our place.
A Busy Medioiae for Busy People.
rather
You
ones are of bamboo, plastall
the
some
of
meant
“hiking.”
We earnestly invite inspection
farmer’s wife, living far up among
facts.
goods ant
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
47
; Me with mud and thatched
prices.
Vermont hills and rarely seeing beyond
If my critic is willing to leave the dreaded the first recitation, but found
A specific»for C mstipation. Indigestion. Live ,
We positively mean to do the best we can
A late ordinance, how- them, while an actual city like Boston, matter of the outcome of the Marconi
and
Kidney Troubles. Pimples. Eczema. Impure
our patrons.
Very truly,
room all right, and all its occupants
Blood, Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
directed the removal of all or even Springfield, was an unknown —De Forest suit to the actual decision the
inand
the
Backache.
It's Rocky Mountain Tea in taband
young
to a given distance beyond
125 Main 8\
C. E. £31 TIM*.
world to her, voiced a sentiment not of the Court, I am. I am also willing were Freshmen,
let form. 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Dreg Company, Madison, Wis.
limits, thus relegating the uncommon to farmers’ wives when she to let the test of time prove which wa< structor seemed very pleasant. He
■>f the population to the city’s said:
and
GOLDEN
NUGGETS
text-books
FOR
SALLOW
you
“My summer boarders bring to the winner thereof.
about
gave
PEOPLE
told you
Ecclesiastical property—all me the great world to which I cannot
Would it be good business judgment
the “purpose and methof
and
idea
H
an
'.I
H
all
<100141
the
y some holy sign above
go. They bring a happy change into to enter into a competition to get busi
Your next hour
of the course.
mis on every hand, for the
my life, and I am always glad when ness which would prove more costtj ods”
:
and revenues of the Jesuits they come and sorry when they go, than remunerative when that business was English, and you remembered
in
ince were very great during even though they add much to my must eventually come to you without
seeing a door with “English” in gold
lies that t-liose remarkable household duties.
the
leave
admire
I
sagacit}
maga- competition?
They
over it, so that would be simple
u what the discerning I
iically ruled the western zines and papers, and even books, be- displayed by the Marconi officials m letters
had
COLD WEATHER IS COMING!
\e old Spanish writers allude
buyer is after fcoedy. I
hind them, and now and then our rural withdrawing from the competition foi enough. One of the fellows who
|
200 cords of Slab Wood
to the religious fervor of postman brings me a package of fresh the Government's businese. XV hen tht
He gets quality in I
been out with the base ball squad sat
Takeout
your last winter clothes. Have
to them,
;s. and they still merit the
papers and magazines from them to business eventually comes
beside you in “math.,” and both had
them cleaned, pressed aiul repaired, and
100
cords
Sawdusl
and
as it is said that in spite of
show that they keep me in mind, and they can figure up a nice little balance
discovered, on referring to the schedsave buying new. We can please you. Give
hi of the Jesuits and repeatonce in a while a letter comes along
which they will have saved annually u
Desbecker-1
For salt*, .Apply to
us a call at the old place.
ions of church property the telling me how much they appreciated the mean time.
ules, that you were bound for the same
;un3(>
con
m wealth has not much diFRED A. HOLMES,
Should we argue with one who
my efforts to make them comfortable
place at the next hour. You sauntered
Block
F. G SPINNEY,
the
on
many
points:
while they were with me.”
ving kept up mainly by
fesses himself ignorant
leisurely across the campus, having
d donations of female deMixer's Block, Belfast, Me.
This woman’s summer boarders were Not argue, hut charitably supply tin
Successor to R. A. Gurney, Holmes’ Mill!
and got to the room long
vil ttie convent grounds are manifestly of the kind that were “not knowledge of which lie is lacking. J -plenty of time,
Made-to-Order ■
14tf
before the bell rang.
-ithin walls 20 feet high, and so bad,” "and their “manners” must beg, therefore, to inform the contribu
busi
dozen churches has a uaved have come to the country with them.
You were deep in conversation over
tor that a company cannot snatch
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Reports of tlie Maine cranberry crop
encouraging. How about the turkeys? Thanksgiving is drawing near.

are

Centennial celebration oI the Camden
church began last Sunday

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Earle Gardner took Monday’s boat for
Boston, to resume his business there.
The railroad office is reducing its clerical
force. Mr. Bradford left Friday for home.
Alfred B. Thompson is the guest of his
sister, Mrs. Maria T. Blanchard. Welcome
home!
Mr. Creamer is displaying his first line
of fall millinery. Now is the time to see
the new styles.
We are glad to report Mrs. Horace
Staples has recovered from her severe ill
turn of last week.
Miss Hortense Miller, a stenographer in
the employ of Engineer-in-chief Burpee,
left for llouiton last Friday.

Congregational

Ayers\

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
quiets tickling throats, hacking coughs, pain in the lungs.
It relieves congestion, sub-

Cherry

morning a sermon by the pastor, Rev. L. D.
Evans, on “The Church and What it Stands
for in the World” was heard by a large
congregation. A Snnday school rally at
noon was addressed by R. A. Jordan, general secretary of the Young Men’s Christian Association, Bangor. An evening sermon by Rev. F. P. Chapenof Hudson, fc. H.,
was followed by the communion of the
Lord’s supper. Monday a large number of
members of the church who had been long
to the roll call with brief
reminiscences of early church days, and
those absent from the centennial services
In the aftersent letters which were read.
absent

Business conditions continue favorable and even the pessimistic Lewiston
Sun says: "It is probable that the indues inflammation. It heals,
Ralph Hall of Quincy, Mass., the guest
dications were never more favorable all for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
strengthens. Your doctor will
left Sept. 5th for home.
Jr.,
Staples,
together for a period of sound, continuexplain this to you. He knows
Mrs. Susie Rendell and daughter Ada
all about this cough medicine.
ing prosperity.”
left Friday for Belfast, en route to South
"We have need Ayer's Cherry Pectoral in
Berwick, where they have resided for two
onr family for 25
years for throat and lung
A board of distinguished engineers is years.
troubles, and we think no medicine equals it.
Mrs. A. Pomeroy. Appleton, Minn.
her
Alvah
Mrs.
Treat
entertained
the
sister,
now considering at
Washington
J. C. AYES CO.,
25c., 50c.. £1.00.
Mrs. Coburn, and son, from Natick, Mass.,
relative merits and feasibility of a sea- a part of last week. They left Friday for
MMMa^HMSSMMB fOI*
isthmus.
home.
at
the
level and a lock canal
Dr. J. F. Ryder left Monday to return to
The advantages and the disadvantages
his Boston office. His wife remains a little
of each plan were laid before the board
longer with her father, Capt. J. French
in a communication from Chairman Iliehborn.
dyer’s Pills greatly aid recovery.
Purely vegetable, gently laxative.
Shonts of the Canal Commission, who
The Soden cottage at Fort Point has been
three
brought out the point that even with a closed. Mr. and Mrs. Soden and their
daughters, with maids, left Friday for NewTHE CHURCHES.
sea-level canal a tide lock will be re- tonville,
Mass.
quired at the Panama end, while the
Walter F. Kimball arrived Friday to
Rev. F. L. Hayward will preach in the
rapid development of nava! architec- spend a few days with his little daughter at Methodist church next
Sunday evening at
ture makes it difficult to determine the the home of her grandmother, Mrs. Rox7.15.
anna A. Simmons.
proper dimensions of lock chambers
The National Conference of Unitarian
Mrs. Tena C. Groves and little son Claygenerally. It is possible that the board ton left Sept, nth for their home in Lynn, ohurches will meet in Atlantic City, N. J.,
the
of
members
the
Mass. They were with Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
may accompany
September 25th to 28th.
commission on their visit to the isth- West several weeks.
Rev. J. W. Hatch will give an address at
Lillian A. Simmons took the train Tuesmus later in the present month.
Monroe village next Sunday at 3 p. m.; subday, at Belfast, to return to her school
duties in Boston, where she has given ex- ject, Christian Citizenship.
The managers of the Waldo County cellent satisfaction
for some years.
The services at the Congregational church
true
it
to
be
wish
Agricultural Society
Mrs. Abbie Tibbetts Gordon and daugh- next Sunday will be as follows. Sermon at
to its name. They want to make it a ter left the last of the past week for their
10:45 a. m.; Sunday school at uoon; C. E.
fair for Waldo county and not for Bel- home in Roxbury, Mass., after a short visit
meeting at 6:30 p. m. Address by the pastor
with Capt. and Mrs. Melvin E. Coleord.
the
solicit
fast alone. To this end they
at 7.30 p. m.
will
The
Ladies’
Aid
meet
ThursSociety
aid and co-operation of every progresChristian Science services are held at J.
day, Sept. 21st, with Mary and Harriet
sive farmer in Waldo county and hope !). Hichborn. Once in two weeks is the F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
for
these
gatherings.
to have them interested in and asso- present arrangement
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
The Misses Desialiand Katharine Nickels
ciated with the management of what
at 7:30, to which all
—the latter returned from Marion, S. C., Wednesday evenings
of the leading last
may easily be made one
Saturday—called on relatives in town are cordially welcome.
fairs in the State. The foundation is Sunday before leaving Monday for Boston.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
Miss Dorothy Frye, the guest of her sis- morning service at
10.45 o’clock, with
already laid, and in the past few years
Mrs.
Everett
for
several
Jr.,
Staples,
to ter,
the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz;
our county fair has forged rapidly
weeks, left last week to join her parents, preaching by
the front. The grounds are finely lo- Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Frye, in Slelrose, subject, “Thinking.” Sunday school at 12
Mass.
o’clock. All are welcome.
cated, the half mile track is pronounced

Pectoral

noon, sister churches were represented at
the exercises and greetings were exchanged.
Rev. L. D. Evans, the pastor, gave an historical address in the evening which was
I followed by singing of a centennial hymn.
The exercises concluded Tuesday with a
reception and banquet followed by an evening service at which Rev. Or. Smith Baker
of Portland will preach.

Mrs. J.

F.

The Congregational Club of Belrast w ill
Gerrity of Bangor arrived
Thursday to visit her sister, Mrs. Alvah I meet for the first time this fall in the vesand
Treat,
family. She was joined a few
days later by her husband, seeking a need- tries of the North church Wednesday evenequipment
ed rest from business.
ing, Sept. 20th, at 6 o’clock. All members
pected. Xext year we shall hope to see
Mrs. Moses Burpee and Miss Mary Hich- | are requested to be present.
exhibits from all parts of the county. born left
Tuesday morning to attend the
Morning worship airne Memouisi cnurcn
Let us make it in fact, as in name, the meeting of “The State Federation
of
next
Sunday at 10:45 A. M. with sermon by
Womens’ Clubs,” bolding annual session in
Waldo county fair.
i the pastor; Bible school at noon; gospel
llouiton the present week.
service at 3:30p. m. ; Junior League at 4 p.
Thp AHsmps PlvriP anil
Km
Parlptmi
That there is hypocrisy m politics as
M.
Rev. F. L. Hayward will preach at
well as in religion cannot be gainsaid, daughters of contractor Carleton, left Saturday for their home in Woolwich, to enter 7:1S r. M.
or
to
one
not
confined
party
but it is
their school.
They have boarded, with
Services at the North church: Morning
sect. To the discussion ot the Sturgis their parents, for two months with Mrs. A.
M.
Gardner.
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday
bill and resubinission the Kennebec
“Waldo County Association of R. F. school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer meeting at 0.30
Journal adds the following telling con- D. The
Carriers” met here Sunday—their only
service at 7.30 p. m.; Junior
tribution :
free day—and enjoyed a fine clam-bake and p. m.; evening
C. E. meeting Thursday at 3.30 p. m.; praydinner
near
the
a
have
picnic
gigantic
generous
trust
The organs of the rum
at Cape Jellison, an object of great er meeting Thursday at 7.30 p. m.
good deal to say about hypocrisy; but is pier
interest to one and all.
The services next Sunday at the Univerthere anything more hypocritical than
Mrs. Harry W. Griffin, after a brief visit salist church will be as follows: at 10.43 a.
the shallow pretense of being in favor
and Mrs. F. A.
of temperance while really working with her parents, Capt.
left Sept, fith for her home in : m. regular service; subject of sermon,
heart and soul for the liquor interests? Patterson,
Her daughter Pauline, “What is Salvation;” at 12 o’clock, SunMass.
Mattapoisett,
The citizens who take a different view who has
spent the summer with her ma- school ; at 6.30 p. m., young people’s meetof public policy would think vastly ternal grandparents, accompanied her.
meeting. A cordial invitation is extended
more ot such fellows if they dropped
Stockton was well represented last Fri- to all.
their flimsy pretext of being “true
at the \\ aldo county fair grounds in ;
friends ot temperance” and came out day
The appointments by the Baptist church
Belfast. Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Morse, Mr. |
frankly for what they really mean, viz: and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn and Sir. and \ are as follows: the junior C. E. Society
and
plenty Sirs. Bion B. Sanborn were among those j will hold its first
The open saloon, rum, rum
meeting for the season
of it. Then shallow pretense of having present on that beautiful day—the first line
this, Thursday, afternoon at 3:45, and all
the “real interests” of temperance at one of the week.
children and young people not connected
heart is the gr^sest kind ot hypocrisy.
Frank P. Patterson and wife, and the
and brother of the latter, Sir. Rex- with similar societies are invited; weekly
parents
At the time the Cobb-Stnrgis hill was fordand wife and Chester Rexford, allot meeting of the church for prayer and
before 11.i legislature its chances of New Bedford, arrived Slonday at the home
praise this, Thursday, evening at 7:3*;
passing were very dubious until Gov- of Capt. F. A. Patterson and wife, as their
The parents gladly Welcome the preaching by the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philernor Cobh took hold of it and person- guests.
son and family relatives.
brook, Sunday forenoon at 10:45; Sunday
ally urged its passage. The leading arThe village hotel has changed hands. school at noon ; men’s meeting at 3:30 p. in.;
gument advanced in favor of its passage was, not that the people of Maine Capt. M. E. Colcord sold the property last A’. P. S. C. E. at 6:45 p. m.; gospel praise
wanted it. but that Governor C'ohb week to F. W. Collins of Rockland, who service, with short talk by the pastor, at
wanted it. and the legislature finally comes into our midst very highly recom- 7:30
p. m. Free seats and a welcome for all.
in all ways. It is rumored that a
determined to give the Governor what mended
lawyer—a personal friend ol the purchaser
The Montville Free Baptist Quarterly
he wanted. The C'obb-Sturgis law was of
the hotel—is to locate here immediately.
Meeting convenes with the North Islesboro
primarily Gov. Cobh’s law and the Ken- Look out for his shiugle!
nebec Journal cannot successfully shift
church, Sept. 15, 1( aud 17. Able speakers
A.
has
taken
Dr.
Pierce
unto
himJames
from
his
to
shoulders
ttie responsibility
self a wife, and gone to reside at Sandy- are expected and all are cordially invited.
those of the people of Maine.—Portland
point. The marriage occurred Saturday, Address of welcome by Rev. Harry Hull,
A rgus.
Rev. T. P. Williams performing the cere- Islesboro.
Response by Rev. W. W. Carver
The Sturgis law was not “primarily mony in a most impressive manner. The
familiar figure of the Dr. will be missed in of Rockland. All from the southern part
Gov. Cobh’s law.” He knew nothing the village;
but the distance to Sandypoint of district will take the Boston and Bangor
of its provisions until after it had been is short—especially with the convenience of boat at Rockland, Friday the loth, at 5.80 a.
train
travel, soon to be ours.
He did.not want that law
drawn
m. and connect at Belfast with the steamer
up.

speciticali.v,
islation

hut lie did want some

which

would

leg-

enable him to

carry out the pledges ot his
Sorm. His position on the

party platprohibitory

The schooner yacht Magnolia of Boston,
cruising, made a harbor here Monday night.
Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealy has sold his launch,
the Stella Maris, to William T. Bradley of
Tomahawk, Wisconsin, and she will be shipped there by rail.
Macomber hauled out the Dod worth
yacht Caprice Monday. She has not been
in commission this season but was moored
at the lower bridge.
Two of the Dark Harbor fleet of knockabouts were in port Monday afternoon.
They oame in under full sail with a fail
wind and were closely matched in point of

speed.

was

clearly

The sloop Minnie of Camden, with a
of one, in beating out of the harbor
last Saturday afternoon got ashore near the
pavilion. Assistance was reudered from
the shore and the sloop continued on her
course.

At the recent annual meeting of the Camden Yacht Building and Railway Co., the

following board of directors was chosen :
H. M. Bean, R. L. Beau, XV. Grinnell, J. B.
Haines, C. F. Carver, W. E. Schwartz, A.
J. Q. Knowltou, R. Robinson, J. G. Crowley, J. H. Howard, H. L. Shepherd. The
reports of the officers showed that the company has done a good business the past
year. The directors elected R. L. Bean,
President and R. Robinson, Secretary and
Treasurer.

Despite the rain there

people

the Monroe fair grounds Tuesday and two races were pulled off, as follows :
2.20 CLASS.

Blue Will.
Laura B.
Crown Duchess.
Helen S.
Time, 2.23J, 2.234, 2.24.

LETTER TO W. A. CLARK.
BELFAST.

MAINE.

Dear Sir: When you see a well-dressed
“There’s a sample
man, you like to say:
That man is worth two of
of my clothes.
himself as he was when he came to me.”
We have the same feeling. Our paint on
a house is worth twice as much as oldfashioned painter’s paint, lead-and-oil. It
looks the same when first put on. Id three
months it don’t. In three years it decidedly don’t.
Lead-and-oil chalks off in three years: it
is considered a first-rate job that lasts three
years.
Devoe lead-aud-zinc is about as good in
three years as it was the day the painter
left it.
Zinc is the secret of it; no secret at all.
A good many painters know zinc; some
mix it iu with their lead. We grind it in:
not a little: good deal.
It’s the zinc and the grinding that does it.
You can’t mix zinc by hand. We grind it
in by machinery.
Painters are finding us out, though some
painters are slow.
You know that it pays a good man to
How many customers
wear good clothes.
have you that know it?
Yours truly
F. W. Devoe & Co.
82
Mason & Hall sell our paint.

30 mi les of track are laid now, and 15 miles
already ballasted, while 4 gravel trains
and several steam shovels are rapidly
carrying forward the latter work. In this
vicinity the advance is marked. The freight
house and station are finished and carpenThe trestle over the ravine east
ters gone.
of the depot is apparently completed, and
the one on the western side is being built.
The embankment over “shipyard hollow”
is completed, and the highway on the slope
of the hill changed to accommodate present
arrangements. The general work on the
road-bed is nearly accomplished, apparently, in this locality. Our long quietude is
over! The commercial activity, so long
desired, seems to be at hand. Do we realize
the debt we owe to the N. M. S. railroad
projection for this awakening?
Warren Post Office

Burglarized.

The United
Warren, Me., Sept. 7.
States post office here was burglarized,
stolen.
The office,
early today, and $1500
situated in a grocery store, was entered by

the rear window at about 1.30 a. m. The
burglars wrecked the safe with nitro-glycerine, the concussion being heard by many
people in the vicinity. No one, however*
realized its origin, and it was not until
Postmaster W. L. Lawry opened the office,
this morning, that he discovered the robbery. About $500 in cash and stamps were
stolen from the government, while Mr.
Lawry lost two United States bonds, 3 per
cent., unregistered issue of 1899, of $500
each.

l
2
3
4

B.
Miss Keene.
May Dillon.
Max Wilkes.
Dolly H.
Brono.

l
4

l
4
3
2

2
3

1
2
3
4
5

Barney

about noon, at Ryder’s Cove. Returning
leave Islesboro Monday, the 18th, at 9.30 am. and connect with Boston boat at Belfast’
arriving iu Rockland at l> p. m. Reduced
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Do Dot Fail to see our Splendid U J
went of \ew Dress Fabrics. I

WHAT CUTICURA
DOES FOR WOMEN
Too much stress cannot be placed
the great value of Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills in the antiseptic cleansing of the mucous surfaces, and of the blood and circulating
fluids, thus affording pure, sweet, and
economical local and constitutional
treatment for weakening ulcerations,
inflammations, itchings, irritations,
relaxations, displacements, pains, and

on

WOMEN’S

to females.
Hence the Cuticura remedies have a
wonderful influence in restoring
health, strength, and beanty to weary
women, who have been prematurely
aged and invalided by these distressing ailments, as well as such sympathetic afflictions as anaemia, chlorosis,
hysteria, and nervousness.
Women from the very first have
fully appreciated the purity and sweetness, the power to afford immediate
relief, the certainty of speedy and
permanent cure, the absolute safety
and great economy which have made
Cuticura the standard humour remedy of the civilized world

irregularities peculiar

0
2
3
1
4
5

6

ds
3
2
1

ds
ds

TORTURING HUMOR
by Cuticura.

Cured

I suffered five years with a terrible
itching, eczema, my body and face being covered with sores. Never iu my
life did I experience such awful suffering, and I longed for death, which I
felt was near. I had tried doctors and
medicines without success, but my
mother insisted that I try Cuticura.
I felt better after the first application
of Cuticura Ointment, and was soon
entirely well. Mrs. A. Etson, Belle‘'

Buying of

us means

satisfaction

as

well

9

as

I
I

Our stock is

always the largest
Department.
Send for Samples.
Telephone your orders-No. 51, Ring 12

economy.
Use

Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills are sold throughout
the world. Potter Drug StCnetn. Corp., Uostou, sulePropdOdfSeud for A Book for Women."

Mail Order
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A RARE OPPORTUNITY
To qualify for any position you desire. A *pe<-lal
double discount will be allowed to all who enroll in The International Correspondence School
during the exhibit in A. A. Howes & C’o.’s store.
"Uncle Sam’’ offers special inducement to young
men and women who qualify for his service. Enroll now in the greatest educational institution
in the world. Call and get a free circular. L. a.
Moreau and F. M. Shaw representatives. 8w37*

WANTED
No
To purchase any kind of old books.
matter what you have, send postal, will call,

city

or

country,

and pay cash.

Address
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TO EVERY CITIZEN OF TIIK UNITED S'l

TOWARD EVERY PATHOS. AND

NEW FALL-WINTER SHOES

Increase in DEPOSITS is our record for the past SI V I/O V/
ceededtlie Belfast National Bank February -Jt. 1 ml, and t
beginning, the FIRST STEP IS THE LADDER toll, //

Elite Shoe I Patrician Shoe
I

PLANS, but we beg
expand, our rule of

FOR WOHEN

THESE SHOES ARE GROWING MORE POPULAR EVERY DAY.
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If you hav’nt a CHECK ACCOUNT with us

already, opei
FARMER,DOCTOR, LAWYER.LABORER. MERCHANT. BANKER. BROKt
to h iv
your business profession or occupation, it will pay you

S

of your

■

I
1

own.

ARE YOU laying away money for a rainy day
Then remember our
ness later in life?

or

perhaps

P

Savings Department.
We pay 3 interest compounded semi annually.
first of each month. Also our

CO.,_

iute;

Certificates of Deposit
WITH INTEREST FROM DATE OF DEPOSIT.

BOND DEPARTMENT.

For Boys from 4 to 20 Years.

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND HIGH GRADE CITY AND RA
FOR SALE.
Notes collected, cashier’s checks issued, tor any one. and tiv

AA'e want every boy to write an advertisement on (AVidow .Tones')
America’s Leader of Boys’ Fashions, mentioning our store as local
Agents. AA'e intend to print as many of these adds as possible, commencing with the first one received. Writing advertisements is becoming
pear.

I

in ali

^CHECK ACCOUNTS

N. C. MATTHEWS, 94 Main St.

profitable each

S

Examine

...

_SHOE REPAIRING._

more

■

■

protection.

WALES GOODYEAR RUBBERS-none better.

&

jR1

To whatever extent

Absolute and Unquestioned Safety of Principal

Working Men, School Shoes

AND

to say rigiit here:

1

■

ADDITION 11
will be ever safe guarded and maintained.
BILITV to us means ADDITIONAL CARE for t

John Mitchell $3.00 Shoes!
Shoes for

I

$100,000

KNOWN;*.

This contest preset ts

a

splendid opportunity

Our van
IS THE HEST TOO GOOD tOE YOU ?
We rent boxes at $3.00 PEE YEA E.

to every

best in Maine.

boy in town.

E^=Business by mail receives immediate attention.

WE OFFER A WIDOW JONES SUIT OR OVERCOAT
TO THE BOY WRITING THE BEST AD. ON OR BEFORE

DECEMBER

l

The advertisement will be judged according to age, so a four
boy stands as good a chance as an older one. The prize will be
according to the common sense and value of the reason given.
and grammar will not be considered. Start at once. Send in
vertisement. Give your fulln ame, age and address.
First ad. received to be printed about September 21,

WM. B. SWAN, President.
Win. B.
Asa A.

City

or

Town.

Howes,

C. W. WESC

DIKKCTOKS

Pitcher,
Sherman,
Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Thomas W.
Elmer A.

(

lan-m.

»

Thomas K
Wintleltl

Stock Liability.
Capital and Surplus, $72,000.
Total Responsibility, $132,000.

Spelling
your ad-

:
«

S1

Waldo Trust Company

Street.

1905-6

Swan,

Robert F. Dunton,

year old
awarded

71

BOYS* FASHIONS

!

The City National Bank of Hell

?th.

JOHN R. DUNTON, ESQ., ORRIN J. DICKEY and CHARLES A. PILSBURY
have been selected as judges.

I

I

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

Age.

National Prize
$100.00 in gold offered by Widow Jones as a National prize.
A contest is being held in a number of towns where Widow Jones Clothing is sold.
of each town will compete for the National Prizes offered by Widow Jones, as follows:

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHECK
The prize winning ad.

$50.00 for the first choice, $30.00 for the second choice, $20.00 for the third choice.

Judges
BOOT AND

SHOE RECORDER.

I

BANKiI

THE SAME IS THE POLICY OF THIS

Try

I

1

111136

FOR HEN

I

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Prize Competition

AMERICA’S LEADER

1

—--—"\

yue, Mich.

Time, 2.23, 2.37, 2.35, 2.44j.

-^OUR WELL

I

Special Prices for September.

BELFAST.

innRS

I

BLANKETS AND BED SPREAD!

t

I % 1 nm 11

WAISTSI

First showing of Fall Styles.

GREEN HORSE RACE.

B. & A. and N. M. S. railroad was in town

are

1,500

were some

on

Silver Star and the delegates from the northern part of district and arrive at Islesboro

Monday, and answered the questions relative to the running of trains over this line
by declaring that the toad would be ready,
in his opinion, before the first of November
He stated that
for use in regular service.

Skin, Scalp, Hair,

—Dress

and Hands.

The Monroe Fair.

_HARRY W. CLARK

say what shall be done. If they want
resubmission they can elect representatives on that issue. If we are to retain
the prohibitory laws on our statute
books they should be enforced. If we
are to have high license and local option these laws should be repealed.

Every Woman Desires to
Know About Sanative, Antiseptic
Cleansing and the Care of the

crew

before his
nomination and in his public addresses
rates.
during the campaign. He was pledged
Dr. H. G. Hichborn and wife started
to enforce the prohibitory law. If the Sunday in their automobile for Portland,
en route to their Cambridge, Mass., resiRepublican platform and the voters dence. Their son Everett and daughter
who elected him said one tiling and Ruth, witli maids, left by boat Monday for
Boston. The Dr. has rented his place here
meant another they must face the conto Mr. Creamer, our new merchant, until
double
of
their
dealing.
he
They
brings his family to spend another sumsequences
in his native town. Ail neighbors will
cannot make a scapegoat of Governor mer
welcome lights in the windows of the house
C.n hh.
on
the hilltop through the long winter
The result of the attempt to rigidly evenings.
The following young ladies, chaperoned
enforce laws which have been practiby Mrs. Albert ('. Colcord and Mrs. Wellcally a dead letter so far as the cities man
llanson, spent Saturday and Sunday
and larger towns are concerned remains at one of the Swan Lake cottages: Misses
Edith
Fletcher, Inez Hanson, Evelyn Colto be seen. If we are to have the “Bancold, Louise Colcord, Annie Moulton, Edith
or
the
“Pennell
let
it
gor plan”
plan”
Griffin and Blanche Berry. All seemed debe legally adopted and not carried on in lighted with their outing. A company of
also occupied a cottage at the
gentlemen
violation of law. The moral effect upon
popular Swan Lake shore last week. Their
the people of abetting an illegal trallic parly was composed of Messrs. Arthur B.
Mr. Howland, Freeman Harriman,
was recently declared by an intelligent Colcord,
Joseph Harriman, Harry Verald and
observer to be the source of as much Flitner Staples of this village, with Arthur
evil as that caused by the liquor itself. Oliver and Charles Smith from Frankfort.
Mr. Houghton, General Manager of the
Jt rests with the people of Maine to
issue

set forth

Leonard Clifford and wifeandson Frank
of Fitchburg, Mass., who have been spending a couple of weeks at Mr. C.’s childhood
home, the late George Clifford’s place, left
Saturday for home. During their stay at
the old home, Elmer Thompson and wife
were with
them, as was Mrs. Hattie C.
Hichborn a portion of the time. It was a
reunion.
family
pleasant

YACHTS AND BOATS.

Howej
GoodsJ

Much That

responded

Weak Throats

the best in the State, the grand stand
seats 1,Ouo people,and in other directions
is all that could be exthe

James H.

continued through Tuesday. Sunday

and

for the National Prizes:

Boston.

Remember this opportunity is free to every boy.

DAILY TRADE

RECORD, New York.

Lots of fun, and very instructive.

_HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,_
BELFAST.

Transacts a Genaral Banking Buslnass. special Kates on 'l'i
ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

<

Separate accommodations for Ladies.
Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of securities of Treasurers. I.<

Burleigh. J. Mam-he*ter II »yne*. C. O. Poor, I
A. I. Brown. .1 < I*
Joseph William*..11, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson,
A. Mason, K. P, cliaae. Til.
Peirce, Geo. E. Mncomber. Cha*. E. Knowlton. Win.
DIRECTORS—Ed will C.

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vise Pre*
CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
FRANK R. WINGIN, Saaretary and Treasurer.

>•’

[HE
1

NEWSjOF
harvest

ie

iuuou

Thomas E. Shea is haring an
entirely
seenio equipment prepared for “Bruti».” says the Boston correspondent of the
•toeI;laud Courier-Gazette.

BELFAST.

now

Mr*. K. Newell of
Citypoint fell at her

»ew

illumines the

Shipping Items.

The bark

noeie last

Holliswood

rom

>ought by the Pendleton Bros, on the Pa1 iific coast, was
reported as arriving at Kio
laneiro prior to Sept. 6th. She sailed
from
rmet and gold triangle shaped M. I.
'«u Francisco for New York, lost
some of
lias beeu lost. The tinder will please !
ler spars in a gale and put into San
Pedro
u it to The Journal office,
or repairs.
She put into Itiofor water and
go Whitehouse of Augusta is to be the
itures... Seh. Harriet Rogers
brought a
•ig justice at the September term of
•argo of brick last week from Orland for
court, to be convened next Tuesday.
•ooper A- Co... Sell. Kstelle Phinney ar1. V Knowlton store at the foot of
ived last Friday from Norfolk with a
street, now occupied by the Belfast ■argo of soft coal for the
Belfast Fuel A
Company, is undergoing exten- lay Co—Among recent cnarters are
the
:epairs.
olio wing:
Sell. Mollie S. Look, Hantsnw more of the Histories of the 26th
)ort, N. S., to north side of Cuba, lumber,
Regiment left for sale. Price, $1.00; j. t.; sell. Lizzie B. Willey, Fernandina to
-t.i7.
Call on A. E. Clark, No. 2 ioston, lumber, p. t.Sch. Omaha was
akeu out on Gilchrest’s marine
street, Belfast, Me.
railway

1 >

ruesday

and will

corresponding with the other
bey are lighted by electricity and
t at night is brilliant.

nted letters remaining in the Heist
'dice for the week ending Sept.
'i
C. F. Gardner, Mrs. Abbie
Mrs. G. F. Jordan, Mrs.
Mary E.

North Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Jason went to Sabattus last week to visit
i heir son, K. W. Mason... .Mrs. Lulu Dock] lam of Wells, who lias been visiting her

Angeles, Calif., subscriber writes:
longer 1 stay away from Maine the
appreciate The Journal. Its weekly
like that of

old friend from
Long may you live and enjoy prosis

an

Locke A- Son have a new plate
all case at the rear of their store to
their stock of cut glass, and a new
se

If

Joe Broderick, Joseph Comeau,
W. Kenny, F. W. Kenny, R. G.
Palmer P. Munsey, S. A. P.,
eldon.

!■

man's Christian
with Miss

meet

eet,

•:

tomorrow,

■legates will be elected for the Bar
invention next week, and a full

:

by
Busher; response by .J. G. Harding; music;
rec., Mrs. Bertha Bryant; remarks, L. D.
Jones ; rec., Miss Gertrude
Libby remarks,

F. B. Nutt; song, Mrs. Grace
Libby; remarks by Comrades V. N. Higgins and
Furber; reading, Mrs. J. H. Brown; rec.,
J. G. Harding; remarks
by Mrs. D. 0.
Bowen, Comrades Gay, Rowell and N. P.
Libby; music. A vote of thanks was extended to Freedom Post and Relief
Corps
for their hospitality.

A

is desired.
Belfast is entitled
live representatives.

Notes. The Boston Financial
“Tlie Eastern Steamship comhad the most prosperous summer
it.- history and earnings for the
ear will be tile largest on record.
several causes which have con•" make them
materially larger

i:h

year."
dorian of Portland and F. M. Shaw
and, representatives of the Interorrespoudence School of Scranton,
e a line exhibit this week in the
f A. A. llowes’ store, Odd Fellows
v 1 i are cordially invited to attend
t and get a tine catalogue. Spec•mt to ali who enroll during the
The second
Reunion
•f the Kimball family was held

-imhaxl

at the lnnne of ills. Etta E.
Swan Lake avenue, Belfast.
The
was passed sociably and at noon
hint dinner was served.
At the
meeting in the afternoon Mrs.
mall was re-elected president. Mrs.
Piper, secretary ; Mrs. Mary E.
Treasurer.
It was voted to meet
j
George \Y. Frisbee, Belfast, next I
Time to be decided by the exeeumittee, Mrs. George W. Frisbee,
• K.
Savery, Mrs. Clytie Nickerson.
Kimball of Pittsfield, Me., made
very interesting remarks on the
branches of the Kimballs, after
■

croup picture was taken on the
Though the number present was
ce as last year, a very pleasant

passed.
Orrin J. Itiekev announces
miiieut of his Moosehead Lake ex•ion's.

Thursday to Saturday, Sept.
arning Monday. This change of
necessitated by the crowded

Inn

a

plan ”1

hit-

insurance

Child

Of

and

bruises.

£

Our New Fall Line of Ladies’ and Misses Garments

S

ready for inspection. The very latest New York production, innew Empire Yoke, tight fitting coats, half
eluding
lifting and loose

1m

j9§
WA

are now

the

backs

B

,n

co^ors—*be

^"^’i^”h* an^|U^Jen£^ls'
sS-FALL

DRESS

new

grey

party returning

a

flop.

|jyr

/Qg

^..fall shirt waists_

m

in whites and colors will please you.
We have the very best 25c line of Vests and Pants we ever offered the trade. It will pay to call and examine our extensive offerings
before buying. wMay Manton Fashion Sheets for October now ready.

mg

j

^A. D. CHASE & SON, Chase’s Corner.^

j

Fred AJohnson
Telephone 55 i1

and Medicines.

Telephone SS-ll

today. This room heretofore used as a duplicate stock room has been transformed into a
and here you will tind, conducted entirely on modernj methods, a new ready-to-wear
itself,
by
department. No pains have been spared to make this the most cosy and homelike place of its kind in
town, besides giving us further opportunity to display goods. Our first show ing of new tali and winter
wearing apparel commences today. Values are here In abundance---secure them.
Commences
store

UIUICHI fllVCno.

^OPENING SALE OF«-

'(

BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared,

at all hours to do

EMBALM-

ING and FUNERAL WORK.
Connected

OPENING SALE!

lyT
!j

by telephone both day and night.

Panamas. Broadcloths, Merges, Cheviots, Thibet Cloth and Mixtures direct from the foremost skirt makers of the country. For
quality of material, excellence in style, lit and workmanship, cannot be excelled. It is impossible for us to give detailed mention
of each style skirt, but they are all fresh from the makers, and if
you come here you will get in touch with the greatest skirt values
in the city—THEY ARE HERE

72 Main Streat, Saifast.

Newly made and up-to-date, shondny the
advance model* for fall of 190.') and 1906

a full line of

CHASE’S

Patent Hedicines
and

Stationery.

for frefi sarrmle.

|

I

S

Tidbit

| 50c Neckwear for 15c

A STYLISH IIOOEL, 4S
excellent quality satm
large shawl collar of k.

|

brook mink shawl

Cfi CHEVIOT SUIT, made of imported German
Cheviot, extreme long (50 inchi coat In the
popular tight Iltting effect, box plaited style, half satin lining
eleven
gore plaited skirt, 830 value.
(Skinner’s ‘•atin)

J. H, MONTGOMERY

-n OKKl MIXED WORSTED SUIT, In a manlsh
9*4
model, long, tight iltting coat, strap trimmed, velvet
collar halt lined with Skinner’f) satin, side plated,
C7|7> C()
eleven gore skirt, regular $30.00 value.•*'*'"
at
SERGE SUIT. Coat is 45 inches long, tight tittlng
<7C
/ o
Hc
effect, full tor sleeves, stylish umbrella skirt. $19.00 value... .dm- #3

versal of all directories.

7w37

£|i

Skirts!

Skirts)

|

Skirts!

j

Have

we

given such bargains

shall

give the following

week on

Gil-1

j

prices

the'styles

lined,

,

§3 Jq §25 Gath

BLUE
WOLF Shawl pilierine, 94j inches long,
with large natural tails and muff to match.set for

I

satin

^3^

LARGE ISABELLA Fox pilierine, 100 inches long. No. 1
satin lined, with large bushy natural tails and m iff 2

cc‘nts.only $1

quality,

'$39 00
$6 INCH ISABELLA fox boa, natural tails.
Q0
LOO INCH GREY FOX BOA, natural
tails..qq
LARGE SABLE WOLF BOA. *2 inches long, Iar.e
£17 00
£li.UU
natural tails.
GENUINE BLACK MARTIN BOA, No. 1 quality. tails, $18.00
L04 INCH Isabella opossum, shawl imIIhiiue, full satii:
£71 CO
lined, 9$ inch collar.

37

3

..

Queen Petticoats.

102

Two hundred new QUEEN PETTICOATS fre^h from the factory all oi the latest fall style, made of a splendid grade satin
mcicertzed. black and colors. Some of them accordion
Prices the lowest you've
plaited others with extension rutiles
ever paid for a petticoat ( f a reliable quality.

tiniviied

dearwfghT'C

We cannoMuote

LARGE

INCH Isabella opossum, double pilierine, eight tails.
.$17.00
__| 108
10 INCH Isabella opossum, double pilierine,
...811 00
15 INCH Brook mink pilierine, eight tails.$s.r»o
>5 INCH Brown Isabella, co.»y pilierine, eight tails.87..">0

We want to
skirts of a 1 kinds, but mostly

1

I

ties, scarfs, and odd shap# fur neck pieces in Russian
squirrel, Jap mink, brook mink, opossum, brown I sab Ha coney
lamb, ranging in price from

Light weight Scotch flannel material Shirt
Waist, made with Dutchess closing In front,
button and strap trimmings, five inch cuff,
good value at one dollar and seventy-five

...Dress Skirts...

H

!j

A

and Persian

SPECIAL.

of Our Sales

as we

great event, its the first great saie of the season, and you can
•est assured that it is planned on a scale that will ieave a lasting
mpresslon. Every piece of fur in our entire stock was made from
[elected skins—choosing only such high grade skin> as we would guar,
intee. There’s no grade of merchandise upon which the purchaser
i1 nust rely so much; upon the seller as furs. We stand back of
■very fur garment that leaves our store. One hundred and sixty
Liferent styles are now on exhibition.

silks and many other materials.

■

I

j

S’ATT Y little

Today we will presentl ere clioice^fron. styles that are new and attractive, waists that are well made and up to the highest standard
in every particular—mercerized effects—Scot h flannel, Arnold

History

Z!

value.price $18.50

Opening Sale of New Furs

New Fall Waists

_NEVER_
In the

collar..Q()

FASHION ABLE BLACK BROADCLOTH
coat, br nvn sab!-.* <\> iv lining. Urg
handsome shawl.collar of sable coney, length 48

$22.50 i

|

|

IN LLU
LINED
COAT,
stylish model, 4k indies oug, elegant quality brown broadcloth, lined throughout
with best quality Siberian squirrel with

Women’s Suits

Company’s directory goe9 to press. Why should
not your name be included in this, the most uni-

j1

niarm<*t

SPECIAL
\

iache*. S-J6.00

EnKland TeieOn
2flth lhe New and
utiuuer £0111,
UIl Ortnhpr
Telegraph
pllonfe

H

INCHED I.ONO,
finish bioadch th.

husky and

s

?

U

!lnfus.Price $85.00

Excl usive stylesin tailor made garments, the popular three-quarter length. Coats that fit atui have such exclusiveness audrtistinction that you can’t help hut appreciating. Prices not high,
in this collection the various models of tlw tight luting coat come
in tor first consideration.

filled.

■■

j

.$50 00

Women’s Coats.

till 9 p. m.

}

§

EXCEPTIONAL VALLE
IN
BLACK
broadd-dh coat, 60 Inches long, brown sable
coney iinine. large shawl collar
stupe
blended brook mink.

Sale.

$2.75

Physician’s prescriptions carefully oom.
pounded and mail orders promptly

■

First

!

j

Price $70.00

Cloth, seven
gored skirts, underplaits at back
and strapped seams, button finished, colors,
blue, black and brown. All sizes placed on
sale this morning (each) at.

Saturday Evening,
Sept. 16, 7

this

Oft value—Plaited

CORNER,

j A. D. Chase & Son

*

f the Kineo House this week_
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists
.■dian trip will also be postponed
New York
1-00-41 5 Pearl Street
nd will leave here on Sept. 2"th.
SOc. and $1.00. All druggists >f
will include many Belfast patrons
imber from Kockland.
i
Sleepers
Rain put a
The K. of F. Field Day.
akeii from Portland, so that Thurss
tamper on the Field Day exercises of the
r'riday will be spent in Montreal
id Regiment U. R. K. P., in this city, Sept.
f
nday and Sunday in Quebec, re- >th and
(3th, preventing the parade and visit
in
the
White
Mountains
i
Fabyans
The
:o the Fair grounds the tirst day.
I
;ght and home on Tuesday. The
visitors included Key division of Rockland
eeu placed at about $27, including
with 23 men under command of Captain
g —The steamer Castiue carried
|
Jeorge 1’. White, First Lieutenant George
over
one
from
hundred
Stockton,
f
P. Flint and Second Lieutenant, S. K.
Hid Xorthport to Viualhaven last
|
Hatch ; Hayard Company of Waterville with
ind it was a delightful trip. jNext
e
>2 men under command of Captain •). H.
Hie steamer Castiue makes an exWhitehouse, First Lieutenant Thomas Sutnm this city and Stockton to Ban;y, and Second Lieutenant O P. RichardTuesto
excursion
dekey’s
Togus
2
son; and the following State officers; Genell
2
patronized and the popularity
Wesley G. Smith and Col. Ricker of I’ort2
ips is on the increase each month.
and ; Walter E. Reed of Waterville, colonel
be only a few more trips there
I
d Third regiment, and Major F. 0, Ray of
I
The Kineo trip of this week
Waterville, Major of the second batillion
®
iul inducements in scenery and a !
if the Third Regiment. The visitors were
but
at
of
an
Sll
"Uting
expense
nade at home at Castle Hall, and were enmid trip, including all expenses.
;ertained m various ways, the frequent
■■key anything you want to know showers
keeping them mostly within doors.
In the evening the lielfast Hand gave
The several selections on the street in front of
UK THE “TlIEOiatikE.”
-I schooner Thcoliue, built for
headquarters and then escorted the visitors
McQuesten Co. of Boston, was 0 the lielfast Opera House for the bad.
loin the yard of George A.
[lance music was furnished by the lielfast
-'5 a. m. yesterday. It is the secyuartette and despite the unfavorable
d the name built for this firm by
i
weather the attendance was large and the
rest.
The official measurements hall a great success. Although not a dress
I
'eii completed at this writing, but
iffair the uniforms of the Sir Knights and
i
*
he light dresses of the ladies made the
lers gross tonnage will be be*
and l,(XX». The frame is of Vir- scene a brilliant one. The companies were
w ith liackmetack top timbers and
irst drawn up on the floor to receive the
*
and ceiling of Southern pine, 4£ state officers, and after the official honors
march with Mrs
lies.
The beams are 11 by 12, Jen. Smith led the grand
«
Elmer Small. Dancing was kept up until
14 by 14, sister keelsons 12 by 14,
■
refreshments at intermisis
12 by 12.
The material and 1 late hour, with
and under the direction of the otUoers
*
ship throughout is first class and iion,
Capt. Fred D.
>f the Belfast Company
have been spared to turn out a
m
Jones, First Lieutenant Fred G. Spinney
She
ia! to any of her class afloat.
Lieutenant James B. Water'•
decks, and two houses, with a two ind Second
the
arrangements were perfectly
nan—all
the
The forward house contains
1 carried out.
Wednesday morning, though
9
Him, galley, etc., and the after
iveroast, the excursion to Stockton Springs
',ich is paneled in natural woods,
■
was made, the Belfast hand
1
>'• room in
ash, is fitted with every tud Searsport
them
iccompany ing the party and escorting
'e.
The masts are of Oregon
the steamer Castiue. AtSearsfrom
oand
of
8
f*jet long and the topmasts
>ort dinner was served by Sir Knight M.
■
leet long. The vessel is painted
of the Searsport House,
the water line and copper below, U. Knowlton
of the visitors left by train in the
Practically ready for sea. Those some
boat.
ifteruoon and others by the Boston
hi the construction were Isaac L.
'!
Everybody regretted that the weather
master builder; J. C. Foster,
ihould have maried what otherwise nmst
joiner; W. 0. Colby, painter; L.
been a gala oooasion ; but the visitors
■ l^,
calker; Luther Calderwood, lave
said
r
ill
they had a good time, and certainly
S.
Henry Gardner, rigger; N.
it.
10 efforts were spared to ensure
S '' * Co., sailmakers.

For

j

STYLISH COAT OF BLACK BROADdoth, beautifully lined with brook mink,
with large shawl collar of blended brontc

I

^Offering

Store has been opened In

^

-»NEW fall skirts*-

ROBES and

& DRUGS $

L'OVN EST

Hi-

——

^SPECIAL^
Seareport, with

|

Opening of Ou r New Up=Stai rs Dept.

4ti'

Store
Drug

Wk£

SPICE,

Groceries, Drugs

Drug
A new

B

QOODS-^

broadcloths, mohairs, fancy

M

CASKETS,

best oil
ivith the valuable hypophosphites so that it is
easy to digest and does
Far more good than the
That
alone
could.
oil
makes Scott’s Emulsion
the most strengthening,
nourishing food medicine in the world.

«P|

mixtures,

We have all the shades in plain and fancy panamas, serges, cashmeres,
Our new line of
grey mixtures, plaids, etc.

l||i

Searsport j R.H, Coombs & Son,

the

|3S

1

Scott’s Emulsion
combines

|

Cheapness.

s

B

|

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

j

mankind would have to
nvent milk. Milk Is Nature’s emulsion —butter
put In shape for digestion. Cod liver oil is extremely nourishing, but
it has to be emulsified
before we can digest it.

|

A. D. CHASE & SON.

CASSIA,
PEPPER,
MUSTARD SEED,
TUMERIC,
PICKLING ONIONS,
GINGER ROOT,
Everything you need
tor the pickling and
preserving season.

bunch of keys bearing the j
owner’s name to this office

Butter

I

the true test

WHOLE

A reward of $5.00 is offered to the

p Q gQJ( | Q4Q

0f

STICK

dealers.

Reward.

Cow gave

|

I Value

Telephone 39-3

WHOLE ALLSPICE,

■$5.00.

—

a

WHOLE MIXED

Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me. i

ompany is very successful and Mr. Smart
1 las prospered financially through his veuI ure
Dr. K. C. Gay and family of Brook*
^ yn, X. Y., who spent their vacation here,
1 eturned
home last week_Mrs. 11. A.
■’urbish and daughter Clara returned home
' ast Saturday morning from several weeks*
•isit in Howard, it. 1....F. B. Downs and
1 auiily, and Mr. Wilbert Brier, who spent
1 heir vacation with their mother, Mrs. R. s,
J trier, returned to Boston last Tuesday.

[f

All

25c.

WS

is the Trade
Mark of Success.

Pickling Time

I

Relief. Many prominent
physicians endorse and use it.
Specific for coughs, colds,
colic, indigestion, sprains, and

ugauized tlie Security Life and Annuity
1
'ompany of America, of which lie is second
dice President and General Manager. The

I Merit

K

all ordinary sickwith Brown's Instant

nesses

X

other.

nearly

«

1

I

Cured

j larents,

i orinulated

r

CAN BE

returned to her home Sept. 5th_
'rank L. Smart, a former resident, was in
( own last week calling oil friends and relaI
ives. About three years ago Mr. Smart

Temperance CnFrothingham, 2s
Friday, at 2:30

Many so-called female complaints are nothing
than kidney and bladder troubles. N<>
woman can be strong and healthy unless the
kidneys are well and regular in their action.
When the kidneys are ill the whole body is ill,
for the poisons which the kidneys ought to have
filtered out of the blood are left in the system.
Do not give way to fretting over some imaginary female trouble. Give the kidneys the help
they need in Doan’s Kidney Pills, and see how
much better you will look and feel after a few
days. For this kidney medicine will assist your
kidneys to drive out of your body the poisons
which make you feel despondent, irritable, nervous and languid, and which cause bearing down
pains, backache, urinary disorders, dizziness,
Irregular heart, etc.
Mrs. F. 3. Connell of 57 Miller street, Belfast,
Me., says: “About four years ago I was taken
with a complication of diseases and laid up all
winter. In the spring I recovered, except that
there remained a serious case of kidney trouble
[ doctored for.it and got around In pretty good,
shape for .awhile, but finally I was taken down
with kidney trouble in earnest. I was completely
helpless as far as work was concerned, and suffered terribly from my back and kidneys. The
secretions were very unnatural and especially
annoying at night. At this time I learned of
Doan’s Kidney Pills and my husband got them
for me at the City Drug Store. I had taken so
much medicine that I had almost lost all faith in
everything. Much to my surprise, after I had
used one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills I was much
improved, and I kept on taking them, improving
every day. I have not been using any other remedy. 1 am able to be up and around and can attend to my work with pleasure, while before I
was compelled to leave it for my daughter to do,
as tli< least exertion caused me so much misery
and suffering.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no

committee on the time and place of the
next meeting.
After remarks by V. N.
Higgins, D. 0. Bowen and F. B. Nutt it
was voted to
adjourn until 1.30 p. m. In
the noon hour rations were
served, and at
the appointed time the
president called the
afternoon session to order and the following program was given: Singing, America;
prayer by chaplain; report of committee
that the next meeting be held in Brooks
Oct. 5th; address of welcome
Mrs. M. E.

~

A

more

a

i

BELFAST WOMEN MAKE
SERIOUS MISTAKE.

MANY

j

Lorenzo D. Jones of Brooks was
appointed
secretary pro tern. Comrades V. N. Higgins, Brown and Whitcomb were appointed

■

s

Portland to care for her, and Miss
Newell, the W. IT. Telegraph opera-1

Veterans’ Meeting.
The
Waldo
County Veteran Association met with
liana B. Carter Post,
Freedom, Sept. 7th.
Ihe meeting was called to
order by the
President. The Secretary was absent and

have a new stem and

ixoellent advantage.
He will carry a full
1 ine of ready-made skirts, waists, coats and
ackets, ranging from everyday wear to the
1 atest dress styles. The coats vary in price
1 rom the cotton lined to the new and
stylish
ur-lined long coats.
His leader in skirts
j or special sale will be the wool skirts for
>2.75.
His window today shows some of his
i >est
Mr. Johnson has made a
goods.
tudy of furs for two y ears, both in the
kins and manufactured goods, and has as
;ood a selection as can be found in the
! State.
Both of these new lines are dis] dayed in a convenient parlor in the second
luor ol his store, specially arranged for
t hispurpose.
Mr. Johnson intends to contact these new departments on the small
j irotit and quick sale principle.

tuaries of F. R. Thurston, Esq., who
'klahoma, and of Thomas Leonard,
: ed in Waldo, were received too late
blication this week. An obituary of
Ute B. Conaut must also be deferred.

leg tevere-

office that she
may be with her mother as
uiueh as possible.

A Btsiness Change.
Fred A. Johnlon. Masonic Temple, announces in this
ssue of The Journal a change of business,
le has closed out some of his lines in web
l ;oods and notions, added new show cases,
ind will put in a mirror the full size of the
1 md of his
already attractive window, which
vill enable him to display new goods to

alarm of tire last Monday morning
rom a slight blaze in the upper story
it
;ry Furbish’s blacksmith shop.
on extinguished aud the “all out"
sounded.

her

tor, has Miss Essie Sauborn to assist in the

might heads.

street.

giess
e

*ora

post office at N'orthport Camp Ground
use today, Sept. 14th.

saw at Swift & Paul’s last Saturday a
.'avis and a russet apple, both persound, of last season’s growth. They
from the trees of John Dolloff on

Sunday, injuring

**** **** *'noe k*®n confined to her bed.
u
Mr*.
Levi Clay, her daughter, is at home

* *

Mohair and chevi0t5.
and quaht, are so varied.

SPECIAL !

* *

Forty accordoln plaited petticoats of mercerized glasse,
7
good quality of material and well made.
* tp
Special for this sale,

*'

**

'•

**

..«tK.50
French
.$7.75
Brown
with two
chenille trimmed tabs..
.88.50
ISABELLA cony, shawl effect, pilierine satin iined, double
shawl collar, 13$ inches wide at collar. $10.50
AUSTRALIAN opossum boa, brush tails-.$3.00
Isabella opossum, pilierine, double xhaw! fur
collar, half satin lined, six tails. $8.50
18 INCH French cony boa, eight tails.$4.so
18
...
.83 00
102
shawl pilierine, eight tails .$7.50
102
<7.

CHILDREN’S FUR sets in various
LOWEST PRICES.

«s-We

$

••

are

styles and kinds of fur at

g

|

\

*

i

f

j

j

!

the largest fur dealers in Belfast.

—

THE

H

GUARANTEE ALL WE CLAIM.

%

i|

Hi

j

0ur fall line will arrive shortly and will eclipse any line
before carried. Come and see us.

CARLE & JONES,

1

I

Hw2

PR'CE?hAeR£oODSTARE R.OHTI

LFred

A. Johnson,
the last will and testament

both stores.

MISS AMY E. STODDARD.

GRAVEL ROOFING.

of

CHARLES E. J ONES, late of Wlnterport,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persona
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, ano all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.

in the

„„

I

Facts,-ESEI

—MM—MB

ever
pointed executrices of

The Advertiser of

SARAH A. JONES.
MARY E. LIBBY.

Wlnterport, August 8, 1905.-3W38

BostonfwillVecetle pupifs'in theHrtudy of
PIANO, ORGAN, and MUSICAL THEORY
*l ,
120
....

...

“'s'1 strtet'B*u“"
..

Special attention given to sight reading and
ensemble Piano Forte playing.
Ensemble class in Musical History for the
children.
34tf

andbgravelroofa thYs'fiin^Sr "l^uPrfni""repair?

to
old roofs, would say we are prepared to do such
work on proper notice in tin-most approved manWe do not wish to attempt to do tills work,
net.
ami cannot do so without extra expeuse, alter
the Hme of snow fall; to which fact the attention
of interested parties is especially called.
rtvv

1

Belfast. Sept., 1905.-3W36

oivwive

Vc
s. t».

ivi

s>.,,
small,
supt.

ment by Mr. and Mrs. John Sukeforth. I
Charles M. Howes delivered an inspir-l
ing address of welcome to the Presi- f
dent on his annual return to the home
THE ANNUAL REUNION IN MONTVILLE of his boyhood, and to the many visitors whose interest in the Dale and the
Dale meetings had inclined them to be
To the Editor of The Journal:
Vera Marie Gushee of AgaThe Knights of the Dale have had a present.
a niece of Mr. and Mrs.
It was the annual meeting wam, Mass.,
meeting.
John Sukeforth, gave a select reading,
for the election of officers, no other
and enof a
which had
meetings ever being known. It fell on tranced allthe sparkle The gem
President’s
present.
ides
of
the
August,
Monday following
address came next in order. His prinwhen the dog-star blinked without a
and
Russia
was
bit of haze in the sky. The old rheu- cipal world-topic
Russia was in
matics say the chief of the clan always Japan, alleging that

Tumors

South Montville Club of *69

Manchuria, professing one reason but
she
attend these meetings, but they missed fostering another, always saying conas soon as
their reckoning this time. Possibly it was ready to get out
ditions would warrant, but meaning
was because neither he nor they knew
had not extill the last minute whether he was eternally to stay; that he
lifetime to see a fitting
coming or not, so the weather bureau pected in his
Such bills retribution meted out to her, but that
was unable to till the bill.
in the order of Providence the little
are oftimes better never tilled; but
both on
wasn’t it tine weather? Azure sky, cool island empire of Japan had,
after the highand
land
fighting
sea,
by
the
winds
nodding
swaying
air, light
of science and humanitagrain in the fields and the goldenrod by est standards administered the territhe wayside: stars at night vieing to rian principles,
that Russia deserved.
throng the milky way, and get a first ble chastisement on two
He then touched
points of inpeep at the moon in eclipse. Never did
fair land: Mount Verdog days redeem themselves from their terest in own for shade beside the
dislike more perfectly than on that day non, beautiful
and night. Nature seemed to conspire rolling waters of the Potomac, stately
with its spacious
with their lordships for a great occa- in its simplicity,
in the early
as
sion, and if so, the conspiracy won out. mansion preserved
Republic’s infancy, but
The president, however, in determin- days, the
the voice of the father
ing the date and in attending the meet- siieut because is heard in it no more
of
his
and
country
both
had
troubles
unspeakable
ing
with its modest tomb among
speakable. The speakabie things were forever;
these, to wit: AVas there to be an Old the trees set by the great soldiers,
the world, silent,
Ilome AVeek. and if so. on what date emperors and kings of
“1 am the
would it begin? For the Dale meeting too, but forever speaking,
He ask- resurrection and the life;” and a few
was to be in Old Home AVeek.
it at Charlottestd many newspaper men, scribes, and miles separated from
ville, Ya.. Monticello, (little mountain)
no doubt some of them Pharisees, thanka fine view of the Blue
ing God that they were not as other commanding
and of the Rivanna river, the
men, because they had no interest in Ridge
and the sunlit
Old Home Week, probably because they beautiful residence
tomb of the great Democrat, Thomas
were never away from home: none
The speaker urged all who
claiming to know a thing about it; but Jefferson.
to visit historic
the good people of the Dale knew all have the opportunity
first consideration to
about it, for it was settled by statute places to give
these shrines of American patriotism.
as following the second Sunday in AuHe closed with renewed expressions of
gust. So advised, he came at the last
Dale.
minute to the Prescott family reunion his love of the
Charles F. Conner, Grand Duke of
at the residence of Mr. John Q. Adams
South Ridge was down for a story. He
at "Woodman's Mills, Saturday, August
The
in his unique graphic way.
12th, attended divine worship in South told itwill
bear repeating, but it is not
Montville Sunday, finding the meeting- story
lest it gain too wide
house renovated and tastefully repaired repeated here,
Duke some
since a vear ago. Monday he strolled publicity and the Grand
to use it, be taunted with
about South Ifidge with Grand Duke day, wanting
old chestnut again.” R. L.
Conner, west to the Stevens pond, a giving “that
Knowles was down for a musical part,
the
of
beauty
among
nestling
picture
absent. There was a call for
hills, old Hedgehog rising highest to but was
to substitute. He read a
west of it, then south to the slope over- the President
in verse on “Genial Neighlooking Dead river, where the l’res- little waif
the parts
cotts, father and son, made the first bors.” Interspersed among
and while the collaopening and cleared land, rearing a log on the programme,
the Banneret’s
house. There, too, the scene opens out tion was being served,
talking machine and music box was
on the vale and distant mountains in
most happily and
Lincolnville, Hope and Camden in be- serving the company
sentimentalities.
wildering loveliness. The tramp in the spiritedly with rarewas
the President’s
The closing part
clear cool air of the day was keenly enon the Knights of Boguesjoyed. Had the day been cloudy, the 15th Canto
a depiction of
bass and pickerel would not all have dale. The prologue was
primitive days in the Georges Valley,
remained in the pond.
met and learned
The titled gentry no not easily incline where the aborigines
their likes and hates of the pale faces,
to democratic ways. The President and
Grand Puke Conner, Duchess,Conner the French and English explorers,
and daughter, arrived at the meeting at trappers and setters. The central point
in the picture is the clearing and cabin
8 o’clock, sharp, but others more and
made by the
less distinguished came in leisurely up on South Ridges’ slope
brings damp

weather when he comes to

to -.30, when the hall was tilled. One
notable failure to arrive pained the
president exceedingly, that of the sage

and banneret, James Warren Skinner,

from the Quantebacook, but the anxiety
shown on his face gave, way to smiles
when at the last moment the tall form
and chiseled face of the sage appeared
in the doorway and received a greeting
of tumultuous applause. Ifis sou and
his phonograph were with him. The
latter meant a new feature in the Dale

meetings.

Hush followed a rap. the ancient secy read the records of the last meetimr. and then the announcement that
cuts short the breath and cuts off the
heads of all aspirants but one—election
—was made.
It cut oil the heads of all
aspirants in this instance, for the one
elected president did not aspire—so he
sa d.
Puke Conner was an aspirant,
but not in the hands of his friends.
Marquis Knowles was an aspirant in
the antis of his friends. Karl of Carters burg Randall was an aspirant in
the bauds of his friends, he contended,
if he had any, on which point he was
not quite clear. He had euough of them
too wise and prudent to elect him president. He made a good treasurer. Whether the president aspired for the 13th
term or not, he held the trump cards,
sprung a new game on the electors and
The said game was a pretty
won out.
sight. The old star-chamber proceedings of former years, such as fixing up
committees to deliberate, and report
names to be voted on by the secretary,
the method of ducal cabals and of bureaucrats went like scrap iron into the
heap, and the president hustled an
electorate of old-time scholars at the
South Moutville school out of the
throng making up the honorary membership, had them seated aloof from ail
contaminating influences, fair as the
Greek solons in ancient Attica, easting
white pebbles for ballots, and urged
them to get to business at once. They
did so, and elected him president unanimously. He made no speech, hut said
“thanks” as a matter of course. They
elected Conner vice president, Knowles
secretary and Randall treasurer, after
the latter had reported a balance of
nine cents over from last year. Election was over, too, showing a still betA profusion of (lowers
ter oalance.
graced the room. A lot of new people
were made honorary members.
A collation of fruits and confections was
to
the
of
the
served,
special delight
little folks, who were out in numbers
to the special joy of the presiding officer. The names" of those present are
ret.!:

as

follows:

M

r

r-

\

low, Rachel A. Morse, Everett F. Morse,
Ruby E. Howes, Hazel M. Howes, Everett, Mass., Vera Marie Gushee, Agawam. Mass., May A. Howes, Everett,
Mass., Frances I.. Howes, Mrs. Geo. E.
Heal. Nettie A. Nash, Georgie Pease,
Esther 1. Liuekin, Sarah Bryant, Helen
( olby, Mary A. Martin, Lizzie J. Randa.il, G. E. Randall, Olive Randall, M.
A. Conner, C. F. Conner, E. S. Adams,
C. S. Adams, B. F. Ilarriman, Franklin
F. Phillips, Somerville, Mass., B. F.
Knowles, Zelpha E. Dickey, Morrill,
Me,, Mollie .1. Fuller, Camden, Me.,

Elvin A. Dinsiow, Geneva Maud Pinkham, Minnie Leigh, Brighton, Mass.,
Ethel M. Howes, John <}. Adams, Mildred M. Jackson. Hazei G. McLain,
Carl I- Adams, Minnie Prescott, Etta
V. Pease, Helen E. Ring, Vena M.
Randall, Ada M. Ring, Cassie A. Martin, Carrie E. Prescott, Sadie J. Adams,
Helen M. Adams, Clarence M. Howes,
Simeon K. Cram, Clifford C. Randall,
Arthur V. Martin, Ralph R. Howes,
George E. Colby, F. Liunekin, George
F. Skinner, J. K. Dickey, Miss S. O.
Marmont, R. M. Howes, F. D. Prescott,
Howard, R. I., C. T. Randall, Geo. E.
Ring, Edwin Clarence Martin, Don H.
Fogg, S. P. Colby, H. E. Oxton, F. A.
Ramsay, F. F. Fogg, E. N. Prescott, A.
Jj. Pease, Martel McLain, J. F. Ramsay, J. M. Sukeforth, H. L. Jackson,
Carrie E. Jackson, C. M. Homes, “Shaddigee,’' W. B. Morse, Liberty, C. E. Gilman, Somerville, Mass., Mrs. C. E. Gilman, Somerville, Mass., Erva Conner.
The programme started off with a
beautiful sacred song and accompani-

The time is
first settlers.
sition from winter to spring.

the tran-

The serried snow glared at the sun
before whose might all conquering
Ice cohorts, charged, must break and run.
There titful bursts ot' rattling hail
Fell on his burnished shafts of gold,
To fail in muulteu silver showers,
And sink in glades of sodden mould.
Out of the azure of the skies
Was heard the waterfowl’s far note,
Glad harbinger from zone to zone,
Though plaintive voiced from wild bird’s
throat.
For who that wakes from winter’s night—
From dreams that spring will be no moie—
To harken to a minor strain
That taunts the wind on mount and shore,
And pioneers the feathered throng
That claim the summer's leafy sprays,
Can fail of joy, or listless count
Tlie moments lengthening into days?
So Prescott on South Ridge’s slope
Joyed in the swelling buds of spring,
And waited with a rapt intent
For the song-sparrow’s time to sing.
Though yet the morn oped eyes of gray
On the hoar-frosted alder buds,
The sun and rain conspired to drown
The winter in St. George’s floods.”
poem was styled “The
the
principal character
being the hermit Bogue,
'■
Who had his cabin on tlie ridge
Nigh unto True’s mill-privilege.”
The

main

Sacrilege,”

He appears in the role of an Arcadian
exile, who, like so many others, was
separated from kindred, wife and child
in the deportation, and from youth to
white and decrepit old age had vainly
searched for them, and was spending
his last days as a recluse of the wilderness.

“His vesture was of wild beast skins,
Of mink md otter, fox and bear,
A marble pallor on his brow
Companioned well his silver hair.
His small, black eyes, retreating far
Under the lashes snowy white.
Reflected woe of many years,
And not the sorrow of a night.
His aged, withered frame bent low
A stall of hickory upon,
Told of life’s winter of neglect
And whirlwind of oblivion.”
In his sad plight he was tlie recipient
of kind hospitality at the hands of tlie
pioneers on South and East Ridge,
Stephen and Edmund Prescott and
Ezkiel True and Paul Dyer. His sad
life tale was told lo “the pioneers in
homespun wool” at tlie Prescott log

cabin fireside.

Then

County Correspondence.

Conquered
Without

RATIONAL

Operations

I. IBEKTY.

Corporal

Elected

Chief.

G. A

Tit'

Commander.!,,

Officers of the Woman's lie
1 i.
Corp and Ladies of the G. A. K.
Denver, Coeo., Sept. 8. The jiutj, aii
nual national encampment of tlie (,,,
Army of the Kepu biie today elected
as follows:

THORNDIKE.

The Pomona

ENCAMPMENT,

Tanner

Grange,

which meet9 here
Apple buyers are quite numerous in town,
Success of
EL PtnKhams t September 12th, will find quite a number of looking after fall apples to ship, and they
the members of Georges River Grange ab- are ready to buy the winter fruit also.
in
of Mrs. Fox
sent at the fair in Lewiston. L. C. Morse ....John Ward was buying hogs of our
James Tanner, New York, eomumi.,
and
wife, Celar Nelson and wife, Mrs. A. farmers last week. He
and Miss Adams.
bought some nice
J. Skidmore, and Austin Crockett are ones of F. L.
in-chief; George W. Cook, Denver, aei
Philbrick
aud
Charles
White.
among the number that will be in attend- ....Prof. Lewis Stevens and Mr. E. Dow of \l:e eonimander-iu-chief; Silas ]]. 'j,,,
ance there.... Business is suspended at the
Lynn, Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. .Minneapolis, junior vice command-;
I
i'. Hiller, Waukesha, \\
tannery for want of water.Frank Ben- V. N. Higgins Saturday
Rev. K. A. chief; logo
nett is repairing his mill dam.Allen &
and family were guests of Mr. aud surgeon general; Kev. Fr. J. F.
Myers
their
on
Palmer have completed the repairs
Mrs. V. N. Higgins Sunday noon_The Chapman, Kan., chaplain-iu-chief.
dam and have finished their job of making friends of Miss
Minneapolis was chosen as the nicsGrace E. Higgins, who was
the iron gates for the cemetery at White’s
married to Mr. Will Libbey of place for l!)0t>.
recently
in
their
Corner and are now busy
foundry Unity, unite iu
The contest for commander-in-chief
wishing them all happiness the most
making castings for the Bennett machines. through life. Mrs. Libby graduated
interesting teature of tlie
from
.W. J. Greeley of this town has a five freedom
Beside Corp. Tanner, K. II. i,
today.
in June and has many
Academy
lbs.G.
595
months old colt that weighs
friends in that vicinity also....Rev. K. A. of Zanesville, 0., Charles Burrowsoi ii
11. Cargill picked four bushel of plums from
Myers and wife and Mrs. Russ C. Higgins ertord, N. J., and Charles (i. Iiur.
one small tree last week.E. Norton is
and Miss Gilliat attended the Lincoln Bap- Nevada, Mo., were placed in noiim.
barn
he
new
the
building an addition to
tist Association meeting in Belfast last Burrows name was immediately with,;,.
built last year. If he keeps on he will have week
As the roll call ot departments pro,-,
Ralph Clement and
Mrs.
it became apparent from the uuinbei
quite a village all by himself.W'e learn Chase, attended service at sister,
the
Centre
will
and
that Prof. George Berry
family
; church last Sunday and were guests of Mr. partments seconding Tanner that
home in New York and Mrs.
their
leave for
Althougi;
Ross C. Higgins the remainder of tion was a certainty.
State, September 17th.
the day. ..Wallace Curtis of Newton, Mass., Stone of San Francisco was not
as a candidate, the depart n:
formally
is the guest of his
J.
G. Cilley.
sister, Mrs.
SWANVILLE ULSlllh,
California and Nevada cast in v,,;
....Mrs. R. S. Ward
a week with
The total vote for Tanner
him.
Mr. and Mrs. Sweeney and two children, friends at Mt. Desert passed
recently.
Brown received 187, Ohio and i’eniiwho have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
giving him their mil vote, and li.
S.\XI)YrOL\T.
Robertson, have returned to their home in
majority of its votes. The only ku.
J.
P.
Stowers
Capt.
and
wife
left
of
BelMcKeene
Westbrook....Mrs. Hazel
Friday gatlon voting for Burton was tlm;
for
a trip to Kineo.
Stowers
Mrs.
returnsouri. lie had 42 votes.
Capt.
fast has been visiting Mrs. Beais,
When the adjutant general an,.
ed the day before from a business trip to
John Morrell, Mrs. Chas. Maiden and
others in town_If. I’. White was the
New \ ork... .Ficd Pitcher and family have the results, veterans leaped from
Monshouting and cheering and throe
guest of E. E. Clements of Searsport
closed their cottage here and gone to Mas- hats
the physician and he says I have no signs
in the air. Amid the din Gen
was the guest of her
Moody
day_Kthelyn
One of the greatest triumphs of Lydia by tumor
of a
now. It has also brought my
sachusetts foi the winter;... Mrs. B. F. Bar- ! mounted tlie stage and moved ;
sister, Mrs. E. E. (Dements, last week
B. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is. monthlies around onoe more; and I am jj Katherine
low
came
vacaa
from
Tanner’s
election unanimous, wl;
Scribner is at home on
Northport last week for a i
the conquering of woman’s dread entirely well. I shall never be without a bot- | tion:_John McKeen and wife of Frankfort short visit here.... Miss Alice Richards has carried with a roar ol
applause
j
Tumor.
tie of Lydia Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
enemy,
gone to \\ altham. Mass., to work in the mauder-iii-Chief King appoint-.were guests of his mother, Mrs. Beals, Sunmay in the house.”—Fannie D. Fox, Brad font, Pa.
So-called
wandering pains
Kneeland is takiug a vaca- watch factory.... Mrs. Joseph Grant is feated comrades to escort ( orp. i
j
day_James
tlie stage.
While ii;,* tour
come from its early stages, or the prestion_Cha-. Murr is at home—Mr. and visiting her son, Herman Grant and family,
Another Cane of Tumor Cured
of Providence, R I., in \\ est Seboeis— Mrs. Lottie French is in walking down me isie many Uelega
ence of danger may be made manifest
E. Pinkham’s Vegeta- I Mrs. Horace Maiden
by
Lydia
Brooks
for
a weess* visit—Miss Nellie: a rush for Tanner and lifting
were guests of his father last Saturday
by excessive menstruation aeoompanled ble Compound.
Roscoe McKeene of Dorchester, Mass., was Bo\d, who has been at J. II. Ginn’s for her carried him to the rostrum, i
by unusual pain extending from the
last
left
then arose and cheered for sev,
Mrs.
;
his
vacation,
the
of
Beals,
by boat Monday for Boston
mother,
Mi’s.
Pinkham:—
Dear
guesr
ovaries down the groin and thighs.
The ladies who have b^en occupying the
lu a brief speech Corp. r.u,.
;
! week_Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moody and
About three years ago I had intense pain
If you have mysterious pains, if there
his
comrades.
.Stowers
of
the
have
and
were
to
Miss
guests
their
cottage
in
in my stomach, with cramps
home
gone
raging
Kthelyn Moody
are indications of inflammation ulcera- headaches.
“There is one man,'' lie -a ,1. “a.
Chelsea, Mass.Laureston Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson Sunday....
The doctor prescribed for me,
tion or displacement, don’t wait for but finding that I did not get any better he
| Dr. Newcomb was in town Sunday visiting family, who have been here several months, teem and assistance itisi.ee -.left last week. Mr. Smith will go to his old soldiers to have.
time to oonflrm your fears and go examined me and, to my surprise, declared
There an- i:.
bis patient_Mrs. Jeunys is not as well.
Mrs. Cleaves and son have returned to their business in St. Augustine, Florida, and Mrs. in the encampment whom I
through the horrors of a hospital opera- I had a tumor in the uterus. death
Smith
and children will visit her parents in council in meeting President I,.
I felt sure that it meant my
warrant,
home in Lowell, Mass.
tion; secure Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeCalifornia.... Mrs. Sarah Jordan has had
1 spent hundreds
Another great shout went up
table Compound right away and begin and was very disheartened.
as guests the past few weeks her children
in doctoring, but the tumor kept
of
dollars
SKAKSMONT.
Tanner indicated the person tie r*-p
of
its use and write Mrs. Pinkham
and
that
nothing but
grandchildren, as follows: Percy Jor- in his remark, and as it died dow
growing, till the doctor said
Charles Ripley, who spent the summer
Lynn, Mass., for advice.
an operation would save me.
dan, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Harriman and that lie expected to liave the
Fortunately I
here, returned lo Boston last Tuesday— daughter Eleria of
Read these strong letters from grr '-e- corresponded with my aunt in the New EnglCambridge, Mass., Mr. counsel in ail his undertakings
Arthur Crawford of Natick, Mass., visited and Mrs. Fred Segar and daughter Thelma mauder-in-chief of Senator Wiilimful women who have been cured:
and States, who advised me to try Lydia E.
before
subof
Pinkham’s
Compound
Somerville, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. of Missouri, (fen. J.-hn C. Black
Vegetable
his brother, J. W. Crawford,and called up(First Letter.)
Dear Mr*. Ptnktevm:—
at once started
True Heagan and son Emery of Belfast_ and (fen. Grenville M. Dodge of N
“In looking over your book I eee that your mitting to an operation, ana I
on old friends in town last Friday—Miss
to
a
finding
Frank Erskine is employed on the steam
my
The vote for chaplain-in-chief w
regular treatment,
medicine cures Tumor of tbe Uterus. I nave taking
health began to
Jackson of Morrill is the guest of Mrs. 11. shovel as watchman
A buckboard party Rev. Fr. Leary winning from
been to a doctor and be tells me I have a tu- great relief that my general
E. Holmes_Miss Alice Simmons is visit- from here attended the fair in Belfast Fri- Iowa by a vote of 2S2 to 27f.
and after three months I noticed
mor. I will be more than grateful if you improve,
that the tumor had reduced in size. I kept
ing her friend Miss Aurelia Sellers in day.... Miss Lelia Black, who has been here
Before the election a letter f:
can help ine.aa I do so dread an operation.”
ten months
South Thomaston, and from there will go for the summer, has returned to her home dent Roosevelt to Command.
—Fannie D. Fox, 7 Chestnut St,Bradford,Pa. on taking the Compound, and in
to Kent's Hill to attend her class reunion
it had entirely disappeared without an operin Massachusetts.
King,
asking him to “Extend n
Dear Mrs. Pinkham;—
(Second Letter.)
Sept. 22nd_Perry Adams of Uptou, Mass.,
ation, and using no medicine but Lydia EL
congratulati ns to the eomrades
I take the liberty to congratulate you on Pinkham’s
ana words
of
his
Mrs.
is
Reynolds
Vegetable
sister,
tlieguest
Compound,
sembled, and say to them how I
tbe success I have had with your wonderful fail to
Miss Florence Dun ton of Belfast was in CENTRE MONTYILLE.
express now grateful I am for the good
I cannot be present with them,
*
medicine.
Luella
ColonSon
it
has
done
me.”—Miss
Cobb
&
B.
Adams,
town
last
Charles
Saturday—D.
"
Thompson bought some hens last and a telegram in reply was sem
Eighteen month* ago my monthlie* nade Hotel, Seattle, W ash.
a
the Dyer house in- week of E. W.
have
remodelling
begun
The newly elected command
Wiley of North Belfast.
stopped. Shortly after I felt *o badlyl subto a store_Miss Martha Thayer passed
testimony
Such
unquestionable
mitted to a thorough examination by a phyOne of them weighed 91-2 pounds. On his announced these appointments,
home
old
and
at
her
Saturday
Sunday
they were all that he would iiiah
sician. and wa* told that I had a tumor on proves the value of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Rev. J. M. Tranmer of Union will occupy way home one of them laid an egg that returned to Washington : Lieut
the uterus and would have to undergo an Vegetable Compound, and should give
the pulpit of the M. E. church, Suuday, measured «1-2
7
1-2
and
Tweedle,
was
USA, retired, adjutui
by
inches,
conhdenoe and hope to every sick
operation.
September 17th_Irving Tuothaker has
I soon after read one of your advertiae- woman.
fully two inches in diameter—Miss .lane Allen C. liakewell of New Voi:
a course
to
enter
to
gone
upon
lincksport
t,
mente and decided to give Lvdla E. PinkDr. Pearson of patriotic instructor; Thomas
Mrs. Pinkham invites all ailing
of study at the E. M. C. Seminary—Harold Tasker is on the sick list.
ham’ s Vegetable Compound a trial. After
Morrill is attending her and at this writing Alleghany, Penn., member of tin
Miss
to
Kent’s
Hill.
P.
Cobb
returned
her
at
Mass.,
has
Lynn,
administration. Mr. Sample is :
taking five bottles aa directed, the tumor is women to write to
Edith Wilson enters Kent's Hill this term. she is improving... Lyman Maddocks and be on his death bed, and
Corp !.
entirely gone. I have again been examined for advice.
wife of Appleton visited at D. W. Tasker’s
last Wednesday.... Miss Pearl Oxton visit- plained that he wanted him t,
Ills.
Woman's
for
a
Woman’s
Pinkham’s
i
Remedy
K
lsE.
IVIA.
E.
AI
Compound
Vegetable
Lydia
ed her aunt, Ella Thompson, last Saturday as long as his life lasted.
Jesse Gushee has bought Mrs. Katie New- and
The members of the conm-i
Sunday.J. J. Clement and M. M.
bert’s farm and will move into the house in Wentworth have the frame of the new tration as announced include t
THE JORDAN FAMILY REUNION.
Long past midnight four spooks apV. G. McNeil, \.
Connecticut,
sehoolhouse
at
White’s Corner up, hoarded
October.Miss Lucy Pease has returned
peared, first swaying the boughs of the
and the roof shingled. I). B Plummer Massachusetts, John W. llersfir trees, then 'announcing startling
Saturday, Aug. 19th, dawned clear from California, where she had been the past in,
Maine,
field;
George S. Su. ■:
has bought the old sehoolhouse and is movmonths-. .A large crew of men are
things, telling their airy mission, work- and cool, and at an early hour mem- eighteen on
ing it— Misses Neva and Rena Poland re- New Hampshire,(f. B. W'oodbui
F.
from
the
work
State
road
at
leading
ing upon his trenchant mind with jibes, bers of the Jordan family began to as- L. Davidson's store north towards Sears- cently visited Mrs. W. E. White in Waldo. Rhode Island, Charles P. B;D
-Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Thompson have re- deuce; Vermont, Daniel \Y
finally essaying to clutch him in their
uiout_Mrs. Fred Messer has returned to
shadowy hands, which last move proved semble at the residence of John Dol- her home in Somerville, Mass., after a visit turned to Howard, R. 1.One night not
Denver, Colo., sept. s. ;
too much for the gallant Knight, and loff, No. 6 Congress street, Belfast, of five weeks with her mother and sisters. long agnsome one kindly ( ?) gathered some Relief
Corp had a lengthy
lie broke and tied. A peal of laughter where the morning hours were pleas- _Miss Edith Gushee is slowly improving two bushels of George Spear’s plums.K. election of a president. T
S. Jackson of Newport is very sick with
of
three
duration....
an
illness
weeks’
of
the
from
and
a
followed him,
were Mrs. Carrie E. Sparklm
put up game
antly spent in greetings and social con- The heaviest thunder shower of the season heart trouble at J. F. Ramsay’s. His daugh- Mrs. Kate Jones of New
7
roguish boys was thus and then disMrs. Dinsmore, i» with him.Mrs.
verse.
At twelve o’clock a bountiful occurred Wednesday afternoon—Mr. F. E. ter,
Harris
of Kansas and Mrs. A
closed.
Elbe Bean is very sick
Mrs. Helen Webb
N. Pease and family of Everett, Mass., visitSuperior, N'eli. The first
August again in the Dale, and August dinner was served oir'tables under the ed his father, Fred M. Pease, last week. of Knox and her daughter, Mrs. ira Wiggin of
Mrs. Spark'in 100 votes, Mrs i
green and golden. The verdure is as beautiful maple trees on the lawn. Miss Linua Annis is visiting her sister, Mrs. of Boston, visited Mrs. M. C. Gordon last
Mrs.
Adams Cl, but the latter
week—Mrs. W. A. Poland went to Waterfresh as in showery June. The goldenAfter dinner, a speech by John J)ol- Thorndike, in Kockport.Mr. and Mrs.
ville tor a brief visit September llth. She lly after that and late this
rod is in richest array. The circle of
Clarence Simmons aie teaching the village
elected.
was accompanied by her eldest daughter,
mount and hill, as seen from South loff, was followed by recitation by Miss schools, which began Monday, Sept. 4thThe decisive hailot w.i.- Mi
Miss Neva, who is to enter Coburn Classical
Pills teaches at North AppleMrs. Sparkiiu i «.
Ridge, perfect as nowhere else seen in Elevia Harriman, a speech by Levi Mrs. Charles
Institute—R.
P. Downer and wife were in
is
of
.Mrs.
Sherman
ton...
visiting
Liberty
Puling the alien ..11 session
the world, make one vast coronet with Harriman and a
story by Miss Ilichborn. her daughter, Mrs. J. G. Wentworth. Unity last Sunday visiting Edwin Downer. ing
officers were chosen
emerald and sapphire rim, under a sunGushee
returned
from
Mina
Lincolnville, MORRILL.
A letter written by Capt. James JorMrs. Julia G. sine, Chie.ig
lit golden canopy, star gemmed at night
She was gone several weeks.
Tuesday.
pres.: Eunice Mm ger, ok, h
dan of California in 1S49 was read by
—a fitting adornment to this kingdom
Mabel Gushee and Ethel French of LincolnGeorge Stone and wife from Providence, junior vice pres.; Charlotte i
of my heart’s fondest memories. To- Mr. Ilolloff, also letters of regret from ville spent a fe w days witli her grandparents, R.
L, are visiting his uncle, Mr. F. M. Hartford, Conti., trea,-.: ( at),
pography in the constancy of nature, other relatives. Then followed a reci- Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Gushee—Henry David- ! Adams—Miss Grade Simmons returned na, Denver, chap.. 0 p:.,i D. ;
son of Belfast and cousin of Boston spent
Sarah E
the eternity of the hills remains unWhim, !...
tation by Mrs. Sadie Clifford and songs the day with F. L. Davidson. They came last week to Massachusetts, where she is Ha.;
Florence S. Rabbin, Ypsi.u:
changed, serving to vivify the rare
in teaching.Fred Muroh from
engaged
in
out
an
automobile.
E.
Dean, Chain
Margaret
recollections of nearer scenes and per- by Mrs. Blanche Clay.
Vermont is visiting his mother, Mrs. Lottie executive
board
sons that are gone.
Such is the law of
A vote of thanks was extended to TKI>V.
Murch.Seth Stewart and Frank McFarland went to Aroostook last week, where
association. The strong and gifted and Mrs. G. M.
We have hud a much needed rain and jet
Denver, Sept, s The E
Twombly for her services
they tind employment... Miss N. 1). Thomp- A. R. elected their olla-ers
pure personality of the fathers and
are
Many
as secretary for two years, and Miss need more to till up the wells.
son expects to start for Atkinson, Maine,
mothers of the Dale, as my boyhood
eluded their loth annual me
are
next Saturday and will hold
evangeliswas verj' low, and some are dry_Farmers
The following were elmknew them, remains in spirit, and must Maude E. Dolloff of Brooks,
digging their potatoes now. They do not tic services there.Thomas Leonard of Foote, pres., Peurei : Ma
live on and on in the succeeding gener- chosen to till the vacancy.
a former resident of this town, was
Waldo,
ations. They are the conservators of
yield as well as last year, but are of excel- buried in our cemetery last Friday. Mr. New Jersey, >V1': Mini;
There were about 00 in attendance, inElla Jones,
lent quality. They are also gathering their Leonard enlisted in this town’s quota dur- nesota, JVP;
family, community, the State, the natreas.; Catheiitie Ross, ( o;
tion, and of the world’s true progress. cluding representatives from Belfast, sjveet corn for the factory at Unity. They ing the civil war and was one of thirteen
The Dale, under such tutilage, cannot Stockton Springs, Bucksport, Orland, will not harvest so many apples as last who helped form Co. A, 2Hth Regt. Maine
Vols. He held the rank of corporal_Mrs.
Rheumatism, gout, biu kav:.
fail of favor divine.
IIaip.bkaix.
Monroe, Somerville and Cambridge, year, but pears and plums are abundant
Wood spent two days in Belfast are results of kidney tr*>'.
The schools are all in session for the fall Margaret
Boston, Sept. 5,1905.
last week. She is much improved in health. Rocky Mountain Tea goes
Mass. Next year the meeting will be
terms, Mr. liisbee having returned to man-James Harding and wife, F. M. Adams seat of the disease and cur*-Mr.
held at the old Jordan homestead in age the High school at Troy Corner
Like Finding Money.
and wife and I). 0. Bowen and wife attend- fails. 35cents.—K. II. Mou«‘
and Mrs. H. F. liarding have returned to
Stockton Springs.
ed the meeting of the Waldo County VeterFinding health is like finding money—so
Billerica, Mass., after spending their vacathink those who are sick. When you have
Camden Horses at Ba
After unanimously thanking the host tion looking after their interests in Troy. an Association in Freedom last Thursday.
Rev. William Vaughan gave us a grand
a cough, cold, sore throat, or chest irritaand hostess for entertaining so royally, _Albion Piper, who has been spending a sermon last Sunday. 11 is subject was taken
better
like
W.
C.
barber
act
tion,
few weeks with his brother, David Piper,
promptly
Camden horses again gav*
of Sandy Level, Va. lie says: “I had a the company separated for their several has returned to Palmer, Mass.Beniah from John’s gospel, “My Peace 1 Give Unto of themselves at the races
You.” Mr. Vaughan has a good sermon for
terrible chest trouble, caused by smoke and
has gone to Massachusetts to
Maine
State Fair in Fa;
Harding
all
a
most
delightful
us every time.
agreeing
He preaches here regularly
coal dust on my lungs; but, after finding no homes,
Kassali won two heats in tin*
spend the winter with his son, B. F. Hardrelief in other remedies, I was cured by Dr. day had been spent, long to be remem- ing.... Alnion S. Forbes of Brooks visited the 2nd and 4th Sundays of each month
as he was beaten by a k- :King’s New Discovery for Consumption, bered, and hoping all may pass many his sisters in Troy last week.Milton Miss isLillian Cross from San Francisco* tested because of a lower
yet visiting relatives in town. She doubtless
Coughs and Colds.” Greatest sale of any
Forbes of Caribou visited his aunts, Mrs. Cal.,
get the first mom
to leave here for home before ex:i
cough or lung medicine in the world. At more such days together. Sec’y.
Parsons and Mrs. Leathers, a few days last expects
Decima Dean in the
treme
cold
weather arrives_Oscar Meader heats out of the
R. H. Moody’s drug store; 50c and $1.00;
week_Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rowe of Brooks
five, Isa hold
and family talk of moving shortly to AuTrial
bottle
free.
in
guaranteed.
visited friends
and Beatrice iAre You KugagedV
Troy Sunday.. ..Misses
their children winning two,
Luna and Geneva Forbes of Boston were burn, Me., where several of
tbat Decima Dean divi i
are employed.Mrs. Emily E. Mears and
should
remember, that, guests of their aunts, Mrs. Parsons and
Engaged people
and on the last
Mrs. Lydia Pratt arrived home from North- Isabelle,
after marriage, mauy quarrels can be Mrs. Leathers Sunday and Monday
Mr.
C. 0. Montgomery's id
Mrs. Sure,
avoided, by keeping their digestions in and Mrs. Volney Nutt of Lawrence, Mass., port Camp Ground last Wednesday
in the 2.17
first
money
good condition with Electric bitters. S. A. are visiting relatives in town.Mrs. Elisha Merriam, with her son Richard and time being 2.17$.
1'h
brown of beunettsville, S. C., says: “For Lauriette Knowles made a business trip to his wife, made a short visit in Rockland figured prominently ewi >
last week.
and won more than their ska
The August issue of The Industrial years, my wife suffered intensely from dys- Augusta last week....Miss Mina Hillman
pepsia, complicated with a torpid liver, went to Pittsfield Saturday1 on important
money. Camden horses
Journal is devoted to a review of Maine until she lost her strength and vigor, and business—Miss
Are vou lacking in strength and vigor?
them all a hot raeeiu a:;.
Estellel Harding has be- Are
weak ? Are you in pain ? Do you : Camden Herald.
became
a mere wreck of her former self, gun a course of study at the Farmington
you
and
a
atis
building operations
highly
of health
rhen she tried Electric bitters, which Normal school
Lora Harding is teaching feel all run down? The blessing
tractive and exceedingly interesting
helped her at once, and finally made her en- at Knox Corner—Miss Nellie Hillman is and strength come to all who use Hollister’s
Don’t delay a minute. <
II.
Tea.
35 cents.—R.
publication. The Journal is published lirely well. She is now strong and healthy.” visiting friends in Massachusetts. She Rocky Mountain
dysentery, diarrhoea com-K. H. Moody, druggist, sells and guaran- wdll teach in Vassalboro again this year
Moody.
safe plan is to have Dr. Fow
in pamphlet form, and its forty pages
tees them, at 50c a bottle.
Miss Addie Stone is teaching in Rangeiej-....
Wild Strawberry always o:
are filled with valuable information reMr. and Mrs. J. H. Bagley and Mr. and
for Farmers.
Hope
the
unusual
building activity
garding
Mrs. Delmont West are taking a carriage
Meeting of Maine Tea
The Forsaken Canoe.
drive to Aroostook county, where they will
throughout the State.
Descriptions
The Hope correspondent of the Camden
be guests of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Townare given of many of the buildings ref
The annual meeting
“We very frequently hear
t sleep all day and count my dreams—
Some miscreant stole Herald says:
send, in Sherman
cently completed, now in process of Live
that if they could get a job Teachers Association will ho
farmers
ventures o’er again—
say
my
gay
the
“William’s
choice apples,
Favorite,”
month they would quit Hall, Portland, Oct. ‘J(*th to
construction, or projected, and the see the dead campfires, and the men;
of Mrs. Clara Bagley one that paid $40 per
number is embellished with half-tone rhe spruce-topped hills and willowed from the orchard The
take the job. Farmers may The last day will be given
fruit from the same the farm and
night
recentlj-.
but every one who is making ing of the association of c<
illustrations of a great number of the
streams:
trees was stolen last year—some two bar- not believe it,
>w
other expenses is making 840 ondary schools. The f«
rhe gray geese, homing from far South;
more notable structures. Several pages
rels each year. The sneak that will steal his living and
month. Go to any man ficers of the association. I’i
l'he jammed logs at the river’s mouth;,
are devoted to a profusely illustrated
from a widow certainly ought to be choked and even more per
viecott
Bangor;
is on a salary of 840
Keyes,
alders, near and far
to death with one of the apples,
it is hoped who lives in town and
description of the propelling machinery l'he cat-kinned
the banks with fairy gleams ;
to $50 per month, and you will find not one Harthoin, Wilton; seeretai;
that justice will yet be meted out to him.
for Peary’s Arctic steamer, “Roose- : starring
of them is making more than a living. It' M. P. Dutton, Augusta
rhe drift-wood, swinging at the bar—
felt.”
even $ino
retary, Alice Lord, Bangoi
l sleep all day and count my dreams.
you are on a farm and laying up
not let a ??4o mittee, the officers at 'a;
per year over all expenses, do
Hetty Green, America’s richest
or
tempt you to leave the farm.' Poole, Bar Harbor.
master’s love has
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“Quivered the old man’s feeble frame,
As silence thralled his tongue and lyre,
Sad faces faded from the sight,
As to dull embers sank the lire,
The late good night was then exchanged,

The hermit tottered from the room,
And Prescott’s eye peered through the
Until Hogue’s form was lost in gloom.”
The closing feature of the canto, the
old-time prank feature, that most inwas
terests the Dale Club,
styled
“Ghost Haunts.” The outlay was this:
The young Knights of the Dale sat a
stormy night in autumn at the fireside
of a Baron, and as they watched
“The sparks with hiss and bite,
Mounting the stairway of the night,”

they fell
presently

to musing on ghosts, and
to their imaginative minds
“Weird shapes filled the panoply,
That long against the wall had hung,
The sign of valor wept and sung.”

Duke Conner commenced
animated declamation, impromptu,
on the four ancient hermits of the Dale,

Presently

an

Cram and
at the close that
“Tlieir ghosts, ’tis bruited round,

Barrett,
alleging

Bogue,

Lowell,

Still haunt the woods and hallowed ground.
Where at a little shrine they prayed,
And for their sins due penance made.”
And he challenged those present to a
man to go and test the verity of the

apparitions.
“Then each, against his boasted wont,
Disclosed keen valor growing blunt;
And many a coy excuse was feigned,
One seemed quite willing, but it rained.
Finally they settled the matter by
lot, and the lot fell to the Banneret, who
said, brave soul,
“Ghost vigils I don’t fear to keep,
I hate the most to lose my sleep/’
but at the appointed time he strode
across

Duke Ripley’s fen

“And stretched a hammock ’mong the trees.
Where Bogue had prayed on bended knees.
Then a reclining pose he took,
Wrapt in his military cloak,
Turning his face nnto the stars.
Blinks were exchanged ’twixt him and
Mars.”

—

—

•TOT* Early

Clare, “Queen of Bohemia,” are contrasted types treated
by brilliant writers in the National
Magazine for September.
Mayor
Dunne’s argument for city ownership
of Chicago’s street railways is forcefully replied to by Allen Ripley Foote.
Judge William'H. Brawley of South
Carolina
brilliantly
analyzes the
woman, and Ada

sources

of secession in “Our Civil War

Perspective.” Henry Austin’s “The
Episode of the Spanish Poem” is an
odd and amusing sketch on the lighter
in

side of New Orleans life. Lee McCrae
writes briefly, but pointedly, of the
General Forrest statue in Memphis as
a tribute to American bravery.
The
Nan Patterson of current yellow newspaper fame, and their admirers, are
scathingly dissected by Mrs. E. D. Kendall in a topical poem entitled, “The
Newer Woman.”
For Over

An

Old

and

Sixty Tears

Wei,l-Tbied

Remedy.

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a Dottle. Its value is incalculable.

passed me by;
iut I remember those old things—
f ile splashing, aud the beat of w ings
rhe flitting king-fisher’s long cry;

Riser*

The famous little pllla>

Uy

$50 salary

;

l'he heron at the water’s rim
A ith checkered shadows over him ;
rhe songs the bending paddles knew;
■
l'he wind across the hollow sky.
Ill these come back, so dear, so true,
1
fhough his brown hands have passed me

by.

rhe frosts of winter chill me through,
rhe suns of summer do not reach
rtiis dusty loft. On spit and beach
l know the sunlight washes true,
; know the clear winds wake the trees
ro honest, woodland melodies,
1 lie here, aud spiders twist
\ iVhile
I'heir webs, aud those dear things 1 knew—
Paste of the rapids, tricks of wrist
( lome not, and silence chills me through.
iVinter and August, Spring and Fall;
Yet fields; ripe cherries: shingles bare
Po sun and summer; April, rare
Yitb magic fragrance, and the call
)f gray geese in the midnight—bead 1
All dead to me, save in my dream!
>o, let me dream. The rapids brawl,
rhe blue smoke blows across the stream,
Vnd God’s wide peace is over all.
-Theodore Roberts, in Recreation for August.
Good advice to women. If you want a
beautiful complexion, clear skin, bright
iyes, red lips, good health, take Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain. I here is nothing like it.
15 cents. Tea or Tablets.—R. H. Moody.
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DR. KENNEDY’S

Gloucester Fish Stories.
Fish Liars of

Champion
There.

aud 8tory «•
puTreeiCeThI°,f
atter day Captains
Couraeeomi oTi1

Favorite
Remedy

People.

champion fish liars

men

raSMraaiswf-jj
salt.ViVa'‘?rt™ oTihtak*

of the world
Gloucester. Some old fellows,
md dried up like a salt cod, have
at expertness and finish that comes
i Breaks no Hearts, Excuses
ling whoppers for seventy years
no Crimes.
The
of
best
these
are
men
ore.
uve got rich and retired from the
Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REM_r trade. They have plenty of time
EDY is not a disguised enemy of the human
,'P in training.
I race; where it cannot help, it does not
of these old fishermen have had
harm. It is cc imposed of vegetable
ingre.-.mazing experiences. They have dients and does not heat or inflame the
1 with swordfish, have been chew- blood but cools and purifies it. In all cases
in' man-eating sharks, have had of Kidney troubles, Liver complaints, Conie combats with devilfish and met
stipation of the Bowels, and the delicate
rightful adventures with all sorts derangements which afflict women, the acrd creatures of the deep. Usually tion of Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMoucester fisherman starts off with EDY is beyond praise. Thousands of
lory of the time the schooner Sarah grateful people voluntarily testify to this,
ronia, or Maud Jeannette, dropped in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a
chor into the blow-hole of a sleep- warmth and fullness of words which mere
It’s a terrible thing to an- business certificates never possess. It
hale.
Sometimes makes no drunkards—excuses no crimes—
o a sleeping whale.
breaks no hearts. In its
coming there is
igs your schooner half way to the
Pole, at a speed of about two hope, and in its wings there is healing.
We
a
challenge trial and are confident of
a minute.
Usually the schooner
red by cutting the anchor chain the result. Your druggist has it. ONE
DOLLAR
a Bottle.
Bear in mind the
is the whale dives under a big ice
name and address: Dr. Bavid
KENNEDY,
Rondout, New York.
average inland fish story is weak
oppy alongside the stories told in
•ster A fish merchant will perch rocks at the fish an’ then went home.
pile of dried cod and talk for Next day 1 thought it was a ghost
i his experience.
The Glouces- when I met that same dog
trotting
nnen seem never to have had down Main
the same as

fashioned

under his neck, in all
Gloucester
t0 sit for pll0t°:
to
poatal cards.
i ne sturdv
sturdy sp«fQS?UVenir
seafaring men of the maan
zine writers must be
away up in Labra
dor. or around the North
They
can t be found in
Gloucester,
ter sends about
12,000 men out to fish
in the sea.
They are all good fishermen, brave men and sailors from their
at6 n0t the kind
you
ers

graphs6
Tlfe1

|

Immonplace

WHALE?

SAIL SWALLOW THE

■

1

ape Ann fisherman is a mighty
s
man, but he will tell you
out that the Uible is wrong
says that the whale swallowed

ah could come a dern sight nearnvin' tire whale than the whale
ome to swallowin’ Jonah,” dene Gloucester fisherman who
for years on a whaler.
never was a whale that could
spring chicken, much less a
.mtinued this authority.
“A
throat is so small it would
leath on an apple. I’ve cut
mighty lug whales, an’ I know
1 talkin’
about. The biggest
•ver saw had a throat about
to
swallow
a good sized
■ugh
ithout choking.
Any fresh
Irish has a bigger gozzle than a
matter if the whale is To feet
■

y of the whale that clicked to
a herring is interesting, bat
MULE
-ter

SWOKDFI81I
UESTEU.

is a

great place

lishermen make

(ilouces^

ffintts.th6y
THE

for sworda

specialty

dangerous fish. The
swordfish is highly prized,
'ordtisli is a common feature
u cards.
Here is the tale of
e swordfish that sunk a boat
a man:

off Xewf un'laifi looking for
day,” said the fisherman,
1 Habson see a big fellow lyi> on the waves.
Hill rowed
lose up and sent his harpoon
to the fish.
woke up and thrashed aroun’
."■-t sunk our dories, the wash
ivy. All of a suddent he shot
w Hill’s dory, got a good start
His sword went
up again.
he boat’s bottom like it was
d then went clear through
idory was goin' under when
Hill’, but he was done dead,
jiW."
s

one

■sll THAT FOUGHT A DUEL.

.lift nothin’ to what I’ve seen
do,” broke in another fisherhy, one time I saw two oi’em
rreling and then they swum
quiet spot and started in to
hi you it was the purtiest

and had

his

uoj

i^ui

v»

catnip

in;?

mm 11

111

his dory while the old cod was looking
with deep interest.
Bill had some
canned tomatoes and just tor fun he
threw some of the tomatoes out to the
cod. The fish lapped it up in a jiffy
and wanted more.
The next day Bill carried another
can of
tomatoes when he left the
schooner in his dory. Sure enough his
friend the cod was not long in coming.
Bill waited until lunch time and then
divided the tomatoes with the cod,
which he named Old George.
“Old George and me came to be
mighty good friends,” says Bill. “He
got pow’ful fond of canned goods, and
would actually eat canned codtish. One
day it was cold and I took a little bracer along. It was agin the rules to carry
liquor, but I had smuggled this on for

emergencies.

“It wasn’t ten mimutes before Old
was drunk as a Yarmouth fisherman on shore.
He was the funniest
fish I ever saw. The next
lie come

George

day

■
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7 00
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5 40
Waldo. U*3<» t!2 17
t5 60
City Point. )94'» tl23' t6 00
Belfast, arrive
9 45
12 45
6 06
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
85.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale bv L. W. Gecko*
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Clinton...

Bridge Street,

Belfast, Maine.
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COAL!

COAL!

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

First Quality
We

are now

Thoroughly Prepared Coal

prepared

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO.

Anthracite

to receive orders for

BANUUR

Coal, and have for sale the Scranton, Wilkesbarre,
and Lattimer Lehigh Coals at the following prices,
for the Scranton and Wilkesbarre:

DIVISION

SUMMER SERVICE.—Six Trips

a

Week

to Boston.

$7.25

per ton delivered in barrels and put in.
7.10 per ton delivered in dump cart.
6.85 per ton taken at the wharf.
Lehigh Coal 25 cents per ton higher.
Commencing Monday.*, May, l. 1995,
leavr Belfast for Boston, .iu Camden and KoekFrom these prices we allow 25 cents per ton discount if paid laml,
daily, exceptSund'.r,
For Seai sport and Hanipden. Tuesdavs. Thurswithin ten days from date of delivery.
ml Sundays
7.45
days
For Bneksport, Winterport and Bangor daily,
at 7.45
except
Monday,
upon arrival of
These prices are for orders received previous to Sept. 15th steamer from Boston.
KKITIIMNI.
and delivery previous to November 1st, reserving the right to ad
,
From Boston daily, except Sunday,
vance prices after Sept. 1 without notice.
From Rockland. via Camden daiiv.
pt
Mond
at
From Hampden and
-arsport Mondavs, WedWe hope to be favored with your order, which shall have nesday*.
and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport tad Bneksport,
our best attention in the preparation and
daily, except Sundays,
delivery.
All cargo, except live stock,
the steamer*
<tf this company
insured against tire ami
We also have the Maryland Companies Georges Creek rine
risk.
steamer*

at 4 ;su p. >i

;

cutting

machines, hoisting

m.

m.. or

5.uu \. m.

s

The granite business at Vinalhaven
has been very dull for the past two
months but is now picking up. The
Bodwell Company have about 200 men
at work and most of them are natives.
This company never employs foreign
labor unless compelled to by an exceeding rush.
New compressed air plants have
been installed at the Sands and Palmer quarries on
the island and at
Spruce Head. These plants run the

gines

\

at 5 i*. \,.
ex-a

iv,

Handled.

stone

at

a.

at i.:«* i*. m.
via

is

Cumberland Goal for blacksmith

use.

:

FRED W.

ma-

POTE, Agent.Belfast

CALVIN AUSTIN.
Vice President and (rcn'l Manager. Boston

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

SEVEN
ix

PREMIUMS

Dining ('liair, and

I

blv
Arm Iiockrr
with $io assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts. Spices.
Tea. Coffee,
Cocoa. Toilet (roods and standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS,

_

I-Sarge

have in stock
full line of

en-

a

HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta, Vie

PAINTS,

OILS,
Dyspeptics Varnishes, j
Two

j

1905

“Hea^rt Burn”
Early

Almanac,;

Dyspepsia

Worms?

(T.

Dr. True’s Elixir

Caution Notice.

I

FOR SALE

BARGAIN

-t *•“ years and
300 f. nuer pupils speaks for
itself. Si;.
’.and. Business. N rmal and Civil Service Courses.
Best teachers .ilk: rooms; nn>st
modern anil oftVeiiv* methods.

Colors ground in oil and

everything

used in

dry, In fact,
painting. Also

EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

the best assortment of
--

as

'Tuition Si ri.no per
any time.
month. Sem! for free prospectus.

Nickelplated Copper

places .t! -t mients ;i> soon
qualified. New pupils be^in

which

,

amps, Tinware,

Cure

Eat
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depart
7 00
CBy Crnnt.t7 05
Belfast,

in quarries and the plug drilling
machines.
The air plants mean a
great saving of labor. At the Sands
quarry alone, the new plant does away
with three boilers and a large number
of men.
Each one of the plug drilling machines does the work of live
men.
Such is tlie way inventions mark
the way of progress.
This company is now getting out:
stone for the New York docks, a new i
bank in Chicago, and for the Altman
dry goods block in New York.
The company has erected a new machine shop, about 150 feet long, near
the wharf.
Charles Littletield has
charge of. shop No. 1 and Frank Littleas to get in
a few
belly er on which 1 belonged
field of shop No. 2.. W. A. Whidden has
If you ara too fat it is because your food
Then, suddently one on’em
“I rowed all around and couldn't see
charge of the other shop, which is used turns to fat instead of muscle strength.
roff his guard and sent his the schooner. The best 1 could do was
and'
for
fisherman; honest, good-natured
wheelwright aud carpentering If you are too lean the fat producing foods
through him. The fellow to keep the dory head on against the lull of tales of wonderful experiences purposes. Alongside this shop are the that you eat are not properly digested and
•wered jest give a side twist waves or 1 would have drowned. That at sea. Gloucester is full of just such new
surfacing machines, eight of them, assimilated.
the other fellow’s sword storm
for smoothing the surface of big stones.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
kept up two days and two nights '■ men.
\t to his nose.
He knew he and it was the most awful time 1 ever
Gloucester can still lay claim to
Another big improvement the com- enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
but he turned right around had. I worked like a hired man to
It gives one occasional pany is about to make is the construc- people have too much Pepsin and net
I
keep quaintness.
li’.er the one with the broke from
freezing. 1 kuowed if 1 went to surprises in fine houses hidden away in tion of a new wharf, permission for enough Pancreatine.
wasn’t a minute before he
isolated spots. The town is laid out in which has been obtained from the town
sleep all would be over.
pi it clean open. They both
“At the end of the second night and higgledy-piggledy fashion. The streets aud government. The cove, from the
-••tiier. I tell you that was a the
A street steamboat wharf to the end of Smith's
beginning of the third day I was run wherever they please.
t
giving up all hope. The storm was still starts out bravely enough in the centre Point is to be filled in with refuse
><
!
iMESTICATED EEL.
raging. Just then I noticed a commo- of the town and’ then meanders in a stone, topped off with granite slabs,
fisherman of Cape Ann has tion in the water straight ahead. 1 most aimless way all over Gloucester. which will give a water frontage of 500
il by rheumatism to retire looked around and could jest make out Down the harbor there are a few old feet. Tnis new wharf will allow the
’•e work.
lie makes a good Old George through the dark. ‘He has hulks made into homes, like the one at loading of the largest vessels, as there eontains all the digestive juices that ara
mg for eels and bluelish in come to help me out,’ I says to myself, Yarmouth where Ham Peggotty and will be a depth of from 30 to 35 feet of found in a healthy stomach, and In
id Hloucester harbor.
water at high tide and from 20 to 25 exactly those proportions necessary te
lie for I knowed Old George would do any- j.itue r-ui iy uveu.
feet at low tide. Modem hoisting ap- enable the stomach and digestive organs
he tells of his pet eel that thing for me.
HOUSES HEAR IMPRESS OF SEA.
iimnnii H>a Iihuud
“That blamed fish started off and l
paratus will be used on the new wharf. to digest and assimilate all foods that may
He kept about ten
The houses in Gloucester bear the im- The work of construction will soon be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
nter time when I first saw towed after him.
fisherman said.
“He was feet ahead and would Hash his sides and press of the sea. They seem to cry out begin.
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tie*
Kodol cures
i Squam River, swimming swish his tail so I had no trouble in fol- aloud that they were built and are ownsue building tonic as well.
ed by seafaring men.
and tired like.
Shipshape is the
I kuowed he lowin’ him. AVe went along this way
Warden Norton’s Boarders.
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomacht
voices.
word that describes them all. Some of
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
mgry to come up that far. about an hour when I heard
eel got abeam of me, he Old George kept on. In five minutes them are so ship-like in their general
There are now 175 convicts in the prison Constipation. You will like it
of
a
total
185.
A
seasick
siton
the
Mother
that
one
almost
more
I
safe
boa'd
ten
was
and
insane, making
gets
aspect
looked at mein the most
is being issued to the men as
ting on the veranda. The wealthy, re- new style suit
You
He was a Ann.”
ay 1 ever see.
as the old black and white stripe suits
fast
seemed
He
takes
an
intense
a
moment.
tired
fisherman
Bill
pride wear out. The new ones consist of one half
He looked so longing
paused
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
in his home.
He spends hours picking
m the shack and got some overcome with the recital of his terriblack, the other gray. Previous to having
tissues and gives firm flesh.
over the grass in the lawn, lest one
'1 him.
He was purty nigh ble experience.
the black and white stripe suit, which they
“AA’hat happened to Old George?” blade get a fraction of a.'i inch taller have been wearing for some time, the costell you he was shore a
Prepared ot the Lab- I
Dollar bottle holds 1%
than the others, llis wife grows flow- tume was one half black, the other a shade
He wiggled his tail and asked Bill’s single listener.
oratory of B.O.DeWItt I
times ae much as the
& Co., Chicago, P8A.J
“Boor Old George!” said Bill in ers that somehow suggest the soap box of red.—Thomaston Herald.
trial, or BO cent else.
after he’d fed.
to
“I felt so thankful
won't believe it, but that broken tones.
geraniums on board a canal boat. The
R H. MOODY, DRUOOIST
there in the same place the him I give him all the liquor I had left. flowers all look as if they would be so
he
was
1
but
somewhere
else.
much
a
happier
mighty good fish,
the same time. An’ he He was
Kodol
“Ask for the
He swallowed
The city of Gloucester can’t help betor food.
1 fed him then foolish about liquor.
and
was
it
has
drunk
and
Nearly
always
got
ing prosperous.
every drop
and 200 Year Calendar.”
It has
on hand fish worth $1,000,000.
Form of
An
got so friendly that he drowned to death.”
on
and
acres
of
fish
the
acres
lying
f himself around my arm TOO MUCH I’ROSrKRITI HI.STUOVS HOIt lias hundreds of tons
(lakes to dry.
"Ut of pure friendliness.
But It Is a Warning That Should
Lt
MAN I K OF OLD OLOUt KSTKli.
Notice of Foreclosure.
of tisli salted away in brine barrels and
•■'■id that winter and I deThere is too much prosperity in other tons
Be
Heeded
Whereas, Ira 1). Cram of Montvi.le, ‘in the
\e him comfortable.
going through various proc1 took Gloucester. It has
County of Waldo ami state of Maine, by his
destroyed all the esses to prepare the fish for market.
use one day and warmed
mortgage deed dated the fifteenth day of Sepromance of the old place that Kipling
January 6, 1904.
Nearly all of the 30,(W0 inhabitants ap- Dear Sirs:—
tember, A. D. 1883, and recorded in " aldo Regis'Ire fur ten minutes.
He
and Longfellow helped make famous. pear happy and prosperous.
all
Not
try of Deeds, Rook 198, Page 162, conveyed to me,
well I used to take him in
Some of its picturesqueness still clings,
Stephen .J. Gushee, the undersigned, a certain
My husband was troubled with heart parcel
of real estate, situated in said Montville,
very day and let him play along with its smell of fish, but it is are rich, maybe because there are so
A
in
no
relief
until
a
licensed
victualers
town.
could
find
burn
and
in said County of Waldo, and bounded and demany
about as romantic as a glue fac- licensed victualer is a man who doesn’t
as. follows, to wit:
just
Beginning on the
scribed
“L.
him
to
take
advised
friend
your
necame of him,” one of the
northerly sine of the road leading from Ira D.
sell victuals. lie sells whisky and rum
F.” Atwood's Bitters.
iked as the fisherman paused tory.
Cram’s mill in Montville, at line of laud of Thomas
Once the name of Gloucester em- and all sorts of drinkables. The licensed
Since taking it he is entirely cured. Davis; thence running in a northerly direction
bodied all the wild romance of the sea. victualers are thick in Gloucester. The
by line of said Davis land to the easterly corner
'toed old cat eat him up one
Gratefully yours,
of land owned by me, the said Gushee; thence in
It conjured visions of men going down old salts
do like their toddy.
he was crawlin’ out to the
certainly
a westerly direction by line of land of said Gushee
MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT,
in sight of their wives and sweethearts
Gloucester lets nothing go to waste
and of Rufus C. Ford to corner of other land
on the shore; it epitomized all the
Me.
Hall
Mt.
a
owned by the said Ira D. Cram; thence by line
Desert,
to
turn
Quarry,
chance
and never passes a
I ill AT
SWALLOWED A DOG.
of said other land of said Cram in a southerly
terrors of the northern deep—the ships
of
tons
thousands
penny. Years ago
Don't neglect your digestion until if direction to the road aforesaid; thence by said
about Jonah swallowing a that sailed out to sea and never came of fish skins, bones, heads and undesirroad to the place of beginning, containing fiftyis too late.
'aid another fisherman,” it back again, the dangers, hardships and able
seven acres, more or less, together with the build
went
to
waste.
of
the
fish
parts
You
can depend upon “L. F.” Atings thereon, and being the same real estate conwhale.
It was a goosefish privations, heroic deeds, fierce storms Now everything is utilized. The fish
established veyed to said Ira D. Cram by me, the said Stephen
wood's
Bitters.
An
old
'allowed Jonah.
I knowed and great tragedies.
bones pulled out in the factories that
J. Gushee. by deed dated September 15, A. I) 1883,
Now, almost any ship that comes out put up*boueless cod and haddock bring family remedy of merit.
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
".‘setish like a book when I was
to
dock
in
of
the
east
255,
Page 478.;
used
brings
to climb out on the
Brooklyn
"hey
$50 a ton at the fertilizer factories. The
And, whereas, the condition of said mortgage
'ach here every night, and we with it more romance than you will fish skins are worth *40 a ton at the
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
loliave lots of fun throwing find in Gloucester in a whole summer. glue factory, which is one of the largest
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
11 their
foreclosure of said mortgage.
This is disappointing, but it is all too in the world.
big throats.
Dated September 7,1905.
Many cliildren are troubled with worms, 4
l’arts of fish that used to be thrown
iUernooii, Sam Bascom found a true. Gloucester, renowned as the
STEPHEN J. GUSHEE.
3w37
and treated for something else. A few doses of ■
is
fish washed out on the beach. greatest fishing port in the world,
now
Codfish
are
prized
highly.
away
1
it
used
to
be.
what
all us
cheeks are great delicacies. So are cod
boys, and we thought not
The people here still trade on the
AT A
will ex pel worms if they exist, andprovea valu- ■
famiiest thing we could do to
tongues and cod sounds. Halibut fins
able tonic if there are no wonnB. 86cutdruggut*. n
of
old-time
Gloucester.
fame
romantic
e
1
we was thinking, along
find a good market. The oil from fish
DR. j. F. THCE A CO.. Auburn, Me.
1 5-year old stallion by Jamaique, weighs about
'I:
(inincey’s dog, a little fox It attracts summer boarders to fill the livers is valued for tanning purposes.
14-hundred, works single or double, sound and
Ac picked up that dog and big hotels, it helps advertise the sar- The finest Morocco finish may be obkind. 1 bay road horse, 11 years old, weight beand pickled mackerel
that
’""of the boys helped to open dines
tween 1000 and 1100, works single or double, absolutely sound, kind, good loader and perfect all
'b’s mouth like the mouth of Gloucester sells. The natives try to
round family horse. Grocery, delivery and open
O
!l we
dropped the doggie, who make you think it is the Gloucester of
All persons are hereby notified not to harbor or wagons, top buggies and harnesses, single and
double. All must be sold by October 1st as I go
Bwntbo
l"ng like mad. He raised an Kipling’s “Captains Courageous,” but
trust my minor son, Perlie I.. Shaw, as 1 slial
W est for the winter. Cash or negotiable notes.
m
pay do bills of his contracting.
::u'upus inside Mr. Fish, but they fail to show you the charm. About
ftfutue
B. L. PITCHER, Belfast, Maine
LIZZIE F. PATTERSON, Belfast.
i1 "ted down.
We throwed a few the only real thing left is the smell,
of
tf25
(Near Gurney’s Mills.)
—3W34»
1905
August 24,

around and looked at me reproachful
like. I could see he had an awful head.
But it wasn’t long before he wanted
more liquor. He was clean crazy about
the stuff and would bother me to death
r saw.
until I give him some.
-1 "tighter seen their swords
“Me and George was friends for six
"getlier. One on’em would
years. He always met me when 1 got to
but the other fellow was the banks. It was
mighty cold one winquick and would parry his ter and the air was full of snow flurries.
tine time I saw two fel- One
morning I went out in my dory
to Boston doin' some fancy and it was clear as a
whistle, but before
t they couldn’t handle their
I kuowed what was up there was a
beni fish.
snow storm on. and I couldn't see ten
ght there fora half hour, feet afore me. I kuowed I must be a
I
and
the
best
bat,
reckon,
mile from the Mother Ann, the schoon-

Oil .111)1 after June 5,1905, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with
through train
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland
and
Boston, will run as lollows:

Unity.7

of the most obstinate
diseases to treat after it has once gained a
foothold. The power of Dr. Williams’
’ink Pills has been tested in extreme eases
and no one should despair of a cure if he
has not tried this sovereign remedy.
The
wisest course, however, is to begin the effort
to expel it from the blood the moment its
presence is first recognized in the inflamed
and painful joint. There is always present
the danger that it will reach the heart and
prove quickly fatal.
Mr. W. S. Geisel, of No. 125 East Coates
street, Moberly, Mo., had an experience
which everyone liable to rhematism should
read. He says:
I had been at work for a long time in a
foundry v here I was exposed to dampness.
First my feet began to hurt and swell, then
my knees and my shoulder joints began to
be affected in the same way. Finally, I
could not walk without great difficulty and
suffering and had to stop work altogether.
My appetite was feeble and I grew very
pale and weak. I began to have pains
about my heart and it fluttered a great deal.
I became greatly alarmed about my condition.
My mother knew about the virtues
of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, as they had
given her back her health when she was
nearly wasting to death, and when she
found that they were good for rheumatism
too, she began to give them to me about a
month after I was attacked.
That was in
the early part of March, 1902, and by June
they had driven away the pains and swelling and had restored my appetite and color.
Then I felt strong enough to take up a line
of outdoor work, and now I regard myself
as entirely well.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
are so efficacious
because they begin at
once to change the character of the blood,
in which rheumatism is seated.
They also
cure other diseases springing from impure
blood or disordered nerves, such as sciatica,
locomotor ataxia, partial paralysis and all
forms of weakness in male or female. They
may be had at all druggists, "r directly
from the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., at fifty cents per box,
six boxes for two dollars and a half.

I

ai

food

troublesome to go aloft and furl the
Beside, a sailor might fall,
topsail.
you know; therefore the new ships
no
have no topmasts and
topsails.
Gone, indeed, are the good old days
with romance and danger.
An idea of the luxury and ease on
board a modern fishing schooner may
be gained by looking over the Elizabeth
Silsbee, now fitting out in Gloucester.
The Lizzie is a beautiful schooner, not
long off the stocks. She has a powerful auxiliary engine and can dispense
with sail power whenever the captain
is so disposed. She will carry a crew of
more than twenty
men, and will be
stocked with the best provisions that
the market affords. The work will be
light, for she is a beam trawler, or
seiner. This schooner cost more than
$25,000, but the owners wouldn’t be
surprised to get back the cost in one
good catch.
There’s a tall, fat man in Gloucester
who made $25,000 on one trip to the
banks.
Xow he owns a large part of |
He talks in big figures. He;
the town.
had a iisli stall in Boston market that
netted a profit of $300,000 in the few
years he kept it, and several fortunes
have been made out of that same little
stall since lie sold out. This man is a
fine type of the old time. Gloucester

swallow.

HEAL&WOOD,

.
^a'd»..
Brooks.. 7 29
.17
38
b°ox
Thorndike

Scratch, scratch, scratch : unable to atIt is too much
ing oil or gasoline.
business during the day or sleep
trouble, and then it’s dangerous for a tend to the
night
Itching piles, horrible
sailor to go out on the bowsprit and during
Doan’s Ointment cures.
Never
plague.
handle a jib. so they have the ships fails. At
any drug store, 50 cents.
built without bowsprits. Think of that:
the cabin boys of olden times
Why,
VINALHAVEN GRANITE.
used to climb out on the bowsprits and
skin cats and do other athletic feats in |
l’lie
in the Business ami the Way
Changes
the teeth of a howling gale.
It is
It Is

nip when
1 noticed Old George swishing around,
lie came alongside and I let him have
a

Rheumatism is

The Gloucester and Essex shipyards are building big comfortable
schooners with auxiliary engines, burn-

I was takin' a

box. 25c*

Signature,

cate it.

sels.

spiced

Quinine Tablets.
TUs

£7:^ 1
on every I

Day

..

cap-!

on

Laxative Bromo

Seven MHDon banes said in past 12 months.

Rliematiaui Is Always Liable to Attack the
Vital Organ,
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
Strike at Its Root in the blood and Eradi*

There is not a hired fisherman in
Gloucester.
A fisherman is entirely
too independent to be a hired man.
He
ships as a partner, or not at all. Usually the owner of the vessel gets one-fifth
ot the catch, the captain gets from 0 to

mouth

[To
Take

Cold in One

a

GUARD THE HEART.

mond rings and most likely thev will be
thumping the piano just like any city
girl. They wear silks and some of them
ride ill automobiles.
Why shouldn’t'
they? Some years the fisherman makes
more money than bank
presidents get
in salary.

12 per cent of the remainder, the cook
gets S4o a month and then the rest is
divided share and share alike among
every man aboard, including the
tain and cook, who make more than
the others.
The old wav of llnitin things dnea lint
appeal to a Gloucester man. He is too
prosperous or too lazy to row across
the harbor, so he has a motor boat. He
is no longer content with sailing ves-

Cure

lyn Daily Eagle.

sadder blow to romance could there be
than the sight of a
fishing schooner
leaving Gloucester with an abundant
supply of chickens, turkeys, ducks
fruits and vegetables, all for the table
ot the fishermen—the
poor fellow we
always thought starved himself ou
tough ship’s biscuit and salt codYou may strain your eyes out of vour
head and you won’t find the wives and
daughters of the fishermen standing by
the trawl tubs, magazine-story-fashion
with frozen fingers, baiting books or
mending nets for their husbands and
brothers who are going out to the
banks. \\ hen you find the women of
the family their fingers will wear dia-

wide open. He was about the biggest
and toughest looking cod Bill ever saw.
The old fish acted like he was the daddy of all the other cod. lie bad a contempt for hooks. His mouth was all
scarred up by past experiences with
them.
’iiv-

GLOUCESTER

guests
at a summer hotel.
He has an ice chest in the
forecastle
which by the way, is as
comfortable as
the staterooms on some
ocean liners.
Hedoesn t know the taste of hard tack.
The larder is supplied with
the best
™ out of
Boston market.
What

Banks. He swears the cod was a regular drunkard and used to cut up awful
on some of his sprees, but Bill lias tender memories for that fish because it
saved his life.
Bill says that one day he was fishing
off George’s when he noticed that something like a whale was playing with
the lines.
lie didn’t know what to
think of it till he saw a big codfish siton
his
in the waves and looktail
ting
ing at him. Bill swears the cod was

him,

THE

Gloucester fishermen fishes in
luxuiy. lie lives as well on hoard ship
as the
tare

ninety years ago, judging from bis experience. II is pet story is told of an
old codfish be used to know off George’s

at

OF

The

CODFISH THAT GOT DRUNK.

grinning

LUXURY

FISHERMAN.

Bill Winthrop is one of Gloucester’s
oldtime cod fishermen. He has been
at it since be was a boy, something like

IlLOC-

this

tr

■

OF

THE

Bomoi°yed

Pole.

street, just
experiences. Every- ever except maybe a little shamefaced.
wonderful, amazing, almost That blamed fish had coughed him up
during the night.”

vas

u-

b,&> Pompous business

8Thev

A

The Gloucesterite not only eats fish
and breathes fish, but he actually drinks
fish in his beer. All Gloucester beer is
clarified with isinglass made of fish
It gives the
skins and other parts.
beer a distinctive flavor, something
quite homelike and in accord with the
fishy odors that fill the air.
Gloucester people love the smell of
fish that pervades everything.
The
stronger it is the better they like it.
To them it is the quintessence of flow-1
ers.
One old gray-bearded fisherman
leaned over a brine barrel full of cod
and looked lovingly into its repulsive
depths. He dipped his hand into the
fishy brine and held the dripping fingers
to his nostrils.
“It’s sweeter than any rose,” he said,
as he breathed the salty odor.—Brook-

a

the World Live

Gloucester and its

tained by using oil of swordfish.
MarketC*” flnd that any daT in Fulton [ swordfish’s
head is full of oil.

120 Boylston St. Waiker Bldg.),

Goods,

Near iH-vUton

Woodenware,
In the

Stuiion,

B. H. S.
THE MERCURY

city.

Be sure to see our stock before pur

chasing.

Si. SuSw.tv

BOSTON. MASS

Ranges and

Open evenings.

NF.ATLV BOUND IN ONE VOLUME

Mitchell & Trussell.

For SO Cents.
JOHN S.

FEBNALD,

28 Miller Street

Notice of Foreclosure.
Se ai'perl, ni**ihe
Whereas, Willie (Jeorge
County of Wahl ». Maine, by ii:> inoitg.ugv deed
dated May 4. 1394, and reeord«-ii m the Waldo
County Registry Of Deed'. Yol. -41. R*.ge
eoueyed to one Nt Ison (4. NieUri 'on. a ee’rfa n par-

Tile undersigned oilers for sale the UK) acre
farm situated on shore road half way between
Belfast and Searsport. Me., known as PENOBSCOT FARM. Buildings are in first-class condition; new barn 94xH) feet, tie-up for 20 cows;

«

cel of real estat situated in 'aid S. arsport. being
tile same real estate now oceupie.l by 'aid (i.-oiire
as a homestead, bounded and de-.e‘i ibed a.sjfoilows: Bounded northerly by land of (ieorg.- Cartridge and the Isaae (4.*orge place; .•.• «s11*r!y by
said Isaae (Icorge place and the retd leading
past Walter vfo idy’'; southerly by hted of Herbert Black and laud of dames Harrim..:-,: w.-'terly by land of Henry Kneelaini and laud of
Arthur Boyd; and whereas. Hr- said No.sou (4.
Nickerson, by his deed of asHgum-mt dated August 22. UK).'), recorded in said registry, m Yol.
-7i;, Rage tad, assigned said mortgage to me, and
whereas the am tition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason -d the breach
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this second day of September. A.I). 1905.
3W37
CLARA M. CI.ARlv.
*
1

running water in barn and house; new dairy
building 30x12; new carriage house 50x25; new ice
house, capacity 25 tons; new wood •'urnace in
house. House has 10 tinislied rooms. Telephone
connection and two mails daily. Property will
be divided to suit buyer, in case the whole is not
wanted. Apply to
DANA LAWRENCE.
tf30

Belfast, Me.

UPHOLSTERING, Etc.
come to Belfast to live permanently, and
prepared to do all kinds of upholstering. 1
carry full lines of tapestries, velours, silk damask,
coverings, gimp and buttons. 1 also

I have

am

Se co ml- h a n d
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

HEPAIlt FURNITURE,
or make new, and retinish and repolish furniture,
pianos, organs, etc. Paper hanging, kalsomining
and whitewashing done in a first class manner.
Mattresses made over as good as new. Give me
N. E. BURGIN.
atrial.
Shop over John Damon’s Blacksmith Shop,
Beaver Street.
3m33

a

postal card and you will receive
lyrti

Dr. E. E. BROWN

drop

me

a

a prompt call.
WALTER 11. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.

COTTAGE LOTS.

OF ISA NOOK,

Any size from

a few hundred feet to 175 acres.
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Fine view of bay and islands. I
also have a large list of city property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send for book.
F. S. HOLMES.
Real Estate Agent, Belfast. Me.

Specialist in Diseases of ‘the Eye, Ea
Nose and Throat,
Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
wiil be in Belfast every other Monday, beginning
August 21st. Office hours 10 a. m. to G p. m., and
7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millett, Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Smal
and 8. W. Johnson, Belfast.
33tf

specialty. If yon
anything to

have
sell

Saturday Cove.

Dissolution of
i

Partnership.

The firm of Davis & Staples was dissolved Air*
fi a\
_Men or women, loea ! gust 29th. and Dexter C. Davis will continue the
ft #% IV I EL
representatives for Dlacksinithiug business at the old stand All perhigh class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash sons indebted to the lace Arm will make payment
Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash ’to
HENRY M. STAPLES.
8tf
ington Square, New York, N. Y.
August 30,1905.—3\v35*
1

prizes.

[

Miss Katherine M. Scribner is at home
from Swanville Centre for a three weeks
vacation.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Miss Grace King returned to Boston Mon

day.
Frank Whitcomb returned from Boston

Thursday.
Fred Kane is
with relatives.

spending

a

few

weeks

Sunday.

Ralph Whittier of Bangor was in town
for a day or two last week.
Miss Ethel Xiehols is attending
Normal School in Gorham, Me.

the

Miss Hannah Ford was one of the departing summer visitor* last week.
■lames Ford has gum
Philadelphia,
where he w ill remain during the winter.
F. F. Fames, who has been the guest of L.
Fames, left Monday on the Boston boat.
Mrs. Gertrude Flint of Belfast was the
guest over Sunday of Miss Ella Hopkius.

Rev. II. E. Haywood of Orono will preach
Sunday morning in the M. E. church.

next

Miss Yennie Whitcomb is spending two
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Putnam.
See the advt. of the Searsport drug store’
J. F. Montgomery, proprietor, in this issue.
Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Williams returned
a short visit to Winslow,
Me.

Saturday from

Miss Ellen X. Farnham, who has been the
guest ol Miss J. C. Xiekerson, has returned
to Xew York.
Mrs. P. P. Xiehols and children returned
last week to Xorthampton, Mass., after a
month’s visit in town.
The schools began last Monday. The
High school i; in charge of Harold Marr of
Farmington, Bowdoiu, '05.
Miss Jennctte Rice and Miss Katherine
Kneeland left Monday for Boston, where
they will spend the winter.
Miss Martha Ross left Thursday for Xew
York, where she has a position as teaeher
of kindergarten for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E.

Mrs. W. L. Mathews began the fall term
of school at this place Monday, and Miss
Winnifred Mathews begau the school at Mt.

Ephraim.

William l’lummer of Philadelphia was in
town

Miss Florence Merithew has returned to
Revere, Mass., where she teaches in the
kindergarten.

Adams and Miss

Jessie Black spent a few days at Lakeside
cottage, Swan Lake, last week.
Mr. and Mis. J. M. Dodge, who have been
the guests of Mrs. Mary V. Dodge, have returned to their home in East Boston.
Miss Louise Lieb left Saturday by train
for Saco, where she will resume her position as a teacher in Thornton Acrdemy.

Found, on the turnpike road, near the
The
Harbor church, a baby’s sandal.
owner can recover it by calling at the post
office.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Beals, who have been
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. James Gilmore, left by boat Monday for Springfield,
Mass.
Kev. T. P. Williams and Rev. Chas. Wallace exchanged pulpits last Sunday morning. The evening services were held as
usual.
Miss Irene Sullivan and her cousin, Miss
Keene of Boston, left on Monday’s boat.
Miss Sullivan will attend school this winter
at Wellesley Hills.
Dr. A. A. Jackson and family, who have
been spending the season at the Pendleton
homestead, have returned to their winter
home in Fverett, Mass.
Among the people who left town on ironday’s boat were Mrs. F. Morton King,
son ami daughter, Miss Desire Nickels,
Miss Katherine Nickels and Miss Alma

Bradbury.
Miss Rebecca Ross and Miss Florence
Colcord were among the passengers on
Monday's boat for Boston, where they will
attend the Boston Normal School of Physical Culture.
The yacht Constance of Portland, owned
by Jack Thomas, was in the harbor
Sunday on a day's cruise from Camden.
Merton Holmes of Melrose, who was a
member of the party, called upon friends in

There was a large attendance at Maple
Grove camp meeting last Sunday. Rev. H.
L. Johnson of Bangor, who is an evangelist, is in attendance and will continue over

Sunday.

Irving Harris, who is master of Granite
North Searsport, is visiting relatives in Boston, and taking a much needed
rest. He cut 75 tons of hay this season and
has marketed 75 bushels of potatoes which
he dug himself with the help of a small boy
to pick them up.

Grange,

The Ladies’ Benefit society of North
Searsport have made many needed improvements on the cemetery grounds.
They

wish to extend their thanks to Herbert
Black for the plank he furnished for the
new platform for the church; also to the
men who worked with their teams.

—
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Avoid Alum
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RUBBER t0»IS. Oil COATS S IIAIS
RAIN PROOF COATS, Men and Boys.

Custom
S’.

and Soft

largest

EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Professor of Chemistry,
Harvard Medical School, Boston.

State Convention of the W. C. T. O.

MEN’S AND BOYS’

SWEAT!Rs

AU. (i HADES AND if; |,

MEN’S AND BOYS’ BRACES
From the Smithmade Sii'P^i.
shades.

new

To order from New York’s

greatest tailoring
Co.. Spencer Tracy Co.? 1 guarantee the tit. I
car save you from 8X00 to 85.00 a suit.

Rubber Celluloid Collars anJ

Men’s and Boys’ Overcoats and Reefers,
Heavy Duck Coats and Woolen Sheep
Skin Lined.

\

50 Men\ Ov»t-.,dts

Special
Sale! I
received

H.

A P

Johnstown,

Ten-cent, twenty-five-cent,

cent-an-ounce

powders

SECRET

SOCIETIES.

—

SHIP NEWS.

Point,
Sandypoint,
Springs,
Searsport and Belfast, and that all truffle

SAILED.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Sept. ti.

Ar, sobs. Wm. K.
Park, Fernandina; Izetta, Bangor; eld, sch.
Carrie E. Look, Brunswick ; 7, ar, sch. Melissa A. Willey, Bangor; Sallie I’On, Brunswick ; Gladys, Savannah ; bark Rose Innis,
Santa Cruz; 8, ar, schs. Hattie H. Barbour,
South Amboy for Bar Harbor; Silver Heels,
Rockland; 10, ar, sch. Susan Stetson, Port
Reading for Wiuterport; 11, ar, schs. Penobscot, Frankfort; Flora Condon, Bangor;
Jesse W. Starr, do.; W. D. Mangan, do.;
Emma S. Briggs, Richmond; Ella M. Storer,
Sedgwick ; 12, ar, schs. Cumberland, Rucks
Harbor; Brigadier, Stonington; Thomas H.
Lawrence, do.; Almeda A. Willey, Musquash, N. B.; Allen Green, Frankfort; Merrill C. flart, Rockland; Carrie C. Miles, do;
Henry R. Tilton, Richmond; Adelia T.
Carleton, Rockland: John J. Perry, do.;
James H. Hoyt, Stonington; J. Arthur
Lord, Bangor; Alice Lord, do.; Empress,
do.

Boston, Sept. 7. Sld, schs. Van Allens
Boughton, Baltimore; Daylight, Kennebec;
8, ar, sch. Theoline, Fernandina; Thomas
Hix, Rock port; Fannie F. Hall, Otronto,
Omaha and Lizzie Lee, Bangor; sld, sch.
lohn E. Develin, Newport News; Puritan,
Bangor; 9, ar, sell. Brina P. Pendleton, Baltimore ; 10, ar, sch. Levi S. Andrews, Newport News; tug Mercury, Searsport, towing
lighter; Sld, schs. Paul Palmer aud Gov.
Ames, coal port; 11, ar, soh. Gen. Adalbert
Ames, Georgetown, S. C.; Mentor, Stony
Brook and Harriet Hopkins, Bangor.
Philadelphia, Sept, a Ar, sens. Yonng
Brothers, Bath; Marion N. Cobb, High
Island; eld, sch. Norombega, Lynn.
Baltimore, Sept. 7. Ar, sch. George W.

*

Direct from the factory ;n
sizes, and shorts and stouts
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HEM STAPLES,
?

are

TEN YEARS.

is
The

contain alum.

dent,

a delegate at large, and one delegate
for every 25 paying members. Re prepared
with the county song. The best song is to
he given as a part of the Wednesday evening program. Rev. Anna Shaw w ill lecture
Thursday evening. It is hoped that every
union will be represented.

(if iVfs

N. y

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR

UNION SUITS.

UMBRELLAS, Men’s and Boys.

luff,

MEN AND KOY>

Elegant Line of Men’s and Boys’
ALTMEN NECKWEAR
In all the
Dress and Working Pants.
shape*

It must be remembered that when alum baking powders
used in making bread, biscuit or cake, a portion of the alum
carried unchanged into the stomach.

The. State YV. C. T. U. convention will be
held in Bar Harbor Sept. 19th, 20th and 21st.
The meeting of county presidents and
State superintendent will be on Monday
evening. Reduced rates ou railroads and
boats aud entertainment for delegates.
Every union is entitled to send its presi-

!

fa«-i

new

There will be degree work next Saturday
and it is hoped a goodly number will be

Bosom,
and

States.

From

“

present.

)

xfy

Shirts, Coliars

Dress Suit Cases from $1.25 to $5. Just

Powders

Baking

received, in Stiff

The largest line of
in the city from the

Suits

Fur Caps andJGIoves, for Men and Women,
Woolen Gloves and Mittens, Domestic Hand
| [Made Leather Gloves and Mittens, Woolen
Collarettes in all colors and grades.

a.

I am very strongly of the opinion that the use of alum and
salts of alumina in food should be prohibited.
It is well
understood that the constant use of alum compounds exerts
both a deleterious effect upon the digestive organs and an
irritation of the internal organs after absorption."

...

thew.
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served children’s day Sept. 8th with a good
The children performed the
attendance.
parts assigned them with credit to themselves and parents. Mrs. Henry Black and
family were present and gave several selections from their nicegraphophone, which
added to the pleasure of all. Confectionary
was served at the
close of the meeting,

—

H. N. Carter of Revere, Mass., was here
last week the guest of Miss Florence Meri-

+

v.

launch party from Camden took dinner
The great representatives of the Maine
House Monday.
The
at the ‘-earsport
party eonsi-ted of Mrs. I>, M. Plummer and Red Men left Portland Friday for XashXlis.-e; Plummer of Philadelphia, Miss
tl
viile, Tenm, where they will attend the
Moiiie Gibbons, Fred Drake, Edward Drake
great sun council sessions of the Great
and Will Thompson of Bath.
of the United States which opened
Cap:, and Mrs. Dan. Goodell and Capt. Council
ami Mrs. Henry Curtis spent Sunday iti Monday, Sept, llth, and continues all the
Frankfort as the guests of Capt. and Mrs. week. This will be the 5Sth great sun sesHill Rogers. The hostess of the occasion sion and the representatives from Maine
proved beyond a doubt her ability as a are: Past Grand Sachems Ralph E. Bailey
and John Locke of Portland; Otis W.
euit'ee maker.
Hailes of Calais; George E. Foster of LisAt the business meeting of the Christian
bon Fails and Walter K. Swett of Falmouth
iusl oeunesuay evening
r-nueavor
Foreside.
and
officers
committees were
tlie following
elected:
President, Miss McClure; Vice
c.nni.
President, Miss Hopkins; Secretary and rnwiM c.l
Treasurer, Miss Whittier; Lookout ComMr. and Mrs. William Grant of CamMiss
Mr.
WilMcClure,
mittee,
Chairman,
bridge, Mass., visited friends and relatives
liams, Mrs. Frank Colcord, Mrs. Frank here last week. .School began in this district
Studley, Miss Angie Carver; Music Com- last Monday. Miss Mollie Williams of lslesmittee, Mrs. Sellers, Chairman, Miss Gladys boro is the teacher—Miss Angelia IlarriButman, Miss Deborah Williams; Social man and Annie Pierce will attend the fall
Committee, Miss Hopkins, Chairman, Miss term at the Seminary in Bucksport_Mrs.
Marguerite Butman, Miss Lucy Pendleton, George Silver called on friends in SandyMiss Elizabeth Whitcomb, Mrs. Phillips point last Sunday
Mrs. Charles Banks
Williams; prayer meeting committee, Miss was in Bangor one day last week shopping.
Jennie Crockett. Chairman, Miss Sara
Albert Avery is at home from Bangor
Grinnell, Mrs. Fred Smith; Missionary on a short vacation with his parents, Mr.
Committee, Miss Lucy Sargent, Chairman, and Mrs. B. C. Avery_Miss VennieHarriMiss Eiskine; Collectors, Gordon Williams, man visited her sister, Mrs. M. B. Grant,
Nehemiah Koulstoiie; Floral Committee, at Sandypoint last week
Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Lia Whittier, Chairman, Miss Hop- Simeon Ellis of Stockton visited Mr. and
kins. Miss Vida Thompson.
Mrs. L. D. Berry last Sunday.
Obitcahy. Died in Koekland, September 3rd, Hannah S., widow of the late SOUTH MONTVILLE.
James Carr. Mrs. Carr was born in East
Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Adams are visiting
Bucksport, April 12, 182!*, and was a daugh- their daughter, Mrs. O. P. Fuller, in Camter of the late John and Catherine Carr.
She married James Carr of Searsport, by den.Werner Bennett and wife have
whom she had nine children, six of whom gone to Bremen to spend a few days.
survive her.
They are Nanc^', George, Silas Fales of Norfolk, Mass., has been
In visiting J. F. Esancy and on his return
Amos, Harvey, Charles and Walter.
tier youth she was employed in the Lowell home his son John and wife came to spend
cotton mills, but her married life was spent
a few days—J. G.
Blaisdell, wife and
iu Searsport. She died at the home of her daughter Bertha, w ho have been stopping
son George in Rockland.
Mrs. Carr was a with A. L. Pease and wife, have returned
member of the Sea. sport Congregational home.Mrs. Edward Leighr and son
church and had led a consistent Christian Charles of Brighton, Mass., after spending
life. She was a woman with a large circle a week with her parents, J. Q. Adams and
of friends, who extend their sympathy to wife, returned home Monday.
the family in their sorrow. The remains
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles.
arrived from Rockland Tuesday and funeral services were held that afternoon at the
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
home of her son Henry. The interment Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO
was in the village cemetery.
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no matter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days.
The energetic protest in last week's issue
First application gives ease and rest. 50c.
against the curve in the road at Long Cove If
your druggist hasn’t it 6end 50c. in
Hills was a timely one.
The proposed
and it will be forwarded
stamps
paid
change lias now become an actual fact. The by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis, post
Mo.
old road is quite wiped off the map aud all
teams must now follow the new one. Of
course at present the track is not laid and
there is no possible danger, hut the position
of the sheer 15 foot bank and the nearness
of the proposed line of rails has aroused a
PORT OK BELFAST.
tardy interest in the minds of men and they
are beginning to wake up to the possible
ARRIVED.
When one
consequences in the future.
Sept. ti. Sens. Circle, Vinalhaven; Hartalers into rtmwiflpratinn th*» faot that thic
road is the only thoroughfare between riet Rogers, Orland.
Sept. 8. Sch. Estelle Phinney, Norfolk.
Fort
Stockton

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
Frank Black is in the employ of J. P.
Harris, painting bis house.
Miss Hattie Leonard of Waldo is visiting
her sister, Mrs. H. T. Scribner.
Miss AddieS. Mathews has returned to
her school work in Everett, Mass.

+

present.
ti„_*

MEN’S I BOYS' CAPS

healthful food.

9th. Ruth Marden gave a short entertainment with her phonograph which was
much enjoyed. The contest was postponed
for one week as the captains could not be

Just

ALSO A LARGE LINE OF

2S

Royal Baking Powder pure and healthful, made
from grape cream of tartar, absolutely free from alum or
phosphatic acids and highest of all baking powders in
leavening strength.
The Royal Baking Powder costs only a fair price
per pound, and is cheaper and better at its price than any
baking powder in the world. It makes pure, clean and

Comet Grange, Swanville, held an interesting meeting Saturday evening. Sept.

V/

MONARCH SHIRTS

THE BEST HAT IN THE CITY.

prove

Uniou Harvest grange voted, at its last
meeting, to have a Children’s Night Saturday evening, September 23rd, after the
grange business is transacted. The children
are to furnish the program and the grange
w ill provide a treat of candy and nuts.

X

row. &A1,£.1

Price $2.50 and $3.00.

Government Tests

One of the latest of the new Grange halls
is that at East Jelferson, which has cost
about 83,000.

Sr

JEM ST A PI IS.. ..HENRY STAPLES..

/Pun.E

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

A

will be seen how
possible to avoid
this place by using another road it would
not seem so bad, but this cannot be done,
except by a detour of about 4 miles, and
naturally heavily loaded trucks or people
driving for anything but pleasure cannot
be expected to do this. Besides the deep
cuts opposite the Pike house, the track goes
through a li! foot cut at the right of Long
Cove Hill and a train cannot be seen even
by a team descending the hill. No matter
which way the carriage is going there is
more than a chance that it will meet a train
face to faee and as “Searsporter” of last
week said, sure death must be the result.
If one could drive out into a field it would
be some advantage but the impassable bank
of clay presents a faee which no horse could
Of course the railroad company
climb.
quite cleared its skirts of blame when it
held that meeting of the railroad commissioners and no one protested.
What is
everybody’s concern is no one’s affair, so
this matter has been allowed to go on until
the present time, hut for the sake of the
public it would seem as if some change
should be made even at this late day.

Absolutely

Dodge’s Corker. Ernest Nickerson arrived Saturday evening for his week’s vacation.
Mrs. Nickerson and son will
accompany him home to Portland.Mr.
and Mrs. George Webster and family have
returned to their home in Boston after
spending the summer at Sunnyside—Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Sherman and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Tyler came up to their cottage in
Mr. Sherman's auto last Sunday.The
Benefit Society wil1 meet at the Grange
hall Sept. 20th.
A full attendance is desired as matters of importance will come
before the meeting.

town.

must go over this curve it
much it means. If it were

L
jraR- •sazjEi

Story of My Wonderful Success. Reads Like a lair.
Let Full of Convincing Truths. An Opportunity ot ;
for the Investor. Take Advantage of it.

r£

l ask ever.',
per to write liir.
you my free :
Years”—** riic Sr
Wonderful Sum
•.

I

Wells, Boston; 11. ar, sch. Ellen Al. Golder,

To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure. E. \Y. Grove’s signature
on each box, 25c.

Belfast.

Bangor, Sept. G. Ar, sehs. J. Arthur
Lord, New York; Stony Brook, Boston;
Charleston, do.; Mary J. Elliot, Searsport;
7, ar, sch. Fannie Palmer, Norfolk ; sld, sch.
July Fourth, Boston; 8, ar, sell. Nat Ayer,
Portland; >*, arrived sells. Celia F., Belfast ;
David Faust, Port Johnson ; sld, sells. Thelma, New York ; Annie B. Lewis, do.; 10, ar,
sch. Annie P. Chase, Woods Doll; 11, ar,
sehs. Sarah L. Davis, New York ; Kit Carsoil. Elizabetbport; Annie P.
Chase, do.;
Emilia S. Lord, Port Reading; 12, ar, sehs.
Pui.tan, Boston; W. R. Perkins,* Jersey
City.
.x
Bath, Sept. G. Sld, seh. Ennna S. Briggs,

BEEF AST PRICE

|S

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.

Prices Paid Producer.

Oft Hay p ton,
10.00@l3.no
5 Hides p lb,
7a7i
2.0ft Lamb p Us
li
Beans, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
05a75
Yel'eyes,
Butter p ft>,
0a9
18@20 Mutton p ib.
OaS Oats p bu., 32 ft),
40
Beef, sides, p lb,
Beef fore quarters,
5 Potatoes p bu.,
50
60 Round Hog,
6
Barley p bu.,
Cheese p lb.
13 Straw p ton,
lO.oO
16 Turkey p ft),
Cbieken p tb,
25@28
Calf Skins,per lb. 11^13 Tallow p lb,
2$a3
Duck p ib,
Halo .Veal p lb.
'“s
24 Wool, unwashed,
33
Eggspdoz.,
Fowl p tb,
4.00u4.5l
14; Wood, hard,
Geese p lb,
16 Wood, soft,
^3.00

ur*

“,

llllHiu

A.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Follett-Cook.

lAClglllUU

ttUU

Aiay

A

I..‘111

11,

In

Belfast, September 12, by
Rev. J. W. Hatch, Leslie C. Follett and Miss
Frederica M. Cook, both of Belfast.
Fitch-Richards, in Rockland, September 2, :
Charles R. Fitch snd Miss Hope E. Richards,

Montevideo,' Aug. 7. Sid, bark John S.
Emery, New York.
Makawell, Aug. 20. Sid, ship Emily F.
Whitney, San Francisco.
both of Rockland.
Ginn-Heath. In Verona, September 3, AnOrchilla, Aug. 20. In port, sch. Robert II.
drew Ginn of Buck-port and Miss Fannie Heath
McCurdy, Hall, for Baltimore.
of
Verona.
Port Spain, Sept. 4.
Sid, sch. Herald,
Jackson-Thomas. in Belfast, September 10,
Simmons, Washington, D. C.
Rev. E. S. Phllbrook, Ivan Eugene Jackson of
Rio Janeiro. Arrived previous to Sept. 6, by
Northport and Miss Georgie May Thomas of Linbark Holliswood, Warren, San Francisco 1 colnville.
and San Pedro for New York (called for
Oxton-Averill. In Thomaston. September
water and stores).
6, Edward V. oxton and Susan >i. Averiil.
McDonai.d-schwartz. In Can den, SeptemPenang, Sept. 10. Sid, ship E. B. Sutton, ber
7. Charles McDonald of Thomaston anu Miss
Butman (from New York), Singapore.
Blanche Schwartz of Camden.
Manila, Aug. 1. In port, ships Luzon,
Proctor-Snowman. In Vinalhaven, SeptemPark, from Philadelphia, arrived July 21; ber 5, Frank D. Proctor of Lowell, Mass., and
Paul Revere, Whittier, unchartered.
Helen G. Snowman of Vinalhaven.
Buenos Ayres, Sept. 11. Ar, bark Mabel j Simmons-Sherer. In Rockland. September
5, Frank H. Simmons of Chelsea, Mass., and Lot
1. Meyers, Boston.
tie M.shererof
Rockland.
Willett-Linscott. In Clinton, August 22,
Willett and Miss Ethel Llnscott.

MARITIME MISCELLANY.

John

DIED.
Adams. In Camden, September 5, Mrs. Sarah
C. Adams.
Carr. In Rookland, September 3, Hannah S.,
widow ol James Carr, a native of Bucksport,
aged 78 years. Remains taken to Searsport for

interment.

Conant. In Belfast. September 12, Catherine
B., widow of the late Captain Benjamin W, Conant, aged 78 years,
Crocker. In Machlas, September 6, Alvin G.
Crocker, aged 80 years.
Doughty.
In Searsmont, September 5, of
sidnHi menigitis, Albert Doughty, aged 10 years.
He was the son of Mrs. Lida Doughty of Free-

port.
Drake. In Rookland. September 3, Margaret,
widow of Augustine Drake, aged 87 years, 11
months and 11 days.
Dyer. In Castine, August 29. Robert Dyer,
aged 89 years, 8 months and 4 days,
Dunphe. In Belfast, September 9, Mrs. B. M.

Dunphe, aged

71 years.

Fi.agg. In Rockland, September 1, infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Flagg
Hale. In Brooklin, August 31, Mrs. Nancy J.
Hale, aged 83 years, 10 months and 14 days.
Jackson. In Morrill. September U, Sarah
Jackson, aged 84 years, 3 months and 22 days.
Leonard. In Waldo, September 6, Thomas
Leonard, aged 09 years, 7 months and 17'days.
Merchant. In Vinalhaven, August 31, Mrs.
Sarah G. Merchant, aged 73 years.'
Parker. In Islesboro, August 29, Edward

Parker, aged
Simmons

71 years.
In Friendship,

E., wife of Thomas P.
months and 19 days.

I

Ayer of Bangor and others. (Since floated.);

September l, Lydia
Simmons, aged 67 years, 4

Sullivan. In Frankfoit, September 4, Anne,
wife of James Sullivan, aged *4 years.
Trubston. In Gutbree, Oklohoma, August
24, Henry R. Thurston, aged 47 years.
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Styles

p

Carry with them an assurance of
faultless style. Their quality and
finish are often copied but never
equaled. A full line of

Also

a

complete line of

UNDERWEAR,
HOSIERY,
and

1*t°ck

GLOVES,
NECKWEAR,

everything suitable for fall

wear
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§25.00. My first year’s business netted me over §1,000. Last year ! ;
partners of 15 per cent. Five years ago my business bad grown
I am now at 03-05 Clark M
compelled to remove to larger quarters.
connection with Hotel St. George.
Experts pronounce my institute
pointed of its kind in the country. 1 estimate the equipment of Tl;
of Physical Culture to be worth at least $40,000.
I want to have a building of my own that will enable me to acci ti :
ing business. To erect this building l need capital, but more import
increase my business to the proportions which I desire, I need the >.
women throughout the country and the world.
■

may be found at

j

|
1

J

Stiff and Soft Hats

vi

one

promising

jy believe 1 i
sit ion from
point that
you. For r-
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both of Rockland.

1
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Apples.p bu..
dried, p tb,

New Yo k.
Hurricane Island, Me., Sept. 2. Ar, seh.
Metinic, Bristol, R. I., (to load for Annapolis).
Stoningtou, Mr, Sept. 9. Ar, sell. Ilenrv
II. Chamberlain; 8, sehs. L. T. Whitmore
and Edwin R. Hunt.
Castine, Sept. 9. Ar, sch. Mattie J. Alles,
Portland (and towed to North Brooksville
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
to load staves for New York).
corned, p lb, 8@io Lime p bbl.,
90Si.ro
Bucksport, Me., Sept. 10.
Ar, seh. Telu- Beef,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
Meal
4
i$a:0;Oat
p lb,
mah, South Amboy.
Corn p bu.,
71 Onions p lb,
4
Newport News, Sept. 7. Sld, sch. S. P. Cracked Corn, p bu, 71 Oil Keroseue, gal.,14315
Blackburn, Bangor; 8, sld, sells. Joseph B. i Com Meal, p bu.,
71Pollock F b,
5
Thomas, Bangor; Henry L. Peekliam, do.
10
15@16 Pork p ib.
| Cheese, p lb,
1.13
Norfolk, Sept. 7. Cld, sehs. Jacob M. Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Haskell, Boston; Singleton Palmer, Port- Codfish dry, p ft., 5@8iRye Meal p tb,
1.15
land ; 9, ar, sehs. Helen G. Moseley, Boston; Cranberries, p qt., 8@10 Shorts p cwt.,
Clover Seed.
6i
p
lb,
16!Sugar
Win. B. Palmer, New York.
Flour, p bbl., 5.75a7.00 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
40
Savannah, Sept. 7. Ar, sch. Pendleton H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.75 Sweet Potatoes,
3
Sisters, Norfolk ; 9, passed in Tybee, sell. S. Lard, pit,
11. Wheat Meal.
3a4
M. Bird, from Wilmington, N. C.
W'ilmington, N. C„ Sept. 7. Cld, sch. S.
M. Bird, Key West via Savannah.
BORN.
Brunswick, Sept. 7. Sld, sch. Joseph W.
Bridges. In Rockland, September 5, to Mr.
Hawthorn, Portland, (and returned 9th for
Mrs. John C. Bridges, a daughter.
harbor); 8, ar, sch. Augusta W. Snow, San and
Dyer. In Rockland. August 29, to Mr. and
Juan; 11, ar, sch. Laura M. Lunt, Boston.
Fall River, Mass., Sept. 8. Ar, sch. Har- Mrs. Frank E. Dyer, a daughter.
Gii.chrest. In Thomaston, September 6, to
old C. Beecher, Pascagoula, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrest, a daughter.
Port Reading, N. J., Sept. 8. Ar, sch. SuHutchins. In Castine, September 2, to Mr.
san Stetson, Hardy, New York (and cleared
aud Mrs. Peter Hutchins, a daughter.
Perkins. In Penobscot, August 28, to Mr. and
for Wiuterport).
Port Townsend, Wash., Sept. 8. Sld, ship Mrs. Percy W. Perkins, a daughter.
Perkins. In Castine, September 4, to Mr. and
A. J. Fuller (from Port lladlock), MelMrs. Joel Perkins, a son.
bourne.
Proctor. In Rockland. September 5, to Mr.
Pascagoula, Miss., Sept. 9. Ar, brig Havi- and Mrs. Daniel Proctor, a son.
lah, Matanzas.
San Francisco, Sept. 2. Sld, ship Aryan,
MARRIED.
Eureka and New York or Philadelphia.
Portland, Sept. 12. Ar, sell. J. W. Baiano,
Creighton-ahharn. Id Rockland, SeptemJacksonville.

The first American sailing vessel to enter
the port of Newchwang, China, was the fivemast schooner Crescent, with 1,585,89!) feet
of Oregon pine from Blakely, Wash.
The
voyage occupied seventy days from Puget
to
the
of
Sound
Pechill.
Bay
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Sept. ti. Sch
General Adelbert Ames, from Georgetown,
S. C., for Boston, stopped here today to
land two sick seamen at Marine hospital.
Extra men will be shipped from New Bedford and vessel will proceed to destination.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Sept. 9. Sch.
Merrill C. Hart, Thomaston, Me., for New
York, loaded with lime, ran ashore on
Hedge Fence Shoal at 5 o’clock this morning. The schooner was floated off three
hours later by steamer Susie I)., apparently
uninjured and proceeded.
The light recently erected on the Graves,
Boston Harbor, was used for the first time
September 1, and is of 192,000 candle power.
It throws out a white double flash every
six seconds, which Is visible for 15J miles in
clear weather. The new lighthouse makes
possible the navigation by night of the new
deep channel through Broad Sound, by
which the largest vessels are to enter. Boston Harbor. The structure cost $100,000.
Bangor, Me., September 7. Schooner
American Team, from Port Reading with
coal, which grounded in her berth here,
Tuesday, heeled over and filled, is now
being discharged between tides. She rests
upon a ledge amidships, and is badly stove,
but can be floated and will be repaired. The
accident was the result of a very low course
of tides.
The vessel is owned by F. W.

B

Lamson & Hubbard

■

CO-OP F. RAT ION IS THE SECRET OF Sl'CCKSs.

Dwight P. Palmer’s,
Masonic

Temple,

Belfast, Me.

1 recognize it. I believe that with thousands of co-operators tin
can build my business to tremendous proportions to the benefit ot

myself.
a

GUNS!

iic

mac

ia

muui

).>uiaicu

uuuci

me

in«a
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000. They are proprietors of The Mae Levy Institute of Physical (
Mac Levy Gymnasium Equipment Company.
The last named branch of the business of the Mac Levy Conn
new.
I have been at work for several years to establish such a depart
with teaching Physical Culture. The most difficult part of forming
pany has been accomplished. The business is now in condition to
scale. Hundreds of thousands of dollars are spent yearly on n. w
their equipment. The profits are large. A Company of this kind L.iin which to work. Competition is slight, ft is evident that The M

Equipment Company

can

build up

au

enormous

j
i

]

business.

J

The Mac Levy Company operates during the summer months at sir
SHOT GUNS and RIFLES to tell or to
Coney Island, and at Arverne Hotel, Arverne-hy-the-Sea, L. 1
let. A lew SECOND HAND RIFLES
Brooklyn Institute. It also does an extensive mail business. 1 teac1
CHEAP.
should live and exercise. My students are scattered all over the 1

i

English speaking countries.

Loaded Sheila, both
black powdar.

smokoleas

A

and

CARLE S JONES,

Crookary Department.

noticit
EYES EXAMINED.
GOLD FILLED FRAMES
warranted for 10 years and Lenses
furnished at $2.10.
&2K5SKE!
DR. 0. S. VICKERY,
MIXER BLOCK,

BELFAST, MAINE.

STATE OF MAINE.
i
Executive Department,
a ugusta, September 8,1905.
(
Notice is hereby given that a petition for the
pardou of Frank Douglass, a convict in the State
under sentence for the crime of larceny,
s now pending before the Governor and Council,
and a nearing thereon will be granted in the
Counoil Chamber at Augusta, on Friday, the 13th
day of October next, at ten o’clock A. x.
A. I. BROWN,
3w37
Deputy Secretary of state.

Jirlson

Card of Thanks,
The family of Thomas Leonard desire to express to their neighbors and friends their appreciation of the assistance and sympathy extended to them in the recent sickness and death of
their husband and father. The floral offerings
and impressive services are alse worthy of
special mention.
1W38*
MRS. THOMAS LEONARD.

PROBLEM

which arises in the minds of every man and woman is how to secure a
in the earlier years of their life that they may reap the full benefits
come affords. 1 have long thought that there are hundreds of people
stances who would like to invest a few dollars in an institution of this
It is to such people that I intend this announcement shall appeal
block of the treasury stock of this company to the public at its par
for doing this are that I wish to erect a building and to extend the b i>
Levy Institute of Physical Culture and The Mac Levy Gymim.-i1

Company.
I

WANT YOT AS MY PARTNER.

I need your help and suggestions. I want you to work w Itli noa tremendous amount of new business. I believe that if you court
ally and go over the records of the business which I have done, v
the figures which show the steady growth my business lias exj»-r>
ten years, examine my plans for future extension, and then look
equipment of my institute, and would want no further evidence t hbusiness would bring you the greatest possible returns consistent

1

management.
I ask you to write me for my free book. I believe it will interest
few dollars that you want to invest. Why let it stand idle earning
that Savings Hanks pay their depbsitors? Put it to work. Join it
Company ought to pay at least twenty ter cent, dividenhs with;
Write for my book to-day.

Dept. Y,

""i

Now.

55

MAC LEV^
President of the Mac Ltctj <
63-65 Clark St., Brooklyn.'

]

---

Card ot 1 hanks.
We wish to express our thanks to our neighbors
and friends for tlieir kindness in the last sickness
and death of our mother, Mrs. B. M. Dunphe.
W. M. Dt'NPHE,
Mrs. M. K. Knowlton,
Mrs. C. O. Monroe.
lt37*

FOR RENT
One large front room, furnished or unfurnished. Apply to
2t37*
28 Miller Street, Belfast

WANTED
gentleman of fan
for Ann of *250,000 oapitai
year, payable weekly. 11|«'
GEO. G. < ! ""
dress
Lady

or

i

lw.17*

Stable

—

to Rent.

Situated on Cross street sad..
stable or a ten cent stable, r
IHA>
tf3T
at Swift* Paul’s. Mason.

..

fast

